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In one of our recent issues, our columnist Sriram 
Narayanan spoke about sub-four-metre cars, and how they’re 
a by-product of our regulations rather than our actual 
requirements. Well, it isn’t the first time that something like 
this has happened. The automotive world is riddled with 
many such instances. Take the targa top, for instance. 

Targa is Italian for ‘plate’. In the 1960s, convertibles were 
fast catching the fancy of Americans. but there was news that 
the American authorities would ban them because of safety 
concerns. This gave birth to the removable part of the solid 
roof. The ban on convertibles never went through, but the 
automotive world got targa top cars – the most famous of 
them being the Porsche 911 Targa.

As an exclusive in this issue, we have the new, top-of-the-
line 911 Targa 4S. It is as much a 911 as any other, and is 
powered by a massive flat-six boxer engine that spews out 
394bhp and 440Nm, and is mated to the Doppelkupplung 
dual-clutch gearbox. The car is capable of a top speed of 
294kph, and just like the regular 911, the Targa can teach a 
thing or two about precision driving to sportscars of today. It 
cannot match the visual or aural drama that a Jaguar F-Type 
r provides, but drive the car, and it’s almost impossible not to 
step out with a smile plastered across your face.

Talking of machines from Stuttgart, Mercedes-benz’s 
product onslaught continues. It celebrates its two decades in 
India with the launch of the new C-Class, one of the most 
successful models to bear the three-pointed star. The all-new 
model looks like it’s an ode to the benchmark of luxury cars, 
its big brother, the S-Class.

We haven’t left out the bikes. One of the world’s oldest 
marques, Italy’s benelli, has been revived by the Chinese, and 
DSK MotoWheels is bringing its bikes to India. We tell you 
what to expect from this tri-nation effort, starting with the 
poster boy of the lot – the naked TNT 899.

Enjoy the issue.
 

GiRish KARKERA, EdItor
twitter.com/karkeragirish

‘like every other 911, the targa 
can teach a thing or two 
about precision driving to 
sportscars of today’
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT NEW CARS THIS MONTH

01 Company description
Just who are you dealing with here? 
The low down on the company behind the automobile.

02 The TG Rating
Simply translated: how good is the vehicle in numbers? 
Out of say, 10?

03 Price in your city
Indicative ex-showroom prices. On-road for Mumbai 
and Delhi. Accurate at the time of going to press.

04 India Sales
Don’t just go by what we write. 
See how fellow buyers treated the company in the recent past.

05 TG �Choice
Choosing the right variant can be confusing. 
It’s not necessarily the cheapest one. . . or the diesel.

06 More stuff to read
Added insight into the world of TopGear via these little oases of 
slightly grumpy opinion 

07 Fuel efficiency
‘Average kitna hai?’ The real-world figure for real-world situations.

08 Dimensions
Making sure you know if your car will fit in your parking slot. Yeah, 
that’s going to be important too.

THE GUIDE TO USING OUR GUIDE

*Indicates Ex-showroom prices for Mumbai and Delhi ●✔  Yes ●✖  No ●■   Optional  Gadgets & Safety Guide

 Price  FeaturesNumbers
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LX 4x2 10.30 9.95* 10.30 12.13 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 6/10
EX 4x2 11.22 10.82* 11.21 13.03 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 ●✖ ●✖ ●✔ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✔ ●✖ 6/10
VX 4x2 13.00 12.40* 12.98 15.09 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 ●✖ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  6/10
VX 4x4 14.32 13.67* 14.30 16.60 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 15.13 10 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  6/10

XE 1.2 P 4.63 4.64* 4.68 4.84* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔  ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
XM 1.2 P 5.25 5.25* 5.31 5.48* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✖ ●✔  ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XMS 1.2 P 5.43 5.43* 5.49 5.66* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XT 1.2 P 6.01 5.99* 6.06 6.26* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
XE 1.3 D 5.67 5.64* 5.73 5.88* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 na na na ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
XM 1.3 D 6.31 6.27* 6.37 6.54* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na ●✖ ●✔  ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔  ●✔  ●✖ 7/10
XMS 1.3 D 6.49 6.45* 6.55 6.72* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na ●✔ ●✔  ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XMA 1.3 D 7.05 6.99* 7.10 7.30* 4cyl 1248cc 5A 89 200 na na na ●✖ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XT 1.3 D 7.05 6.99* 7.10 7.30* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10

Hybrid 29.36 29.75 29.12 33.56 4cyl 2494cc 6A 298 213 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  6/10
2.5l  25.46 24.77 25.08 28.95 4cyl 2494cc 6A 178 233 na 8.93 9.8 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10

JS    12.19 13.79 12.20 14.52 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
G     13.94 15.78 13.96 16.68 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
GL   15.58 17.65 15.60 18.64 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
G (CVT) 15.24 17.26 15.26 18.23 4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
V L  17.09 19.36 17.11 20.44 4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
D-4D J 13.27 15.02 13.29 16.10 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
D-4D G 15.24 17.26 15.26 18.49 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
D-4D GL 16.88 19.12 16.90 20.48 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
D-4DJS 13.84 15.67 13.86 16.79 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✖  ●✔ ●✖ 7/10

J     5.35 5.46 5.40 6.64 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 4/10
G      5.89 6 5.96 7.25 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●■ ●■ ●✔ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 4/10
V     6.61 7.22 6.65 8.04 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10
VX    6.99 7.72 7.04 8.49 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10
GD  6.97 7.30 7.04 8.58 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na ●■ ●■ ●✔ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 4/10
VD   7.68 8.39 7.73 9.38 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10
VXD 8.07 8.90 8.12 9.85 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10

Safari Storme: Big, heavy, ponderous and somehow likeable. Colossal comfort, great off-road ability.

TG Choice:  VX 4x4 as it’s a great off-roader and can go places without fearing the terrain.
L: 465cm W: 193cm H: 192.2cm Boot: 980 litres Fuel Tank:  55litres, Ground Clearance: 20.5cm  Also try: Mahindra Scorpio, Ford Endeavour

Tata Zest
Tata’s taken its time, but it has now rolled out a 
compact sedan that will make waves in the market

Tata’s much-delayed 
compact sedan, 
the Zest, has finally 
arrived, and it has 
come prepared 
for a fight. It has a 
proper boot, but 
it’s still under four 
metres, which means 

it vaults over excise 
duties. Features 
are distributed 
evenly, but alloys are 
standard on even the 
base model! Now 
the cheapest diesel 
automatic saloon you 
can buy in India.

NEW 

ENTRY

Zest: A compact sedan available with a turbo-petrol motor, and an automated manual ’box, but only with a diesel engine for now

TG Choice:  XMA as it’s got the perfect combination of a diesel motor paired to an automated manual gearbox that makes life easy.
L: 399.5cm W: 170.6cm H: 157cm Boot: 390 litres Fuel Tank: 44litres, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Hyundai Xcent, Honda Amaze, Maruti DZire

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013: na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Massive world-player  but  
also churns out the reliably unexceptional in frightening 
numbers.

TOYOTA Dealers 152 Warranty na Website www.toyotabharat.com

Camry: The handsome new Camry is fast and spacious, and has a great cabin.  Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The Hybrid is you want low running costs.
L: 482.5cm W: 182.5cm H: 148cm Boot: 484 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 16cm  Also try: Nissan Teana, VW Passat, Hyundai Sonata

Corolla Altis: The new one is not all-new but still very good. Altis is a refi ned, comfortable businessman’s sedan.

TG Choice:  The diesel GL would be just fi ne, as Corollas are usually chauffeur-driven.
L: 454cm W: 176cm H: 147.5cm Boot: 475 litres Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Chevrolet Cruze, Renault Fluence.

Etios: Made not to excite but just smack you with the practicality and comfort of a Toyota.

TG Choice:  The V should be just fi ne as this car is for people who put logic over excitement.
L: 426.5cm W: 169.5 cm H: 151cm Boot: 595 litres Fuel Tank: 45 litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Maruti Swift DZire, Mahindra Verito

TA
TA

 T
O 

TO
YO

TA

TATA continued

ENGINE Engine configuration – either V, W or F (flat), otherwise 
in-line – plus the number of cylinders and capacity in cubic 
centimetres.

POWER (BHP) Engine’s maximum power output in brake 
horsepower. (Hybrid cars show combined elec/fuel bhp figure)

TORQUE (Nm) The engine’s peak torque figure – 
measured in Nm.

0–100KPH Our very own test time in seconds to reach 100km 
from a standing start.

TOP SPEED As the title suggests, the fastest a car can go.

SAFETY & GADGETS

BLUETOOTH For you to know if you can pair your 
smartphone to your new car ●
PARKING AID Parking sensors    Reverse camera 

* indicates ex-showroom prices for Mumbai and Delhi

 ●✔ Yes ●✖ No ●■ Optional
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7/10
7/10
7/10
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LX 4x2 

Safari Storme: 
TG Choice: 
L: 465cm W: 193cm 
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Camry: 
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Etios: 
TG Choice: 
L: 426.5cm W:
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5.25 5.25* 5.31 5.48* 
5.43 5.43* 5.49 5.66* 
6.01 5.99* 6.06 6.26* 
5.67 5.64* 5.73 5.88* 

03

India sales in 2013:
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Website www.toyotabharat.com

04

25.46 24.77 25.08 28.95 

12.19 13.79 12.20 14.52 

The new one is not all-new but still very good. Altis is a refi ned, comfortable businessman’s sedan.

 would be just fi ne, as Corollas are usually chauffeur-driven.
Fuel Tank: 55 litres, 

064cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✖  

4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●

07

THE TOPGEAR NEW CAR & BIKE 

DDUUII EEGG

105–136
all you need to 
know about the 
best cars on sale 
today. your car  
not there? Sell  
it, and buy one, 

then...
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Dragoman
fancy a cross-continent trip in a revamped 
tata truck? time to go overlanding with 
uK-based Dragoman

Sriram
on why ferrari and its ex-boss, luca 
cordero di Montezemolo, are better than 
the rest

MotoGP: Valencia
Marc Marquez once again proves why he is 
numero uno in the world, this time in front 
of his home fans 

Shreenand
a tribute to bertone, and reminiscing 
about the first-gen honda city

Options List
brightly coloured speakers, camera and hot 
watches. fancy some?
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Driven this month…
Mercedes-Benz B-Class 42

Mercedes 350 CDI 44

Vento DSG 45

Chevy Sail 46

Audi A3 47

Indian Scout 48

Kawasaki Ninja H2 and 
Yamaha R1
both are fast, loaded with tech and look like 
they’ve been exiled from Krypton. all of 
this dynamic duo is unveiled

Hero’s New Plant
here’s the low-down on hero’s fourth plant 
in neemrana which will produce, among 
others, a 1000cc superbike

Merc G-Code
Merc’s new revolutionary concept is 
powered by its paint and suspension. 
Who would have guessed?

Toyota Camry Sleeper
toyota manufactures a camry you will 
definitely think twice about driving your 
children to school in

Audi Q3
audi’s popular baby Suv gets a fresh 
face and engine tweaks. Standard mid-life 
treatment, this 
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There are polarising 
opinions on the new tree-
hugging ways of supercar 
manufacturers. We 
received emails from two 
readers who are all for it...
The sudden rush amongst the big dogs of the 
supercar world to develop hybrid hypercars that 
churn out power in the range of 900bhp and are as 
fuel efficient as Maruti-Suzuki Altos is, I believe, a 
sensational development in the history of the 
automobile.

Though I am a self-confessed petrolhead, and while 
electric motors might never match the brutal, 
primordial roar of an internal combustion engine, I 
still believe that hybrid cars, be they hypercars or 
school-run crossovers, are the way forward. 
Environmental issues, like it or not, are real, and it 
might not be so bad to have the likes of the P1, 
LaFerrari, 918 Spyder or Lambo Asterion lead the 
way for the automobile industry towards a more 
sustainable, and still really quick future.
Prakash G. via email

2014 seems like it will go down in automotive history as a 
landmark year. The launch of green supercars like the 
LaFerrari and McLaren P1, which go monstrously fast but 
still leave behind a lesser carbon footprint than your 
hatchback are really signalling the way forward for the 
automobile industry as a whole.

Half a decade back, no one would have imagined cars, 
which use the concept of the Prius, to thunder past at 
speeds north of 340kph. It is marvellous how one year has 
witnessed such a large leap in automotive technology 
development. Once these concepts trickle down to 
everyday cars, we are bound to enter a new era of the 
automobile.
Anupam Kumar via email

Ten of the best NASCAR brawls 
tinyurl.com/nascar-brawls

What the hell is going on at Hyundai? 
tinyurl.com/hyundai-rnd

The world’s best racing cars 
tinyurl.com/best-racing-cars
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INTeRWeb, FACebook, TWITTeR, LeTTeR, 
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I decided to give my centre table a  
Tg India 9th Anniversary makeover. 

used my all-time favorite images,  
cut from six different issues of my 

beloved magazine.
A Asheesh ChudAsAmA viA emAil

Aeke khadho has been a Topgear 
India magazine collector since 2006. 

He’s looking at selling his collection  
if you’re interested. 

viA FACebook
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t was The Stig who first identified  
the problem. “The new BMW M3  
is s**t,” he said, apropos of nothing  
in particular.

I am often accused of using 
hyperbole to make a point, but I am 
a rank amateur compared with our 
tame racing driver. Not that he knows 

what the word ‘hyperbole’ means. He would almost certainly 
think it was some kind of soup. But, whatever, every car falls 
into one of two categories in his book. It is either “brilliant” or it 
is “s**t”. Unless it is a Mercedes AMG Black, a car which causes 
him to become priapic. And then faint.

He makes the decision on whether a car is “brilliant” or 
“s**t” depending entirely on what sort of diff it has and how 
well that diff works. You could give him a car which looked like 
the Ferrari 458, ran on water, cost 25p and did 320kph, but 
if its diff prevented him from getting the tail out a bit in the 
Hammerhead, he would say it was “s**t”.

So I didn’t pay much attention to his musings on the new 
M3. In fact, I drove one – actually, it was an M4, but let’s not 
get bogged down with detail here – a few weeks later, and 
I thought it was pretty damn marvellous. A tad overstyled 
perhaps, and fitted with silly door mirrors, but fast and 
comfortable and extremely well balanced. The diff? Didn’t 
even notice it.

A few weeks later, however, I was with an M4 at the Mugello 
racetrack in Italy. I still don’t know how on earth they got 
permission to build such a place in Tuscany – it’d be like being 
allowed to build a swan-shooting centre in the Lake District – 
and I uncovered the flaw that his Stigness was on about.

It’s not really the diff. It’s the steering. In Sport Plus mode, it 
is far too twitchy, so that any attempt to perform a power slide 

– something that was as easy as breathing in the old M3 – 
is rewarded with a great deal of jerkiness to start with and a 
lot of tight-buttocked fishtailing when it was over.  
      In Comfort mode, the steering is better, but it’s still not 
right. And an M3, or 4, with steering that’s not right?  
That’s like saying a ballet dancer is not right because  
she has concrete blocks where her feet should be. 

There’s a very good reason for the problem. It’s the 
same reason that the engine has only six cylinders rather 
than eight. The Polar bear. To stop his house floating 
away and crashing into a luxury liner, we are told that  
cars need to produce fewer carbon dioxides. That means 
smaller, turbocharged engines. And steering that’s  
powered by the battery, not hydraulics.

It’s sad, really, but at the end of the day we can’t moan 
too much because despite the smaller engine, the new  
M3 is faster than the last model. And that steering? Well,  
it means that power slides are tricky, but in the real world 
where there are policemen and shrubberies, who cares 
if your car is hard to gather up after a 400-yard drift? 
Because, by and large, the M3 is magnificent. I like it a lot.

But do I like it as much as the new i8? There has been  
no subtle nod to the plight of the Polar bear here. This  
is a car that strides manfully up to his igloo, pops its  
head round the door and says in a Greenpeacey way:  
“Hi, I’m here to help.”

It is built to be light, and to do 55kpl. It has a small 
three-cylinder engine, such as you would find in a food 
blender or a vacuum cleaner. And as a result, it is exactly  
the sort of car that should be treated by TopGear as the  
devil. It is what we fear the world is coming to.

And yet, behind all the holier than thou, clean ’n’ green 
hype, this is a car with a carbon-fibre tub. It’s a car that will 
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hold a candle on the racetrack to the Porsche 911 and the  
new Corvette – don’t laugh, that’s a good car. 

When Toyota first showed the world that hybrid drive was 
possible, they dressed up the technology in the Prius. An 
anti-car, designed to show specifically that its owner is not 
interested in motoring at all. It was for people who needed 
wheels. Not people who wanted them.

McLaren changed the way we think. It showed with the 
P1 that hybrid supercar doesn’t have to be dreary. It showed 
that a petrol engine and an electric motor working in harmony 
can be just about the most exciting, enthralling and alluring 
combination since Paul Newman and robert redford came 
together to be Butch and Sundance.

And, now, BMW has offered us that same sense of air 
punching yes-ness for around a tenth of the price of the 
McLaren P1. Trust me on this. The i8 is a car you’re really 
going to want.

It looks unusual and odd and it’s all slightly overwhelming 
when you climb inside for the first time. There are read-outs 
and buttons that you don’t understand. It’s like switching from 
an iPhone to a Nokia. You have a craving to run home to 
Mummy, but there’s no need to be frightened, because you 

can drive an i8 in exactly the same way you would drive 
any other car.

You have a steering wheel, a brake pedal and a throttle. 
You put the gearlever in drive and apart from the fact 
there is no noise when you push the starter button, it feels 
pretty much the same as whatever you’re driving now.

Not exactly the same, though. It actually feels lighter, 
sharper, more responsive. It feels alive and exciting. And 
if you push the gearlever to the other side of the gate to 
engage Sport mode, it feels fast. really fast.

      on a twisting country lane, it just flew, slicing with 
no roll from corner to corner as though it was a 

bird of prey. I knew, of course, that the petrol 
engine was driving one set of wheels and the 
electric motor was driving the other. I knew, 
too, there was a third, chiming in to give 
a little extra boost as the forced induction 
woke up.  

I knew, too, there were computers deciding 
when all of this happened but, from where I was 

sitting, it felt intuitive. It felt absolutely right. It felt 
absolutely magnificent.

And so, we arrive at an interesting question. Given the 
choice, which one would I buy: a car from the past or a car 
for the future? 

Sitting here, today, I don’t know. So to find out, I’m 
going to do an experiment. Next week, I’m going to drive 
an i8 to – oh, I don’t know, let’s say Whitby – where a new 
M3 will be waiting. And then I shall choose which one I 
shall use for the drive back to London.

You will see the film, and the result, in the next series 
of TopGear which will be screened when we’ve finished 
making it. 
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polar bear’s igloo, pops its head  
in and says: ‘hi, i’m here to help’”

want more of 
clarkson? clIck  
on topgEaR.coM
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“to anyone under the 
age of 45, eighties 
music must have 
sounded like a hurdy-
gurdy ensemble”

M
rs H has just returned from 
a festival. It sounded awful, 
but she seemed to have had 
a great time. When the car 
returning her home rolled 
up at the front door, she 
stepped from the delirious, 

boozy fug within bearing a smile broad enough, 
almost, to outshine the wrinkles and weariness 
accumulated over a weekend spent sleeping in 
a tent, peeing in a bucket and standing in a field 
looking at a once-great musician hopping about on 
a remote stage like a spider on a tea tray. 

The festival seemed to have consisted, from 
what I could gather during the ensuing debrief at the 
kitchen table, exclusively of those artists I disliked 
when new, and feel no more inclined to enjoy now 
the decades passed since the height of their powers 
have rendered them less than field-fresh. 

It was all about the Eighties, a decade which 
was, as far as my memories are concerned, pretty 
awful. I didn’t like the music, the clothes, the hair 
or the cheap lager. But there are many people who 
disagree. The fields, camping grounds, temporary 
bars and unspeakable lavatories were, I was told, 
full of joyous revellers revelling joyously. And not 
all of them were 40-somethings defying the harsh 
evidence of straining waistbands and bursting 
Lycra seams to enjoy a time-travel trip back to the 
decade of their youth. There were many, I was told, 
from far later decades, just happy to go to a festival 
and join in, to lose themselves in the crowds and 
soak up the live music. I struggled to see how this 
was possible, because to anyone under the age of 
45, the music must have sounded like a hurdy-
gurdy ensemble or an organ with a handle and a 
monkey on top. 

But in an age when tomorrow’s world leaders 
and champions of commerce are updating their 
digital profiles to share their actions, hopes and 
thoughts with people they will never meet, and 
downloading their favourite TV shows to watch 

later on their watches, the earthy, visceral, analogue 
thrills of a live event are calling with a fresh and 
commanding voice. 

Bands make their money now from live shows 
rather than selling 45rpm singles of their latest 
hit in Woolworths. The O2 is, as far as I can tell, 
permanently full of pre-teen groupies hopping about 
in front of their musical idols while their parents look 
on and wonder what happened to cassettes. 

The growing array of TV talent shows intent on 
encouraging us to dial in and pay to vote for the 
next singing, dancing, juggling, cooking, yodelling 
hero, concentrate not on how good-looking the 
contestants are, but on how good they actually 
are at the thing they want to do. The singers can 
sing, the dancers can dance and, well, I’ve never 
watched, but I’m sure the rest of them are also 
really good at the stuff they want to strut on the 
global stage. 

There are even competitions for gamers who 
can transfer their driving skills from the digital world 
to the analogue one and launch a career as a real 
racing driver. 

All of which make the actions of a young van 
driver I passed recently inexplicable, but those of 
perhaps a generation stuck in the middle. He was 
coming the other way in his van, I was in a Land 
Rover – an old but rather dignified one. I gave way to 
allow him to pass a car parked on his side of the road, 

even though it was clearly my right of way. He was 
a youngish bloke, perhaps mid-20s, driving his van, 
doing his job, out there in the world earning money 
to spend on digital downloads, driving games and 
data minutes. As he passed, I raised a cheery hand 
from the battered wheel of the Landie and smiled. 

He blanked me. Never even looked across. 
Failed to engage in any way with the sole other 
human being on a quiet stretch of road on a cheery 
Wednesday morning. Distracted maybe, thinking 
of new tactics for Forza or reflecting on the 
weekend’s performances on Britain’s Got the Next 
Supermodel Singer Danceathon, but nevertheless, 
an oddly out-of-place response. Because I firmly 
believe that we are, as a species, not just clinging 
onto the essential human interactions that make us 
special, but are swinging back towards them with 
a vigour and urgency typical of the creature that 
came to dominate the world. 

My daughters can download instantly any 
track they want, can search the net to laugh at 
videos of monkeys riding piglets, but that’s all just 
background babble, inconsequential nothings. 
When we gave them mobile phones, we thought 
they’d be up all night marvelling at this miracle that 
means they can talk to people on the other side 
of the planet without a wire, or navigate a strange 
city without carrying a map. But this stuff is just the 
world they live in, their birthright. What they really 
want to do is get together, watch bands, have fun 
and arse about with their mates, and then share it 
with other young people all over the world. They’re 
not going to become introverted and unfriendly, 
staring at their screens and playing with imaginary 
friends, they’re going to look up and open up. 

And that starts with waving at polite car drivers 
coming the other bloody way. The kid in the van 
was, perhaps, from a generation in between, one 
that came after the digital revolution had started, 
but before human nature had turned it into 
something it could really work with. He’ll learn; he’ll 
have to. Christ, I sound like ‘Thought for the Day’.

WHY VISCERAL PLEASURES WILL NEVER GO OUT OF FASHION. 
YUP – ANALOGUE LIVING IN THE DIGITAL AGE  

ISN’T AS ANTIQUATED AS IT SOUNDS...
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“ like the 911, the 
design of the Uk tax 
disc has evolved 
qUite gently, giving 
the impression it’s 
never changed”

few weeks ago, i bought an 
old motorcycle. it hadn’t 
been on the road for more 
than a decade, at least not 
legally, because the faded 
tax disc was issued in 2002.

but when i pulled the tax-
disc holder apart, i found behind that disc, in all its 
glorious and undimmed originality, an even earlier 
one, from the seventies. amazing. like the Porsche 
911, the design of the uK tax disc has evolved 
quite gently, giving the impression that it’s never 
changed. but placing side by side two separated 
by 30 years reveals that it has, and quite drastically 
(see also the 911e vs the 996 Carrera 2).

almost everything was different: typography, 
colours, use of biro rather than a printer. only the 
diameter was the same. there didn’t seem to be 
any evidence of the annoying perforations around 
the old disc, but the first owner may have trimmed 
them off with scissors. he was neurotic enough to 
keep the tax disc in the first place, after all.

i found this quite fascinating. then i threw it in 
the bin. there’s enough old crap in the world without 
us keeping the ephemera of fiscal admin, otherwise 

we really will suffocate under the weight of history.
what an idiot. me, i mean. now that the total 
demise of the paper tax disc is upon us, it emerges 
that people actually collect these things. apparently, 
they can change hands for considerable sums on 
ebay. i’ve thrown dozens away over the years, and 
now it turns out that what i thought were mere tax 
discs were actually objets d’art. i’ve effectively junked 
a minor preparatory henri matisse sketch. or at 
least a few free nights in the pub.

then i remembered: i still own that old red 
Porsche you may have seen on the telly once or 
twice, and with it the mahoosive and meticulous 
service history file compiled by the previous two 
owners. this includes every tax disc ever issued to 
the car, pasted in chronological order onto sheets 
of card. obviously, i would maintain this tradition. 

but i didn’t, did i? i just kept slotting each new 
disc in the holder, in front of the one that had 
expired three months previously. going upstairs 
with the old one to look for glue was too tedious. i’d 
do it one day. but, eventually, the holder looked like 
richard hammond’s wallet stuck to the windscreen, 
and in a fit of pique i threw them all away.

Plonker. that would have been a complete set 
from 1984 to the end of the tax-disc era, so i’d 
canned a small fortune, like some witless junk-shop 
proprietor who finds Da Vinci’s studio di cavalli 
and sees it as an unfinished drawing of some bits 
of horses.

still, maybe it’s for the best. since 1937, when 
that bastard Churchill removed the ring fence that 
ensured ‘road tax’ was actually spent on roads, the 
tax disc has been an ironic rip-off that’s too difficult 
to tear out of its paper holder. i buy them online 
these days, of course, but for decades buying a 
tax disc meant rooting around for the V5, mot 
and insurance certificates and then queueing for 
about half an hour in a post office, staring at cheesy 
greetings cards and (in the case of my local post 

office) a dusty set of drawing instruments unsold 
for at least 25 years.

look at a really old tax disc on ebay. i’ve just 
seen one from 1953, which the vendor helpfully 
describes as ‘expired’. the original victim may well 
be dead by now, and that paper circle represents 
a bit of his too-brief life wasted on admin. You 
may as well collect posters advising of buses on 
rail-replacement service. these things are small 
monuments to misery. in the bin with them. now.

there remains only to decide what to do with 
the tax-disc holder. there’s a case for binning that 
too; the annoying supposedly ‘self-adhesive’ plastic 
thing that would be cluttering your windscreen had it 
not shrivelled in the sun and fallen into the footwell. 
motorcyclists may be glad to be shot of the holder-
on-a-stick, not least because there’s never a truly 
convenient place to bolt it on to the bike.

but, weirdly, i feel we should keep them. 
relieved of the requirement to display a tax disc, 
we can use them instead to exhibit comedic selfies, 
pictures of our pets, agincourt salutes to parking 
wardens, limericks, uplifting messages to humanity, 
whatever we like. i see emerging a new culture of 
tax-disc holder repurposing.

i bought a job lot of holders a few years ago, 
and i have three left over. anybody like one? 
they’re historic. Collectors’ items.

A

it’s the enD of the roaD for the  
tax DisC. eVen worse, it’s the enD of  
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT NEW CARS THIS MONTH

A supercharged Kawi and the new Yamaha YZF R1.  
It’s time to obsess over speed again TURN OVER 

“The Ninja H2 is properly menacing”
b i g  t h i s  m o n t h
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Big in Japan
A Kawasaki and a Yamaha that will dominate your fervid dreams. 
Meet the Ninja H2 and the new R1   W O R D S :  A B H I N A V  M I S H R A

B
ack in the 1990s, Japanese motorcycle 
manufacturers realised that their 
300kph-plus superbikes were making 
European lawmakers frown. The Suzuki 
GSX1300R, commonly called the 

Hayabusa, was already capable of doing 320kph, 
and Kawasaki was claiming that its upcoming 
Ninja ZX12R would go even faster. To turn those 
frowns upside down, the Japanese manufacturers 
entered into a gentlemen’s agreement to water 
down their superbikes, and consequently, the 
plug was pulled on the Ninja ZX12R. Even today, 
manufacturers are reluctant to disclose the top 
speeds of their litre-class bikes.

But, with the launch of the 300bhp Kawasaki 
Ninja H2R, we thought that the agreement had 
been tossed out the window, and that we were on 
the verge of witnessing a horsepower war. Since 
the H2R is a track-only bike, we placed our bets 
on its road legal sibling, the H2, breaking the 
more modest 210bhp barrier. There were 
rumours that Yamaha’s next-gen R1 would make 
some 230 horses. So, you can imagine our 
disappointment when we found out that the H2 
stuck to the power bracket of today’s existing 
litre-class bikes. The news about the new R1’s 
engine added to our disappointment as the truth 
about its power turned out to be 30 horses less 
than anticipated. So clearly, the gentlemen’s 
agreement is still alive and kicking. If you are in 
the game of trump cards, the absence of over-the-
top figures from these bikes will surely 
disappoint.  But, are these “tamed” machines still 
formidable? Can they still scare the living 
daylights out of you? Absolutely. Here are two 
bikes from The Land of the Rising Sun that are 
going to change the litre-class landscape forever.

Yamaha YZF R1

For those with deeper pockets and an extra set 
of balls, there is also a limited edition extreme 
version. It is called the R1M, and it’s is as close to 
the Moto GP M1 as it gets for street-legal bikes. 
The R1M will feature a fully electronic, active 
Ohlins suspension that collects data from the 
motorcycle to constantly adjust rebound and 
compression damping in order to improve the 
ride on both street and track. For the all-knowing, 
suspension settings can be completely fine-
tuned to one’s liking. 

For track-junkies, the R1M comes with an 
advanced data logging GPS system that 
communicates with your smart phone. This 
should allow you to cheerily plan your next  
trip to the track and adjust those suspension 
settings accordingly.

Active Ohlins suspension- 
made in Hogwarts?

Now you see them, 
soon you won’t

Since the launch of the YZF series in 1999, the 
R1 has been pretty much every enthusiast’s 

wet dream. Yamaha claims that the latest R1 has 
been developed with inputs from Valentino 
Rossi. Unlike the older motorcycle, this one looks 
like it just rolled off the track, with headlights 
sitting hidden in the fairing so that it can slice 
through the air better.  The all-new body houses 
an extensively reworked 998cc, 4-cylinder inline 
motor. Yamaha has not announced official power 
figures yet, but we estimate it to be around 
200bhp. Given that the bike weighs just 200kg 
wet, things will definitely get exceptionally scary. 

To ensure that you don’t fly off the bike, all 
types of electronic wizardry has been 
incorporated, including 4-stage slide control and 
4-stage lift control. Goodbye, unintentional 
wheelies. Launch control,  quick shifters  and 
ABS come as standard. 
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Let’s begin with what we love about this bike. 
The first time we saw the H2, we couldn’t 

really point out the difference between it and 
the mental, diabolical H2R. That’s definitely a 
good thing. There is that outlandish design, 
with innumerable angles and gorgeous silver 
mirror paint coupled with the electric green 
exposed tube frame. It looks properly 
menacing, and the name Ninja feels all the more 
appropriate now.

But closer scrutiny did reveal a few 
differences. A front headlight and wing mirrors 
have been added, to make it road legal. And that 
large exhaust system, taken from Kawasaki’s 
parts bin, really bulks up the bike, and not in a 
good way. And sadly, our disappointment does 
not end there.

The H2 shares its engine with the H2R – a 
1000cc supercharged motor – but power drops 
by a 100 horses, putting it on an equal footing 
with the Ninja ZX10R (197bhp, 207bhp with 
ram air). To make matters worse, it tips the 
scales at 230kg, a full 30 kilos heavier than the 
ZX10R. The engine’s architecture might be 
similar to the ZX10R’s, but it has been enhanced 
to resist the stresses induced by forced 
induction. The pistons, for instance, are  
cast and nor forged, and have reduced 
compression ratios.

What, then, makes this bike worth noticing? 
The Ninja H2 employs forced induction (a 
supercharger, in layman terms), which we 
haven’t seen on any road-going two-wheeler 
since the turn of the century. Though this may 
not push the envelope with the 1000cc motor, 
courtesy of the “agreement”, it is a significant 
step in motorcycle manufacturing. For smaller 
capacity motorcycles, especially those in the 
600cc range, a supercharger can really push 
performance up to litre-class levels, and that’s  
something to look forward to.

Kawasaki Ninja H2 Honda RC213V-S Prototype

We really don’t know much about 
this bike, but the few things that 

we do know have really skyrocketed 
our interest in it. Honda says it is a 
road-going version of its RC213V Moto 
GP bike, but unfortunately, it is still a 
prototype. What we do know for sure 
is that the next generation of Honda 
motorcycles, including this one, will 
be ditching the inline-4 format for 
Moto GP-type V4 layout. 

When it comes to design, it seems 
that Honda and Yamaha designers 
were constantly peeping into each 
other’s sketchbooks, because the 
styling, especially the headlights 
tucked into the carbon fibre faring, are 
quite similar. 

Like the Kawasaki Ninja H2 and the 
Yamaha YZF R1, the Honda RC213V-S 
will be sold in limited numbers to a 
clique of wealthy clients. All that is 
there to do now is wait patiently until 
the production RC213V-S is launched.

The anatomy of a 
supercharged  
1000cc engine

The only appropriate 
adjective is evil
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Heroes 
assemble!

ero has opened its fourth plant, in Neemrana, 
Rajasthan, with a total investment of $175 million. 
Interesting? Not particularly. This plant is going to 
assemble frugal 100cc motorcycles for the masses. The 

facility is also going to be used to assemble high-capacity 
motorbikes. Yes, now, we are talking.

Let’s get one thing clear  – by high capacity we  
don’t mean another 200cc single cylinder motor. Hero 
plans on playing in 
the big league by 
assembling bikes 
with engines all the 
way up to 1000cc. 
The first two-
wheeler to roll off 
the assembly line 
will be the Zir (yes, 
Zir) – a 150cc 
scooter that 
produces 14bhp and 12.7Nm of torque. It will be available in 
two variants, one with a flat floorboard and the other in a 
stylish maxi-scooter avatar.  The second two-wheeler will 
be a bike (thank god) – the HX250R. If you think this 
motorcycle is another rebadged Honda, then, sir, you are 
mistaken. The HX250R is a completely in-house product, 
co-developed with AVL, Engines Engineering and EBR.  
The bike makes 31bhp, which is impressive for a 250cc 
motor and weighs 139kg. Sadly, we will have to wait some 
time for the HX250R, as it goes on sale only by the third 
quarter of next year.

Oh,  about that 1000cc motorcycle – well, that was a 
teaser, since we, too, are waiting, eagerly, for Hero to 
announce launch dates for it.

Hero opens its fourth plant and we take a 
closer look at what’s on the menu.

T

Merc’s new concept harvests energy from the sun and wind

A Giant Solar  
Panel on Wheels

he opening of Mercedes-Benz’s new 
Product Engineering Centre, in 
Beijing, shed light on Merc’s new 
concept– the Vision G-Code. A 

coupé like profile, coupled with a 
continuous greenhouse without visible 
A-pillars and muscular wheel arches 
really catch the eye. Teeming with 
technological innovations, Mercedes has 
likened aspects of the car with the 
fantastical Starship Enterprise from the 
Star Trek series. The front grille has 
hundreds of pulsating LEDs, which 
change colour according to the driving 
mode. On the inside, the driver gets a 
retractable steering wheel, a vast head-up 
display and seats that monitor the 
passengers’ health. The boot holds two 

electric scooters for moving about the city 
after the car is parked. A hydrogen-
powered turbocharged combustion 
engine powers the front wheels, while an 
electric motor powers the rear. 

A “digital prop shaft” coordinates the 
two to provide optional all-wheel drive. 
The car also boasts a “multi-voltaic silver” 
paint finish that generates electricity from 
sunlight and from the electrostatic charge 
produced by interaction with wind, and a 
dynamic charge-producing suspension

Mercedes has expressly denied the 
claim that these innovations will make it 
to mass production any time in the near 
future, but they definitely point to the 
direction its cars are headed in terms of 
technology and design.

H
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The new HX250R 
will be  built 

at Neemrana
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ow do you infuse a dose of fun in a Camry and at 
the same time, steal the show at SEMA 2014? 
This is Toyota’s Motorsports Technical 
Center’s answer:

You take a 2015 Camry, and strip it of everything 
but its body shell. Then you make a new, custom full 
tube frame chassis. Then, you find a Tundra pick-up 
truck lying somewhere, take its V8 and put it in your 
new chassis. Then you look at the numbers – 381 
horsepower and 543Nm of torque, solemnly shake 
your head in disappointment and go buy a TRD 
supercharger and a wet nitrous system. You strap 
these onto the Tundra engine, fit in one seat for the 
driver, add some drag racing tyres and voila, you have 
the ultimate Camry sleeper (a sleeper is a normal 
looking car with an astonishingly powerful engine 
under the hood).

It will now churn out an astounding 850 
horsepower, which will hurl the dragster-pickup-
Camry across a quarter-mile in an eye-watering  
9.8 seconds.

Toyota, unfortunately, will not be manufacturing 
any of these for sale. It’s a pity really, because doing a 
milk run in one would be quite the experience.

Toyota Motorsport turns a popular vanilla sedan into Godzilla

A udi has showcased the 2015 Audi Q3 facelift well 
ahead of the actual launch of the car. The tweaks 
are minor, with most of them concentrated on 

the front of the car. The headlights have been 
redesigned, with the “SingleFrame” front grille now 
looking sharper and edgier. Headlamps come with 
standard Xenon Plus technology and LED daytime 
running lights. LED headlights are optional. The 
bumper has been revamped too. The tail gets a new 
bumper and redesigned LED taillights. 

The interiors are the same in terms of layout  
and design, but a few additional features have been 
added. The engine gets a few tweaks, too. The three 
petrols and two diesels offered are now more powerful 
and more efficient, thanks to Audi’s Cylinder-on-     
Demand technology. 

H

The Dark Side of the Camry

Look ma, new face
Audi’s Q3 gets exterior and interior tweaks
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fancy a cross-continental trip in a revamped tata truck? 
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F
rom the moment you first lay your eyes on it, you 
realise the sheer enormity of the thing. Even by 
truck standards, this one’s big. Quite big. It’s a 
Tata, a 1518 rigid truck, but it’s got a massive, 

custom-built coach mounted in place of the load bay. This is 
Dragoman’s Daisy, and it’s on its maiden Indian voyage.

But, first, let me introduce you to Dragoman. The word 
‘dragoman’, in Persian, Turkish and Arabic, denotes an 
‘interpreter’, a ‘translator’ and an ‘official guide’. It’s an 
overland travel company, founded in 1981, that operates out of 
east England, but the word ‘overland’ is what sets it apart from 
other everyday tour organisers. You see, Dragoman won’t 
charge you a princely sum for putting you on an airplane, or 
booking you a wallet-busting luxury suite in an extravagant 
hotel. Instead, it’d rather take you along with it for a cross-
continent journey on one of its many trucks.

There are about 30 trucks in Dragoman’s fleet, most of 
which are from Mercedes-Benz. Only one of them isn’t a Merc, 
it’s this Tata you see on these pages. Daisy was inducted into the 
team bearing in mind the need for a reliable, easy-to-service 
machine for use in India, a truck that could be fixed pretty much 

Road-trippin’
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Kathryn Comer (Katie)
India is Katie’s second assignment with Dragoman. 

her first trip was to South america, where she 
spent two full years.

niCholas Garrad (nick)
Nick has been a part of two other Dragoman trips. 

Spent over a year in africa at a stretch, and is now 
tour leader-cum-bush mechanic

toUr leaders

UK-based overland travel organiser Dragoman drives into India in Daisy, 
a custom-made tata truck. we go see the behemoth for ourselves
Words Amaan Ahmed
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DragoMaN

“daisy served in aFrica 
For seven years beFore 
returning For its First 

trip across india”
with a wrench and a hammer, one whose spares would not be 
hard to find.

Surprisingly, Daisy wasn’t thrust into India duty at the start 
of its life as a Dragoman truck. It was knocked down, and each 
part was shipped to South Africa, where it was all put back 
together. And, that is where it started serving its purpose – 
taking Dragoman’s clients through the heart of the African 
continent. After seven long years of travelling through the heart 
of Africa, Tibet, China and Nepal, Daisy returned to India last 
year. And about two months ago, it started off on its first  
Indian adventure from Kathmandu. Piloting the giant are  
two tour leaders, Nicholas Garrad or Nick, and Kathryn  
Comer, also Katie. 

Getting into the truck is a bit of an exercise - place left foot 
on the raised foothold, right on the platform above it, grab hold 
of the ladder, pull yourself up, put left foot inside the cab, grab 
the door handle and, finally, get in. Once inside, you first notice 
the lockers to the right (numbered to 23, but there can only be a 
maximum of 20 passengers on a journey), the racks that hold 
housekeeping items, a storage compartment, and a refrigerator. 
There’s even a yellow sticky note on one of the racks, titled 
‘Daisy’s Bar’, which displays the current contents of the fridge, 
as well as the price. Everything’s sold at cost, so the alcohol’s 
fairly cheap for the passengers.

Walk down the aisle, and you’re hit with the simplicity of  

A slightly inconvenient
way to sneak out of the 
driver’s working space

No tea at the 
hotel? No

problemo!

Getting into the cabin
requires a small amount

of pre-planning

Housekeeping
items go here. As does

the menu of Daisy’s ‘bar’
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the whole thing. The fabric seats are like the ones you’d find in 
any bus, with two pairs of seats facing each other with a table 
mounted between them on each side. There’s a small, 
cushioned hole in the driver’s cabin that lets you - somewhat 
awkwardly - cross into the passenger compartment without 
having to exit the truck. Speakers and lights are fitted 
along the length of the roof, and... that’s about it. 
The only creature comforts on board, really, are the 
three USB charging points at the back, and the 
oxygen cylinders for the journeys at high altitude. 
There’s no air-conditioning, even. Katie says that 
lesser electronics means lesser chances of stuff 
breaking down, and she does have a point.

When it’s parked, it does take up pretty much all 
the space available, but it is only when the truck starts 
to move that you realise how massive this thing really is. 
Trying to squeeze it out of the parking lot and simply 
turning into a narrow lane is not a one-man job. Someone’s 
got to watch the left, someone’s got to watch the right, and 

someone’s got to 
watch out for power 
lines, lest Daisy bring 
down a few utility 
poles and leave the 
town lurching in the 
dark. Once it finds 
breathing space, Daisy 
chugs along happily, its 
180bhp, 650Nm 
six-cylinder diesel 

engine providing enough poke to take this near 
15-tonne beast up to respectable speeds.

Soon enough, though, you realise that with this 
truck, it isn’t about the numbers, or about how 
fancy it is, or isn’t. It’s all about the journey. Daisy’s 

ferried a group of tourists all the way 
from Kathmandu to Chennai. 
They’ve come from every part of the 

globe and belong to wildly-varying 
age groups. The only limiting 

factor as far as age is 
concerned is that you’ve 
got to be at least 18 to be a 
part of the tour.
When not camping, 

Dragoman puts its customers up 
at cosy, relatively low-cost hotels that have a parking 
space sufficiently large to accommodate Daisy. They take 

the roads less travelled, tasting local flavours, 
interacting with people in remote villages and 

getting to know the culture first-hand. 
According to Nick and Katie, the only real 
problems on the Indian trip so far have been 

the bad roads, and the traffic jams. And, 
manoeuvring past cows that seem to find standing 
in the middle of the road an entertaining pastime.

It’s expensive, this overlanding business: the 
three-month-long India loop (Kathmandu-Delhi-
Mumbai-Chennai-Kolkata-Kathmandu) would 
cost you about `6 lakh, and if you want to go on a 
really long vacation, you can opt for the Pan-
American expedition: an eight-month journey 
that runs you through North, Central, and South 
America – yours for `15 lakh only. Still, if you have 
that kind of money and you’re looking to head off 
on a long break, camping with Daisy sounds like a 
fun alternative to booking just another ‘been-
there-done-that’ package through a random travel 
website. It’s far from ‘mainstream’, and that’s 
exactly what makes it so attractive.  

Daisy in Numbers
8

180 300
6000

6.0
15 20years in 

serviCe

bhp, 650 nm 
PoWer

litre Water 
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Kms travelled 
in india

litre 6 Cyl CUmmins 
diesel enGine

tonnes
WeiGht

PassenGers
+ 1 sWeaty driver

DragoMaN
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ike there are cat people and dog 
people, there are Ferrari people 
and Lamborghini people. Me? 
When I could only evaluate a car 
by rating its bedroom wall 

quotient, I was among the Lamborghini people. 
Lambos looked like they belonged to an 
advanced alien race. Besides, the story of a 
tractor maker making a supercar to teach the 
arrogant Enzo Ferrari a lesson was as heroic as 
The Ghost Who Walks and The Caped Crusader 
for a kid into cars and comics. 

It stayed that way until I popped my Ferrari 
cherry with a 612 Scaglietti in early 2008. And 
then the California, the FF, the F12 and the 458. 
Compared to an Aventador and the numerous 
Gallardos I’ve driven, Ferraris are equally as high 
on theatre, but are slightly better as driving 
machines. Since most of you are into 
smartphones, let me put it this way.

 Imagine  a  phone with an app, which, when  you 
touch the app icon, sets off fire works and 
out-of-the-world animations  before the app 
opens . That’s a Lamborghini. Now, think of a 
phone that opens the same app with the same 
amount of drama, but without you having to touch 
the screen. Simply hover your finger over the icon, 
think of it, and it’s done. That’s a Ferrari.

Apparently, Luca Cordero di Montezemolo 
quit Ferrari because of differences over F1 and 
the role of its road cars in the Fiat-Chrysler 
group. I don’t care for F1, but Ferrari’s road cars 
are phenomenal. I reckon the internal tensions 
may have something to do with 
Ferrari’s knack of annoying 
people and being opaque. At a 
motor show, anyone can walk 
into a Lamborghini stand, 
touch the car on display, take 
pictures, and sit inside it. The Ferrari 
stand? Queue up and be at the mercy of a 
bouncer. Even if you have a press card. Now, I 
know a person at Ferrari who would let me in. But 

TElls yOu whAT mAkEs FERRARis sPEciAl.  
AnD wOnDERs ABOuT ThE DiFFEREncE  
lucA Di mOnTEzEmOlO’s ExiT will mAkE

why should you have to know somebody to access 
a car at a motor show that’s open to the public?

Ferruccio Lamborghini was annoyed enough 
to start a competing business. Henry Ford II was 
annoyed enough to commission the GT40. The 
public and the press are annoyed, too. Ferrari’s 
‘we know better than you’ attitude can be 
incredibly off-putting. And it is. Till you drive its 
cars. But I reckon that attitude drips from the top. 
From Montezemolo. I don’t know him personally. 
Perhaps he was an annoying, stubborn man who 

L

“Ferrari’s ‘we know 
better than you’ 
attitude can be 
incredibly off-putting. 
And it is. Till you drive 
its cars”

rubbed people up the wrong way. But I’ve seen 
him remain humble enough to have his lunch at 
the factory cafeteria in Maranello.

Sure, there’s no ‘I’ in a team. Everybody is 
equal, nobody is indispensable. But some 
passionate and talented people just don’t work 
with interference. They are more equal than 
others. They understand the product. They 
understand the brand. And they stick to that 
vision. Montezemolo’s leadership has seen 
Ferrari weather oil prices, the green brigade, the 
economy, a severe recession, retain a lot of 
independence despite being a part of Fiat and yet 
end up being the most successful arm of the Fiat 
family. This is not by doing more work or doing it 
better, but by restraint. Ironic for a performance 
car maker. They could have made more Ferraris, 
cheaper Ferrari, diesel Ferraris, Ferrari SUVs. 
But by not doing that, Ferrari has ensured one 
unique trait. A trait that will impress even boring 
people like accountants and investment bankers. 

Ferrari is the only car maker bringing out cars 
that are an investment, and retain value over 
time. For all of Ferrari’s performance, 
technology, history and racing pedigree, it’s this 
one fact that’s the most impressive. And that 

doesn’t come with tangibles like the 
bottom-line, sales figures, 
championship titles or by ‘playing a 
bigger role in the conglomerate.’

Maybe Montezemolo told his boss, 
Fiat CEO Sergio Marchionne, “You 
don’t know better. I do.” Which is not 

the best thing to tell your boss. But as 
much as you’d hate such a man, if you  
were to drive the road cars his company 
makes, you’d have to agree with him. 

Perhaps Ferrari’s technical director, 
Roberto Fedeli, d oes . After 26 years at 

Maranello, he will now be signing the roster 
at BMW.

The views expressed in this 
column are solely those of  

the author.
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MOTOGP

The king’s 
homecoming

Rafael Nadal, Fernando Alonso 
and Andres Iniesta are not the 
only highly successful Spanish 
sportsmen. 

Spain has yet another reason to brag, 
after the final round of the MotoGP races, 
held last month in Valencia. This season 
confirmed not two, but three Spanish 
champions in each category of the world’s 
most prestigious motorcycle racing 
championship.

On top was Honda Racing’s factory 
team rider, the young Marc Marquez, who 
put the MotoGP title out of his 
competitors’ reach in the 15th round of the 
season, in Motegi, Japan. The Moto2 title 
was bagged by his Spanish compatriot, 
Esteve ‘Tito’ Rabat, with a win at the race 
in Malaysia. Valencia was teeming with 
nervous chatter about whether Marc’s 
younger brother, Alex, would complete the 
Spanish trio that would reign over 
everyone else on the points charts in their 
respective riding categories. And, that’s 
just what happened. A third place finish in 
the final race meant that Estrella Galicia 
0,0 Honda rider Alex’s ten podium finishes 
of the 2014 season (out of which three were 
first place finishes) culminated with him 

bagging the top spot in Moto3. He beat his 
closest competitor, Australian Jack Miller, 
by just two championship points. 

Winning the final race in his hometown 
meant Marc Marquez won a record-
breaking 13 races in a single GP season, 
beating Australia’s Mick Doohan’s 1997 
global record of 12 race wins. However, this 
is all the humble two-time world champion 
said: “Mick Doohan broke the record by 
winning 12 of the 15 races held that year; so 
technically, I had the advantage of having 
three more races than him this year. I 
would like to improve on that statistic.” 
And, going by Repsol Honda’s dominance 
this season, we wouldn’t be too surprised if 
he actually did. 

Seeing Marquez race live in the 2014 
MotoGP season final was a surreal 
experience.  Enthusiasts had gathered 
from all around the world to witness his 
final performance of 2014, which he  
matched with the enthusiasm he showed 
all through the season. It was not just 
about him winning one more race; it was 
his will to win and his method of execution 
that was simply stunning. In the qualifying 
rounds, he was a bit unlucky by crashing 
out of the session. He ended up starting the 

What’s it like to watch Marc 
Marquez ride? Chris Chaves was 
at the final race of the 2014 
MotoGP season, in Valencia 
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Marc Marquez (above) en route to GP victory in front of his home 
fans; the Marquez brothers are 2014 champions of the world
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race from fifth on the grid, allowing 
Yamaha’s Valentino Rossi, another rider 
with a mammoth fan following in Spain, to 
take his first MotoGP pole since 2010. 

But Marquez thrashed all doubts the 
moment the race began, by moving up to 
third in the opening laps. He nipped at 
Rossi’s and Iannone’s heels before 
overtaking the Yamaha on lap 11 and the 
Ducati a lap later, to take the lead in front 
of a crowd that was going ballistic with 
excitement. As the #93 factory RC213V 
roared past lap after lap, we witnessed 
what we had grown accustomed to seeing 
for most of this season’s races – Marquez 
in the lead and staying ahead with some 
phenomenal riding skill. 
     Midway through the race, a slight drizzle 
made Lorenzo and Iannone gamble by 
coming into the pits to swap their 
dry-weather bikes for wet-setup ones. This 
move ultimately led to Lorenzo retiring 
from the race and conceding second place 
in the rider’s standing to Rossi, while 
Iannone’s Ducati crossed the line last. 
Marc Marquez remained unflustered 
through all of this, sliding into corners, 
power wheelie-ing out of them in his 
signature, flamboyant style. Marquez won 
the race and ended the season on top with 
a tally of 362 points, 67 points clear of 
second place Rossi and 99 points ahead of 
Lorenzo. It was a brilliant year for Honda 
too, which secured both the team and 

constructor’s titles.
Valencia had it all – from brilliant 

weather, outstanding racing and champions 
being crowned. Marc Marquez proved to 
the world why he is on top of it all, and, after 
what we saw in Spain, he could very well 
stay up there for seasons to come.

Riders
1 Marc Marquez (Spa) Honda  362 
2 Valentino Rossi (Ita) Yamaha 295 
3 Jorge Lorenzo (Spa) Yamaha 263
4 Dani Pedrosa (Spa) Honda 246 
5 Andrea Dovizioso (Ita) Ducati 187

Teams 
1 Repsol Honda Team 608
2 Movistar Yamaha MotoGP 558
3 Ducati Team 261
4 Monster Yamaha Tech 3 257
5 GO&FUN Honda Gressini 170

Constructors
1 Honda 409
2 Yamaha 354
3 Ducati 211
4 Forward Yamaha 138
5 ART 17
6 PBM 15
7 Avintia 11

Vale’s still got it, ends the 2014 MotoGP season in second; 
Esteve, Marc and Alex herald Spain’s dominance

2014 MotoGP 
Championship Points
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Mehul Desai, one of India’s brightest automotive entrepreneurs 
on what drives him, staying ahead of the curve and why the 

Elite i20 makes more sense than any other car in cities

m ehul Desai is an automobile engineer. After he 
completed college in the mid-1990s, he could 
have landed a plum job with any top carmaker 
either in India, or abroad. But, unlike a large 
number of automobile engineers, he was really 
into cars, and he always wanted to be his own 

boss. So, the man who owned several miniatures as a child and 
who used to have to be dragged out of the family car, set up a 
garage in his hometown Surat, in 2002. “Of course, I was into 
cars, but I also loved setting things right with them. It was a no-
brainer, as far as I was concerned.” 

But even as he set about gaining the trust of car owners in 
Surat and neighbouring towns, Desai was clear that he 
wouldn’t remain the owner of an old-style garage, one where 
mechanics roamed around with grease-stained fingers and 

tinkered under the hoods of cars with their spanners. “The 
maintenance industry is changing at a rapid pace, and it was 
apparent to me back then that the way forward had to be 
driven by technology,” says Desai, who invested in a Scan Tool 
as far back as 2004, a time when it was almost a rarity in 
standalone garages in Western India.

“The age of repair is over, now it is more about 
replacement. Earlier you had accelerator cables, now you have 
drive-by-wire and control modules. The whole paradigm has 
changed. Everything works through technology: ABS, 
suspension, steering…”

It wasn’t easy when Desai started his own garage named 
‘Automotive’ over a decade ago. He encountered the usual 
hostility and caution that people reserve for newcomers. “But, 
I always knew that if you build trust, are truthful, eventually 
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people will begin to repose their faith in you. “ ‘Honesty’, 
‘Truth’ and ‘Faith’ have always been the watchwords for 
Desai. And it continues to be so today, even as Automotive 
services and handles over 4,000 cars from in and around 
Gujarat and even neighbouring Maharashtra. The next for 
Desai is a rapid pan-Indian expansion, and he is already at 
work on a blueprint for the same. The idea is to set up a 
network of multi-brand workshops across the country that 
caters to nearly every need a car owner might have, and, 
needless to say, the workshops will be heavily focused on 
technology. “A lot of my customers, especially luxury car 
owners, tell me that they would rather send their cars to me 
rather than to the dealership, even for the first service! And, 
then, I have to perforce tell them to get the first service 
done at the dealership. Is it because some dealers charge 
exorbitant amounts for service? It could be the case, but, I 
see it as an opportunity, and I believe there is a gap in the 

“i think the 
elite i20 is 
among the 

most 
contemporary 

premium 
hatches 
around”
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market,” says Desai, who is aiming to set up around 100 
exclusive workshops in India by 2020.

Desai is a car enthusiast, loves driving and owns a 
number of pedigreed cars, and he will soon take delivery of 
a brand new Hyundai Elite i20. “To be honest, I took time to 
warm up to Hyundais. But, over the years, they have really 
got out some great cars, and, as importantly, most of their 
cars are value for money automobiles.” Desai is a petrol-
head, and so, the car that will be parked in his driveway will 
be the i20 that is powered by 1.2-litre petrol motor, and he 
and his wife will be mostly using it to drive in and around 
Surat. “I’m getting the top-end model, and I like the way it 
has been styled. I think it’s among the most contemporary 
premium hatches around. Plus, you do really get a lot of 
features for the price. And, I’m someone who knows his 
cars, and the i20 is, to me, the perfect balance of space, 
features and driveability.”

Over the years, says Desai, the time he has spent as an 
entrepreneur, and someone who started from scratch in an 
immensely competitive field have taught him many lessons. 

“One is obviously to move with the times. You can’t 
progress if you don’t do that, you have to be clued in and 
adapt. I invested in technology at a time when not too many 
people were doing that. And, there were many who 
wondered why I was doing it. But, it has stood me in good 
stead, and it feels nice to be ahead of the curve at all times.” 
Relationships, says Desai, are very important. “Family and 
friends, these are the only people who will stand by you 
through thick and thin. And, it’s essential to have their 
support and encouragement through each step of your 
entrepreneurial journey.”  Plus, says Desai, earning the 
truth and faith of the customers is of paramount 
importance to an entrepreneur. 

Uncompromising 
Life’s Lessons

gain the trust of your 
customers

Value the support your 
family provides

Learn to move with  
the times
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nd, for the last month of the year, 
and as a tribute to the late 
Busybee (one of my favourite 
columnist), a few stray thoughts, 
a few general opinions and a few 

points of view (all my own work): Like, this has 
been the most spectacular year for the hypercar. 
And, it isn’t surprising at all that the Porsche  
918 seems like the daily driver of the lot, the 
McLaren P1 the most sci-fi and the LaFerrari the 
most outrageous. 

Like it wasn’t too long ago that supercars 
started putting out 600-odd bhp, and we were 
wondering where it was all going to stop. And that 
this year, all the hypercars are putting out 
900-odd bhp, and we are still wondering where 
it’s all going to stop. 

Like while having so much more performance 
might be a good thing, it means manual 
transmissions and non-driver aid cars are going to 
be a thing of the past. Some magazines say that 
manual transmissions will fade out in 
another ten years. And I really, sincerely 
hope they don’t know what they are 
talking about.  

Like while driving even a 500bhp 
manual takes superhuman effort to crack 
lap records, some of us would still rather 
work a manual ’box and sacrifice a few 
seconds. All that legwork and quick-
shifting may be just an illusion for going 
fast, but it makes us feel good. 

Like it has not been a good year for 
Italian design houses. Bertone filed for 
bankruptcy  and that is the last nail in the 
coffin. This is indeed a sad thing. The 
world needs names like Pininfarina, 
Zagato and Ghia more than they need  
the world. 

Like while cars can almost drive 
themselves, it’s nice to see motorcycles like 
the BMW R nineT and the Yamaha SR400. 
Motorcycles like these are slow, simple and a giant 

rEflECTiOns On ThE DEMisE Of bErTOnE, ThE 
PErfECT MOTOrCyClE AnD MOTOrsPOrTs

leap in technology... backwards, but they have one 
thing that isn’t on the options list for most 
machines: soul.   

Like while on a recent trip to Jakarta, at one of 
those fancy malls that masquerade as 
‘development,’ in one of those parking spaces 
that’s only reserved for fancy machines, I saw a 
Royal Enfield Continental GT. Talk about 
punching above its weight... the only reason it 
made it there was spirit. 

A

“It does seem like we 
did so much more 
when we had so little”

Like of all the motorcycles launched this year, 
the one I really want to see being launched in 
India was the new VFR800. I rode a 2001 version 
all over New Zealand once and came away 
thinking I had found motorcycling Utopia. 

Like I relocate to Thailand next year and the 
VFR would be the perfect companion if I do want 
to have a crack at the Iron Butt challenge on the 
relocation trip. It really is the ultimate ‘one-
motorcycle garage’ motorcycle. 

Like when I do move to Thailand, I might just 
get myself a first-gen Honda City. My dad used to 
have one when I was in college and I was 
tremendously fortunate to have that car to sneak 
out in. I think my friends would have been less 
jealous had they seen me with Sushmita Sen. 

Like I see it’s not just me who’s lusting after 
the first-gen City. The Indian Saloon Car 
Championship is still using them. And for a car 
that will soon be old enough to vote, to be still 
doing the rounds of Sriperumbudur in anger, is 
saying something. 

Like strangely, the golden age of Indian 
motorsport was when there were only a handful 

of cars on sale. As with most things, it seems 
like we did so much more when we had  

so little. 
Like someone needs to write a book 

about all those golden years of 
motoring. There are way too many 

fascinating stories that seem to be 
going away way too quickly. 

And this final point of view: 
That speaking of stories being 

told... no one is doing it better than 
Jerry Seinfeld. His two-minute 
monologues introducing the cars 

on Comedians In Cars Getting 
Coffee are infinitely better than what 

most motoring journalists can come 
up with! 

The views expressed in this column are 
solely those of the author.il
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Shreenand 
Sadhale
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Uncle
TopGear

Ask

Our mysteriOus agOny uncle helps sOlve 
yOur dilemmas. sOrry if he gets a bit grumpy

Dear Uncle TG
I’m quite the daredevil. I can perform 
wheelies one-handed; I never park, I 
always power-slide to a stop; I hate 
wearing protective gear; and I’m always 
game for traffic-light grand prix. You 
think I could work for Top Gear India?
Speedygonsalves, via e-mail

Erm, no. But, I think there might be 
someone who could put your admirable 
skills to good use. Rambo Circus, 022 
49784567. TA, and good luck. 

Dear Uncle TG
I will turn 21 next month, and my rich 
uncle has asked me to choose between a 
A Lange & Sohne watch – the Lange 1 
Daymatic – and the Mercedes-Benz 
S-Class. Both cost round about the 
same. I’m really confused. Please help.
Dasarath Chhabra, New Delhi

Obviously, the S-Class, unless the Lange-
whatever comes with Business-Class- style 
seating, boy. Also, what does your uncle do? 
Please ask him to accept my Facebook 
friend request.

Dear Uncle TG
I drive a yellow Maruti Alto, and I am 
thinking of slicing the roof off. My 
girlfriend tells me it will look great, and 
I, too, think it will rock. What does 
Uncle TG think?
Anjan Chakraborty, Bhilai

Sometimes, I don’t like to think. I do too 
much of it all the time, and, I wouldn’t have 
bothered to answer this question of yours. 
But the situation is grave, and it calls for a 

dispassionate, judicious response. So, short 
answer: no. Even if your girlfriend thinks it 
rocks. However, if you chose to disregard 
my advise, can I request you to be kind 
enough to send me a couple of photographs 
of your Alto, post the chop? I would like to 
include it in a piece I’m doing on 
inappropriate conversions. Your Alto will 
share space with amazingly daft 
abominations such as the Cadillac Escalade 
Convertible, the Ford Fiesta Fly and the 
Rover Metro 100 Cabriolet.

Dear Uncle TG
My dad says that these days, most cars 
are, more or less, the same. That they 
are all built on a common platform, and 
that there is badge-engineering and the 
like. And that they all share parts, even 
the best of them. And that such stuff is 
only going to increase in the future. 
There are, he says, very few 
independent car brands left. It’s not like 
what it was in the old days, he says. Is 
my father right? 
Didgeridoo Das, Bhubhaneshwar

Your dad is a wise man, and he is mostly 
right. But, I wonder what made him choose a 
name like that for you, Didgeridoo.

Dear Uncle TG
I have friends coming over from the 
States. They’ve never visited India, but 
have heard much about the traffic and 
the lack of road sense here. They want 
me to describe the stuff that happens 
on our country’s roads, but in no fewer 
than 50 words. I’m at a loss. 
Bhavik Shah, Ahmedabad

Strange friends you have. Anyway, the 
following are not my words, but wisdom that 
gushed forth from the maw of an 
autorickshaw driver. I was on my way I forget 
where, and we were talking about, what else, 
traffic and the rising number of idiots on our 
roads. That’s when he told me something I’ll 
always remember. He said, “Saab, India is a 
country where if you switch your headlight 
on during daytime, there will be a hundred 
people calling your attention to it. But, 
should you drive around at night without 
headlights, not a single person will find that 
strange.” 30-odd words, take it and go. 

Email  
us your 
quEriEs 
for 
unclE  
TG...
askuncletopgear@
topgearindia.net
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Can do wheelies one-
handed? Go join a circus

The Rover Metro 
cabrio still haunts 

our memories
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our choice of this month’s top-spec stuff

the Bose soundLink color is, perhaps, the best Bluetooth speaker we’ve 
come across in the last one-odd year, and it checks nearly every box you 
can think of. At 0.5kg, it’s pretty light but, at the same time, is sturdy 
enough to withstand drops; it’s brilliantly portable and fits into the palm of 
your hand; at eight-ish hours, it delivers fairly okay battery life; and, here 
is what’s most important: for such a small speaker, it delivers crisp, 
well-rounded sound. other things we love? set-up is easy, and aided by 
voice prompts; the speaker remembers last eight devices it’s been paired 
with, and it will add a dash of colour to your office desk, or kitchen, or 
man cave.  And, it’s pleasantly cheap for a Bose product.
`11,138, boseindia.com

canon’s latest bridge-camera offers features that belong 
to an entry-level DsLr, but is as easy to operate as a 
point-and-shoot.the sX520 hs sports a 42x optical 
zoom range with image stabilization, and a 16 megapixel 
sensor with an updated DiGic 4+ processor. With a 
shutter speed of 1/2000 second, the results are pretty 
impressive with low levels of image noise. however, burst 
performance is a sedate 1.6 frames per second. the 520 
also gets full manual control along with aperture and 
shutter priority modes, plus plenty of creative effects. As 
for video recording, it captures full hD with stereo 
sound, up to 30fps continuous shooting and a nifty 
hybrid Auto mode.
`17,995, canon.co.in

When they settle for the stock music system in their cars for the sake 
of the manufacturer’s electrical warranty, music lovers compromise 
on sound quality. JBL aims to change that trend with their new 
plug and play Autostage car audio solution, which greatly enhances 
your car’s audio and is also approved for use by car manufacturers. 
Autostage comprises of an easy-to-assemble, low power consuming 
(just 5A) amplifier, four speakers, a pair of tweeters and a sub woofer. 
the trick is the manufacturer  approved ‘last mile’ connectors, which 
attach to your car’s default head unit. not only does this prevent your 
car’s interiors from getting potentially defaced by after market labour, 
but it also keeps all the goodies like your steering control and a 
head unit that actually matches your dash intact.

in our tests, the audio quality improvement was incredible: we got 
deep bass, hard punches and pure highs. of course, equaliser -wise, 

you are limited to your car’s 
default head unit, but we 

found the default bass and 
treble settings enough to 
get the sound we wanted. 
it’s an audio system that 

manages to fill up the cabin 
with good sound, without 

ripping your car apart, 
and keeping your car’s 
warranty intact. sounds 

good to us.
`29,990; harman.in

Bose soundLink CoLor 

Canon Powershot sX520 hs

JBL autostage
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The good thing about DJ headphones is that 
you’re pretty much guaranteed good audio 

performance from them. Especially if they’re from a 
reputed audio brand such as Pioneer. The great 
thing about HDJ-500 is that its 40mm driver units 
are optimised for pro as well as personal audio. 
`8,590; pioneer-india.in

Pioneer HDJ-500 HeaDPHones

Most people associate Blaupunkt with 
premium car audio solutions, which is 

ironic, considering how aggressively competitive 
they’ve been in India. Take the Manchester 110 for 
example - single-DIN head unit with multiple 
connectivity options at a price that seems out of 
the 90s. `5,990; blaupunkt.com

While many of us think that the kickstand 
integrated into Yoga Tablets is a great idea, there 
are also a number of people who prefer the 
traditional approach. Now, Lenovo has gone 
ahead and added another bit of utility to the 
kickstand - It now goes completely flat, and has a 
nifty hole in the centre, which allows you to 
mount it on a wall. There’s no denying the 
additional utility this brings to the table - a recipe 
display in your kitchen, a media device mounted 
on the rear of your car’s headrest, a wall-mounted 
Skype device... you get the drift.

We weren’t fans of the display in the first Yoga 
Tablet, but there is a marked improvement in the 
overall display quality in Yoga Tablet 2. It now has 
a full-HD display, which looks great, and seems 
well optimised for media-playback. The Dolby 
Digital Plus-enhanced speakers make a huge 
difference, delivering loud and clear audio output.
The second generation Yoga Tablet boasts great 
performance, and has enough enhancements for 
us to give it two thumbs up.
From `20,990; lenovo.com/in/en

Lenovo Yoga TabLeT 2 8.0

bLauPunkT MancHesTer 110
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WATC h e s

TG Watch
Report
The pick of this month’s 
watches

The Chronomat has been setting 
benchmarks for mechanical chronographs 

for the last thirty years. The new Raven, a special 
series, is powered by Breitling Caliber 01, has a 
satin-brushed steel case and its unidirectional 
rotating bezel features orange rubber inlaid 
numerals. breitling.com

The Victorinox Alpnach mechanical  
range is inspired by the legendary Cougar 

AS 532 helicopter. The dials resemble instrument 
panels, and the watches are powered by a 
self-winding ETA mechanical movement that is 
housed inside a 44mm stainless steel case. 
victorinox.com

VicToRinox AlpnAch MechAnicAl
The perpetual calendar is a tough one to get 
right, but Carl F Bucherer has hit the spot 

with the limited-edition Manero ChronoPerpetual. 
It has a perpetual calendar date display at 12 
o’clock, day of the week at 6, month and leap year 
at 9 and moon phase at 3 – all of which do not 
require correction. It also features a tachymeter 
scale on the bezel. carl-f-bucherer.com

cARl F BucheReR MAneRoBReiTlinG chRonoMAT 44 RAVen 

Timex captures the spirit of the 
outdoors with its Expedition Shock 
range. The watches – Vibe Shock, 

Global Shock and Base Shock – feature, among 
others, 100-hour chronograph with lap and split 
times, 24-hour countdown timer, INDIGLO 
night light tech and water resistance up to 
200m. The Vibe Shock has a mineral glass lens 
and a new dual-mode alarm setting that offers 
both vibrating and audible alarms. The watches 
come in a range of colours and patterns.
`4,995 onwards; timexindia.com

Timex expediTion 
shoCk ColleCTions
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1 Bosch Pressure Washer. Make car cleaning a fun weekend activity with this nifty little pressure wash. `13,999. boschindia.com  2 Corneliani hood jacket. 
Just what you need for the upcoming winter. Price on request. corneliani.com/en  3 MapmyIndia Buzz. Infotainment tablet specifically designed for the 
rear seat passengers. More power to backseat driving. `17,990. mapmyindia.com  4 BlackBerry Passport. Missing the good old days when phones had 
QWERTY keypads? Trust BlackBerry to make the keypad cool again. `49,990. amazon.in  5 House of Marley Liberate Headphone with Mic. Crafted 
from stainless steel, fabric and FSC certified wood, with 40mm drivers. `6,990. houseofmarley.in  6 GoPro Hero4 Black. Now records 4K footage at 
30fps, and 1080p footage at super-slo-mo-friendly 120fps. TBA. gopro.com

our pick of things you should 
consider buying with that leftover 
Diwali bonus

holiday 
shopping

G e A R
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Family
KoneKtions

We already know how good the VW Vento is. But, how 
does their limited Konekt edition fare? An urban family 

puts it to the test
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olkswagen’s cars are among the best in the 
Indian market. Be it the TopGear India award-
winning 1.4 TSI engine in the Jetta, or even the 
1.5-litre TDI that powers the beastly hot hatch, 
the Polo GT TDI, there’s no denying that even in 
a highly competitive car market like India, you 
can only look towards V W for ultimate driving 

pleasure. Now, with the Konekt series of their Vento 
mid-sized sedan, they are pushing the boundaries once 
again, this time on the features front.

 The limited-edition Vento Konekt comes with a host of 
new additions, the biggest one being a spanking new in-car 
infotainment system from Blaupunkt. This double-DIN 
system sports a seven-inch touchscreen display, a number 
of connectivity features, including Bluetooth, USB and Aux 
input, and is complete with steering-mounted controls for 
the driver, as well as a separate remote control for the rear 
passenger. The real ‘konekt’ aspect, however, is powered by 
the Android-powered Blaupunkt tablet that’s mounted on 
the rear seat, which can accept two SIM cards to provide 
you Wi-Fi access in the car, or use the SIM’s data to stream 
videos, including 16 channels of live television on its 
eight-inch screen.

It’s clear that the additional features in the Vento 
Konekt aren’t exactly aimed at a particular demographic, 
but a wide variety of young professionals in our rapidly 
developing country. And, what better way to test the car 
than hand it to an urban family for the weekend? That’s 
where Jairaj Salian came in.
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Proprietor of Print Art Corporation, a printing and 
publishing firm, Jairaj has a cosy home in a Mumbai suburb, 
in which he lives with his wife, Sapna, and two daughters, 
Manyata and Tejasvi. Jairaj was planning a weekend drive 
with his family, and when told about the Vento Konekt, he 
was only too happy to oblige.

Come weekend, Jairaj was not too keen on leaving too 
early. “I would prefer to take it easy and get some sleep over 
the weekend instead of rushing out at dawn,” he said, as he 
loaded his car with some essentials. That’s when the 
missus, Sapna, came in with the last of the luggage, and was 
quite amused to see the luggage arrangement in the boot. 
“Why are you piling up the luggage here?” she said. “Spread 
it out a bit, there’s more than enough space to pack all our 
bags, and even the neighbour’s Rottweiler,” she joked.

 Manyata, who is preparing for her 10th standard 
prelims, decided to join the weekend break, only because 
she wanted to travel in the “new car”. “I thought I’ll spend 
the weekend studying, instead of going on the drive. But, 
then, a long drive in the new Vento should not be missed,” 
she said, eyeing the tablet on the passenger headrest.

With Sapna plotting the route on the centre console-
mounted satnav, the family got going. “This Vento feels 
more comfortable than the last one I drove,” said Jairaj, 
who also liked the new leather upholstery. “It drives great, 
too. The constant accelerating and braking is the worst part 
about city driving, but here the car’s pick-up makes a lot of 
difference.” The Vento Konekt is powered by the new 1.5 
TDI diesel motor, which produces 104bhp of power and 
250Nm of torque, and it is rated to be a great performer, 
both in the city and on the highway. 

A bit annoyed at her older sister’s taking over the tablet, 
11-year old Tejasvi was getting restless at the back. But it 
seems that their mom had a solution in her bag all along. 
She took out a pen drive loaded with Disney movies, 
attached it to the centre console and gave Tejasvi the 

“the vento konekt comes with  
a blaupunkt infotainment system,  
as well as a blaupunkt  
tablet for the rear seat”

Rear seat tablet to
keep the kids occupied
on long journeys

The Konekt has a cutting 
edge  Blaupunkt 

Infotainment system  
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remote. Situation under control.
Jairaj, on the other hand, is happy sitting at the wheel of 

the car. “I can’t remember the last time I enjoyed a drive 
this much. The steering here is so light, yet precise. I can’t 
believe how quickly I’ve gotten comfortable with this car,” 
he exclaimed. “It doesn’t matter how many features the car 
has, I’m having a great time.”

About 50km into the journey, Jairaj got a phone call that 
was routed to the car’s Bluetooth hands-free system, and, 
after talking to the caller, Jairaj didn’t look too happy. “The 
presentation my sales team was supposed to make on 
Monday is happening today. I need to head back urgently to 
make a slideshow,” he said. Manyata suggested that he uses 
the car’s Blaupunkt tablet to make the presentation. “It’s 
Android, so all you need to do is download a presentation 
app”. Ironically, Sapna seemed excited by the news. “I don’t 
have the heart to tell him that I want to drive, but now that 
he will be busy with work, it’s my chance to finally get 
behind the wheel.”

With Sapna taking charge of the car, Jairaj poking away 
at the tablet and the kids occupied with Disney’s Frozen 
playing on the centre console, the drive continued. 
“Normally, I am more comfortable driving small cars. But 
the Vento, despite its size, feels so easy to drive. And I can 
adjust the seat height and steering to be exactly where I 
need it to be, instead of the awkward seating position in our 
family car. I get why he (Jairaj) had a smile on his face all 
day,” said Sapna, who appeared as impressed with the Vento 
Konekt as Jairaj. 

On reaching their destination by early evening, the 
family’s reaction seemed, well, unexpected. “We normally 
book a nearby hotel for the night and leave the next day,” 
explained Jairaj. “But it seems that my family enjoyed the 
drive so much, that they insist we drive back today itself.” 
We tried getting a confirmation from the children, but we 
couldn’t get them away from the tablet, which was now 
taken out of its car mount. “Sure, we’ll head back. But only 
if I get to drive first,” said Sapna.  

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Find your way
around with the 

sat-nav

The USB slot 
comes in handy

on the move
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audi a3 40 TFSi
Powerful and good looking. The A3 to buy?

p047
indian ScouT
The best entry-level cruiser out there

p048
chevroleT Sail
Does the facelifted Chevy fly? We find out...

p046
vW venTo dSG
1.5-litre diesel with DSG. Christmas came early

p045

THE CARS THAT MATTER. DRIVEN, TESTED AND RATED THE TOPGEAR WAY

Merc’s school-run car now looks sportier inside and out TURN OVER 

MercedeS-Benz B-claSS
D R I V E  O F  T H E  M O N T H
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SPECS   4cyl, 2143cc, 135bhp, 300Nm    0-100kph in 9.8s*, top speed - 207kph*   `   34 lakh (est. on-road Delhi)
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New 8-inch screen 
for COMAND 

system. Nice 

Nifty dials add a 
sporty touch to the 
instrument cluster

Radar tech standard 
on the European B. 

Not for India, though

A

*claimed

few years ago, the words 
‘luxury car brands’ and 
‘front-wheel drive’ 
wouldn’t really be a part 
of the same sentence. 

Forget the idea of compact luxury cars, 
a configuration of this nature wasn’t 
perceived to be a successful one. But, 
the launch of the B-Class, in 2012, 
paved the way for FWD layouts in 
premium cars. Based on Merc’s radical 
Modular Front Architecture platform, 
or MFA, the B-Class was instrumental 
in setting the compact- premium-car 
ball rolling for Mercedes in India.

What works for the car is its 
practicality. It’s the size of a big-

hatchback/mini-MPV, offers good 
passenger and luggage space, has 
top-notch build quality and carries its 
occupants in great levels of comfort.  
Mercedes has already sold over 10 lakh 
units of the B-Class worldwide, and the 
numbers are steadily growing.

The B-Class, however, hasn’t really 
been selling like hot cakes in India, at 
least when compared to the rest of the 
compact Mercs such as the A-Class and 
CLA. And, its sedate styling and 
MPV-like silhouette have a lot to do with 
it. Nothing much can be done as regards 
the latter as that’s one of its USPs, but 
the designers have spiced things up a bit. 

A magnifying glass could help you 
spot the cosmetic changes such as the 
wider, new C-class inspired grille; 
redesigned front bumper, and 
headlamps with LED projector beams 
and DRLs. Changes at the back include 
a slightly altered bumper, with the 
tailpipe neatly integrated into it. 
Viewed side-on, apart from the new 
alloy wheel design, the B-Class looks 
identical to the older one, but, overall, 
the design tweaks do help in making 
this crossover look younger and in sync 
with the rest of its family.

The car’s cabin features tiny 
upgrades to stuff that matters. So, now, 
there’s a new three-spoke steering 
wheel, again borrowed from the new C, 
a sporty new instrument cluster, 
variable LED ambient lighting, 
push-button start, and next-gen 
COMAND system with a bigger, 8-inch 
high-res screen. The new B-class’ cabin 
is a very safe place to be in. Mercedes 
has equipped the facelifted B with an 
advanced Collision Prevention Assist 
system, called the CPA+. The CPA+ is 
capable of braking on its own if it 
senses a collision. In fact, at city speeds 
of up to 50kph, the B can come to a 
standstill on its own, and also lowering 

Mercedes B-Class 200 CDI
The new B gets better styling, smarter interiors and improved safety    b y  D e v e s h  s h o b h a

IN  DETAIL

SNAPSHOT
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Build quality is 
top-notch. Is the 
most practical, 

VFM small Merc 
to date.
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Tiny updates to 
cabin liven up 
proceedings

the impact of accidents up to speeds of 
100kph. It’s a low-spec version of the 
tech found in the S-class, which 
intelligently makes use of the radar 
system (standard in the Euro-spec B) to 
keep its occupants safer. Sadly though, 
the Indian government doesn’t allow 
the use of a radar system, so people like 
you and me will have to deal with idiots 
on our own.

The new model, expected to hit 
Indian shores by early-2015, will 
continue to be powered by the 2.2-litre 
diesel and 1.6-litre petrol engines found 
in the current car. The engines will be 
teamed up with 7-speed dual clutch 
gearbox. The facelifted model we 
sampled recently in Spain had the same 
2.2 diesel under its hood, but made 
135bhp and 300Nm of torque. That’s 
28bhp and 50Nm more than the 
India-spec B, but it still felt a bit 
underpowered, and the lazy manner in 
which the ’box changes the cogs doesn’t 
improve the overall driving experience. 
Paddle shifters and Sport mode do spice 
things up, but only by a bit. And, then 
there’s the diesel clatter. The 2.2-litre 

engine isn’t the most refined diesel unit 
out there, and the motor does make 
itself audible.

What continues to be the B’s talking 
point is its overall driving dynamics. 
The ride comfort, even on 18-inch 
wheels, is good; bump absorption is 
commendable and despite being a 
crossover, body roll is kept in check. 
The India car does come with a raised 
suspension setup, but going by the 
current car’s standards, expect to 
travel comfortably in the new model as 
well. Handling is good, the sporty 
steering wheel feels great to hold, and 
it’s quite communicative, too. The B 
may not be a driver’s car, but it never 
pretended to be one. Its job is to ferry 

its occupants in great comfort, and it 
does that quite well. 

With virtually no direct rivals in 
India (in Europe it competes with the 
new BMW 2 Series Active Tourer), the 
closest competitors to the B comes 
from its own family, the A- and 
GLA-Class, and the BMW 1 Series. The 
old B never had much of a chance 
against its siblings, but the new model 
gets a much required shot in the arm as 
far as design goes. At an expected price 
tag of around `34 lakh (est. on-road 
Delhi), it still comes across as a 
practical choice, at least over the 
smaller A.

http://www.topgear.com/india/
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Ergonomically 
placed knob for  

COMAND system

ntil now, the E-Class, in its 
updated form, was 
available only with one 
diesel and one petrol 
engine option. And, to be 

honest, neither of them are extremely 
powerful. Once you drive the E you see in 
the pictures here, you’ll find the other 
two slow. That’s because this E-Class, 
the latest addition to the E family, has a 
bigger oil-burner, with six pots arranged 
in a ‘V’ format and it displaces 2,987cc, 
develops 261 horses and an earth-
shattering 620Nm of torque.

Just before you start wondering about 
how much of a difference it makes in 
terms of performance, let us tell you that 
the extra 80bhp and 120 Newtons make 
the E350 CDI go from 0 to 100kph in 6.98 
seconds, a full second faster than the 
E250 CDI, and boosts top speed by 8kph. 
Sure, it doesn’t sound much, but once you 

get behind the wheel, the increase in the 
power and torque is immediately 
apparent. Turbo lag is taken care of, and 
the mid-range is quite punchy, too.

Like the smaller diesel, this one too is 
mated to a seven-speed auto ’box. We 
had said that the gearbox on the 250 CDI 
isn’t too quick, and you need to wait for a 
bit before it downshifts when you ask for 
more power. This one, too, isn’t the best 
in its category when it comes to brisk 
gear changes. But, there’s so much torque 
and power packed, you never feel like 
you’re short on poke. The E250 CDI and 
E200 CGI disappoint when it comes to 
features. They’re not under-equipped, 
but a reverse camera is missing on both 
variants. It’s a feature which, according 
to us, is a must-have if you’re paying more 
than `50 lakh for a set of wheels. But, the 

VERDICT

Packs a great 
punch, and is 

quick, too. But 
the price tag 
lets it down. 

E250 CDI’s a 
better package.

8/ 10

Mercedes-Benz E350 CDI
Gets a V6 diesel engine and a few extra features on the inside. The E-Class to have, then?  B y  A g a s t i  K a u l g i

E350 CDI not only gets a reverse camera, 
but also the super-helpful 360-degree 
surround camera system as standard. We 
were always fans of the balance that the E 
manages to strike with the ride and 
handling. The steering is perfectly 
weighted, yet not too cumbersome to 
operate in crawling city traffic. Body roll, 
too, is well in control, and the car stays 
utterly composed at all times. Despite 
having low-profile tyres, bump 
absorption is first-rate.

There’s no doubt that this is the best 
E-Class money can buy in India, but, 
there’s a small twist in the tale. The 
E350 CDI costs a whopping `71 lakh 
(on-road, Mumbai). That’s `12 lakh 
more than the E250 CDI. Does that 
justify the two extra cylinders and the 
added power? We’re afraid not.

Crafted for luxury 
with quality materials
and neat fit and finish

SPECS
  2987cc, V6, turbo-diesel, 261bhp, 620Nm, 7A, RWD      9.1kpl city, 14.2kpl highway  `   71.05 lakh (on-road, Mumbai)

  0-100kph: 6.98sec, 30-50kph: 1.69sec, 50-70kph: 1.99sec, 80-0kph: 24.41m/2.48sec, Top speed: 250kph 

http://www.topgear.com/india/
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ot too long ago, Indians 
were biased towards 
diesels. Of course, there 
were many diesel cars, but 
these were only equipped 

with manual transmissions. Automatics 
were restricted to petrol, unless you were 
ready to shell out luxury car-money. The 
challenge for many carmakers, 
apparently, was to find an efficient 
gearbox that could take on the additional 
stress of drawing power from a diesel 
engine.  And, although the price 
difference between petrol and diesel has 
now narrowed, causing a dip in demand 
for diesel cars, we’re finally seeing new 
launches in the diesel-auto segment.

Close on the heels of Skoda’s Rapid, 
big brother Volkswagen, too, has 
equipped the Vento with its sweet 
7-speed DSG ’box. VW recently launched 
the updated Vento, but you will have to 

look hard to notice the cosmetic tweaks. 
You will, however, immediately notice the 
difference when you get behind the wheel 
of this car, which has the new 1.5 TDI 
engine mated to the dual-clutch ’box. 
While the engine has been downsized by 
around 100cc compared to the earlier 1.6, 
it still makes the same amount of power 
(103bhp) and torque (250Nm).

The DSG is a clever unit, and uses two 
electronically-controlled shafts to 
execute gear changes. The two 
independent gearbox units ensure that 
one gear is pre-selected to manage the 
shift quicker than, say, a torque-converter 
automatic can. This reduces lag 
considerably, and it’s easy to build speed, 
or shed it. The DSG also comes with a 
tiptronic option, which allows the driver 
to override an automatic gear change 
through a sequential-type change. This is 
especially useful when conducting an 

VERDICT

DSG brings 
more relevant 

tech to the 
diesel party. 
Well-priced, 

too.

8/ 10

Volkswagen Vento TDI DSG
The high-tech seven-speed automatic teams up with the new 1.5 diesel  b y  G I R I S H  K A R K E R A

emergency overtaking manoeuvre, or 
while driving down twisty mountain 
roads. In the case of the latter, it helps 
reduce stress on the brakes. The Vento 
DSG is suited to both the highway and the 
city. The shifts are seamless and quick 
enough in moving traffic. On the highway, 
the engine feels meaty enough to be kept 
on the boil. The steering wheel is nice to 
grip, but feels spongy while negotiating 
turns. It lacks the direct-ness the first-gen 
Vento’s steering possessed. Ride is still 
firm and noisy but pliant, especially so at 
high speeds, which is where the Vento 
scores over its contemporaries. 

The Vento DSG is available in  
Comfortline and the top-end Highline 
trims, with approximate on-road prices of 
`11.6 lakh and `12.1 lakh, respectively. 
This is a reasonably competitive price in 
its segment. Plus, the refresh makes it one 
of the best-looking sedans out there. 

Interior changes 
make cabin look 
much livelier

SPECS   4cyl, 1498cc, 103bhp, 250Nm, 7A     1211kg     12.8kpl (city)/ 17.2kpl (highway)   `   12.1 lakh (on-road, Mumbai)

SPECS

7-speed DSG ’box 
brings massive 
convenience

http://www.topgear.com/india/
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Five-speeder is slick; 
analogue speedo 

dominates the  
info display 

SPECS
  4-cylinder, 1,248cc, 74bhp, 190Nm, 5M, 1,124kg, Fuel tank: 40l    0-100kph:  14.8 (hatch), 15.02 (sedan)

   City kpl: 12.6, Highway kpl: 16.8   `   6.81 lakh (hatch); 7.79 lakh (sedan), ex-showroom, Delhi

he two Chevrolets you see 
here are of American 
descent, have undergone 
research and development 
processes in China, and 

are to be assembled and sold in India and 
use Indian components. Apart from the 
boot, both these diesel-powered vehicles 
are essentially the same car, like the 
Maruti Swift and Swift DZire. 

The U-VA badging is now a thing of 
the past. Although it boasts taut lines, 
swanky head- and tail-lamps, and flashes 
of chrome, the Sail is not as visually 
striking as some of its competition. 

The 74bhp, 1,248cc engine is a real 
treat, with grunt kicking in as low as 
1,600rpm. The five-speed gearbox is 
smooth, and the engine’s bottom and 
mid-range has enough grunt to haul the 

Sail hatch and sedan to 100kph from 
standstill in a respectable 14.80s and 
15.02s, respectively. Both the sedan and 
hatch felt comfortable cruising at 100kph 
at 2400rpm in fifth.

The cabin is airy, and visibility is good 
all round. The Chevys offer generous 
under-thigh support and legroom for all 
five occupants. The hatchback and 
saloon can seat three full-grown adults 
comfortably at the back. But, the Sails 
disappoint when it comes to features. 
Yes, there’s ABS, EBD and airbags, but 
you’ll feel a bit shortchanged considering 
these top-of-the-line LT variants don’t 
come with driver’s seat-height adjust 
function, steering-mounted audio 
controls, driver’s side auto window, or 
even reverse sensors. Even the door locks 
appear to have been salvaged from a 

VERDICT

Facelift could 
help the Sail 

stay afloat. It 
has a spacious 

cabin, but could 
do with better 

interiors.

5/ 10

Chevrolet Sail
The underrated Chevys get a nip-and-tuck. But, how much of a difference does it make?  B y  C h r i s t o p h e r  C h a v e s

Maruti 800 parts bin. The steering wheel 
offers moderate feedback. Behind the 
wheel lies an instrument cluster that is 
primarily dominated by an analogue 
speedometer, which is flanked by small 
digital readouts: tacho, fuel level, trip and 
odometer. While the readouts are easy to 
decipher on the go, the same can’t be said 
for the audio system. Thanks to a stiff 
suspension setup, ride is a bit choppy  
and feels more suited to speeds in excess 
of 50kph. NVH levels, too, could have 
been better.

With an asking price of Rs.6.81 lakh 
for the hatchback and Rs.7.79 lakh for the 
sedan (both prices ex-showroom, Delhi), 
the cars are not the cheapest around. 
They lack a premium feel, but if you need 
a sorted and spacious car, the Sail sedan 
and hatchback may fit the bill.

Interior of the top-
of-the-line LT feels 
a bit drab

http://www.topgear.com/india/
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One of the 
few things that 
differentiates it from 
the diesel 

ur ninth anniversary issue 
featured a 24-hour 
endurance run in an A3 
diesel. It was our own little 
ode to the Ingolstadt-based 

manufacturer’s heroics in the World 
Endurance Championship, specifically, 
the 24 hours of Le Mans in which it uses a 
diesel electric hybrid. 

The 2.0 diesel was all about efficiency, 
but there is a more fun  version, too – the 
1.8 TFSI petrol. Don’t be fooled by the 
size of the engine, or the fact that it also 
appears in the cheaper Skoda Octavia. 
This is a high-tech powerhouse. It uses a 
turbo-charged fuel injection system that 
Audi first used on its endurance cars and 
has since successfully used in its 
road-going ones, too. Oddly named the 40 
TFSI (that number is based on acce-
leration ratings; so, the 40 TFSI is more 
powerful than, say, the 35 TDI), it churns 
out 174bhp. On the road, though, it 
manages to turn heads with its hunkered 

down design, the trademark Audi LED 
lights, a large grille and chunky five-spoke 
alloys. The cosy cabin is typically Audi, 
and littered with buttons, chrome bits 
and LEDs. Headroom at the rear can be an 
issue for tall people, but seats are 
contoured to hold you in place. Important 
because this car can really go. 

The A3 picks up speed with the same 
determination and ease that Usain Bolt 
does. It can crack the dash to 100kph in 
under 9 seconds, and the way it does that 
leaves a smile on your face. The engine is 
smooth and revs happily to about 
7,000rpm. The 7-speed S-Tronic quickly 
changes gears in true dual-clutch style, 
but the steering is a bit dull. Strangely, 
unlike with the diesel A3, there is torque 
steer too. However, the car does stick well 
to lines around corners and bends. The 

VERDICT

The efficient 
and powerful 

1.8 TFSI  
makes the A3 a 
more fun car to 

hit the open 
roads with.

8/ 10

Audi A3 40 TFSI
Want an A3 with loads of power? Say hello to this one   B y  G I R I S H  K A R K E R A

front wheels grip well, that feels good.
The A3 40 TFSI is available only in 

Premium Plus trim. The cabin is identical 
to the diesel version’s, and the only 
difference between the top-spec 
Technology variant and the 40 TFSI’s 
cabin is the lack of a reverse camera. This 
one gets audio and visual sensors. A dull 
steering apart, the A3 petrol makes a good 
case for itself with its quality interiors, 
build quality and a happy-sounding 
engine that can quickly respond to 
throttle inputs. As importantly, and as an 
upside of downsizing, the A3 40 TFSI 
returns a healthy real-world figure of 
10-12kpl, which isn’t bad for a car that can 
go this well. It’s a clever combination of 
performance and efficiency, and one that 
should make you consider it over the 
cheaper diesel variants.

Interior looks
rich. Is rich. All 
typically Audi

SPECS
 4cyl, 1798cc, turbo-petrol, 174bhp, 250Nm, 7A     1295kg     50 litres, 10.9kpl (city)/ 12.0kpl (highway)  

`   35.0 lakh (approximate, on-road)   0-100kph: 8.61s; 30-50kph: 1.61s; 50-70kph: 1.82s; 80kph-0: 24.62m/2.51s

http://www.topgear.com/india/
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SPECS   Liquid cooled V-twin 1133cc, 99.6bhp, 97.7Nm, 6M     244kg     18.2kpl   `   12 lakh (ex-Delhi)
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You’ll see the needle 
sweep past 100kph  

in 1st gear

Brake feel at the 
lever isn’t as good as 
we expected it to be

The bit beneath the 
tan leather seat is a 
part of the chassis

No chrome overdose
here, and yet, it looks 
every bit a cruiser

S
even thousand rpm, and 
things are getting pretty 
vibe-y on the Indian 
Scout. I steal a glance at 
the speedo; the needle is 

about to cross 100. So, what’s so great 
about a motorcycle that does 100kph at 
8000 revs? Well, thing is I still have five 
more gears to go. Yes, you heard that 
right -- the Scout breaches the ton in 
first gear. I shift up, and there is 
another surge of power. My head is 
thrown back, and the needle flies past 
160kph. The way this thing is 
dispensing power, I’m pretty sure the 
needle could go all the way to 200kph. 
At 160 there’s so much of wind-
buffeting that I pull back to more 

doable speeds, and, when I say doable, I 
mean between 100 and 120kph. 

Indian Motorcycles has stepped away 
from cruiser tradition to achieve the 
kind of punchy performance I’m talking 
about. Instead of a long-stroke twin, the 
engineers have opted for a liquid-cooled, 
high compression, short-stroke, 1,133cc 
V-twin motor that makes 99.6bhp and 
97.7Nm of torque. 

It’s not just the top-end power 
delivery that makes this motor so 
special. I shift into higher gear and let 
the revs hover around 2000rpm, and 
then I open the throttle, and the engine 
spews nearly all of its torque incredibly 
quickly. Its low-end grunt is what makes 
the Scout a true blue cruiser, and, at the 

same time, its immense mid-range go 
makes it a lot of fun to ride. 

The Scout is geared tall like most 
cruisers. If you are in the city, third gear 
works perfectly well. While the cruiser 
churns out performance at the higher 
end of the rev range, the engine feels 
happier humming anywhere south of 
6000rpm.   

In the city the Scout is an easy 
motorcycle to ride, especially 
considering it has a 1,200cc motor. 
Moving though traffic, it manages its 
heft – 244kg (dry) – well, and feels pretty 
agile, with the punchy mid-range 
keeping you well ahead of traffic. Unlike 
heavier cruisers that prefer sticking to a 
set course, the Scout changes direction 
with ease, and this makes it fun to ride 
both in the city and on the highway.

The Scout’s agility is bound to make 
you overenthusiastic, and chances are 
you will push hard when you spot a 
corner, and that is when you will realise 
that you are riding a 1,133cc American 
cruiser and not a Japanese sportsbike. 
The foot pegs will make contact with 
tarmac and you will quickly get the bike 
back up straight. The overall length of 
the bike might be great for high-speed 

Indian Scout
The entry-level cruiser checks a lot of boxes, and looks set to be a winner  b y  a b h i n a v  m i s h r a

IN  DETAIL

SNAPSHOT
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Priced well, and 
has good 

performance. 
Bound to garner 
a steady fan base

8/ 10
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Who needs fake
cooling fins on a 

liquid-cooled V-twin?

Unlike other cruisers, 
the Scout builds pace 
quite rapidly

stability, but it adds to the turning 
radius, which can be cumbersome in 
the city.

The Scout is equipped with a 298mm 
disc upfront and 298mm rear brakes, 
and ABS is standard. The brakes on the 
Scout feel progressive, but while braking 
feel from the rear disc is adequate, I 
would have loved it if the efficacy of the 
disc upfront were as evident. How does 
it matter if the motorcycle stops well? It 
does, and I got the feeling that the 
brakes could have complemented the 
responsive motor better. 

The low seating position boosts rider 
confidence. A seat height of 63.5cm 
means most legs can be placed firmly on 
the ground. The foot pegs and handle 
bar give the rider a more relaxed upright 
stance. If you prefer the foot pegs to be 
closer, you can spend a bit more and go 
for the reduce-reach option.

The tanned leather seat looks smart 
and complements the Scout’s look. I 
spent a day riding the motorbike and 
found the seat comfy, but on longer 
rides extra padding will surely help 
since the upper section of the angular 

rear suspension is bolted right below it. 
At lower speeds you hardly notice the 
bumps, but when you ride at higher 
speeds on bad roads, the rear 
suspension tends to bottom out. It’s 
the only downer in an otherwise 
impressive vehicle.

Unlike the Chief’s elaborate design, 
the Scout, like a Spartan helmet, 
eschews all flourishes. What catches the 
eye is the engine. The engine dispenses 
with fins, which are, in any case, an 
ornamental feature on most liquid-
cooled motors. It’s as if the motorcycle 
has no qualms saying, “Hey, I have a 
liquid-cooled motor, deal with it.”

Right behind the engine is the 
exposed section of the chassis that the 
rider seat is placed on. These two are the 
major design details that will set the 
Scout apart from in the market. It may 
possibly even start a design trend.

As far as fuel efficiency goes, the Scout 
delivered a decent 18.3km to the litre, and 
the figure stacks up well, considering we 
encountered some mad city traffic and 
did some fast highway runs.

The Indian Scout is a fresh take on 
the middleweight cruiser. The engine is 
a gem and I’m pretty sure Indian will use 
this capable engine in future products, 
too (a streetfighter, maybe?). Its styling 
is distinctive and helps it stand out. The 
Scout is mostly likeable, but, it’s not 
without its shortcomings. The rear 
suspension struggles to filter 
undulations at high speeds, and the 
pillion seat is an optional extra. 
However, apart from these two 
negatives, the motorcycle comes across 
as a sorted machine and at an asking 
price of `12 lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi), 
it will surely get a lot of people interested 
in joining the Indian brigade. 

http://www.topgear.com/india/


An amazing
adventure with the

Honda
a m a z e

T
he Honda Amaze is a 
revelation not only for 
Honda, but also for the Indian 
car industry. Not only is it a 
perfectly-sized compact sedan, 
but it also boasts the first diesel 
engine from Honda. Launched  
last year, it took the market by 
storm by offering a perfect  
blend of quality, reliability, design 
and efficiency.

Oh sorry, I got a bit distracted and 

forgot to introduce myself. My name is Jitu Sharma, 
and I am a Mumbai-based software engineer, car 

buff and TopGear reader.  A few days ago, my 
friend, Aakash Gupta, and I were at the Inox 

Theatre, in Korum Mall, Thane. It was a 
Sunday, and we had booked tickets for the 

last show. The movie we watched was not 
as good as we expected it to be, but what 

happened after the movie was real 
exciting stuff. 

So, the Mall was the venue for a 
Honda on-ground event, and 

there were two Amaze cars on display: a 
petrol and a diesel. By the time the 

movie got over, most of the stores at the 
mall had shut down and the mall was near 

empty. The Amaze is my personal favourite 
in the category, and the best thing is, with 

the price proposition that it offers, I can 
actually consider buying it. That, obviously, 

adds to my interest in the car.
Aakash, too, shared my view, and both of us 

couldn’t resist getting close to the cars. Luckily, 
there was no one around the cars. Ph
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Two friends, the Honda Amaze 
and an empty mall. What happens next? 
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     the pick-up and go
of the amaze’s dieseL engine is
briLLiant
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Just as we got close to the cars, I 
thought of checking out the interiors 
and the general feel of the cabin. To my 
surprise, someone had forgotten to lock 
the cars before leaving. That gave me  
an opportunity to experience the interior 
space and to even check out if the boot 
would be large enough for my weekend 
getaways. And, the Amaze delivers on  
both fronts.

There was another surprise in store for us: 
the person in charge of the on-ground activity 

had forgotten to take the keys of the cars that night. 
And, that got me thinking: two Amazes in an empty 
mall, enough room to drive around… So, we 

decided to take the cars for a short spin and put 
them back in their proper places before any 

one could notice. 
I chose the diesel, while Aakash got 

behind the wheel of the petrol model. As 
soon as we got going, I realised that the 
much talked about diesel engine is 

indeed worth talking more about. 
It’s refined, and the cabin is well 

insulated from noise and vibrations. 
Plus, the pick-up-and-go of the diesel  

is brilliant.
The mall, I found, offered a perfect 

playground to test the capabilities of the 
Amaze. It had, around the escalators and 

small counters, tight spaces just like in a city, 
which allowed us to test the turning circle 

and gauge the Amaze’s ability to negotiate 
narrow spaces. We left no turn untaken, and 

the Amaze surprised me with the way it handled 
the tight spaces.

A d v e r t i s e m e n t  f e At u r e
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I’m not expert when it comes to 
driving. But still, it was exceedingly easy 
to manoeuvre through the turns. As 
soon as the turns were over, we found 
ourselves in the lobby that is flanked by 
shops on both sides. Since everyone had 
gone home, we got the cars to pick up speed, 
and they did that in a brisk manner. And, 
guess what? The brakes, too, are brilliant at 
shedding pace.

After that bit of fun, Aakash and I stopped 
for a quick chat. I could see from his expression 
that he had loved driving the petrol Amaze. The 

diesel engine, too, is great, I told him. 
“It is refined and smooth.”

“Is that so? You have to drive the petrol, then. It’s 
peppy and silent at the same time,” Aakash said.   

I told him that sounded like a good idea, and 
as we exchanged cars, I told him I thought that 

the Amaze was a very manoeuvrable car, 
and tackling those tight bends around the 

escalators had been pretty easy. 
“That’s right. The best thing is it will 

be equally good in narrow lanes, and 
traffic-jam situations,” he told me. 

Suddenly, I had another idea 

(yes, I keep getting these.) I asked 
Aakash if he was game to 

accompanying me to the mall’s multi-
level car park. That would give us an idea 

about how the cars perform at speed. 
Aakash answered in the affirmative, and 

we went hunting for the exit from the mall 
to the car park. Thankfully, the mall had a 

huge eight-level parking area, which can 
accommodate around 1,200 cars. Since the 

mall was empty, we had it all for ourselves, and 
could drive the cars at decent speeds. 

In the diesel, you instantly start reaping the 
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benefits of 200Nm of torque. While  
most diesel engines can get sluggish 
initially, you do not feel that in the 
Amaze, partly also thanks to a a 
lightweight, yet sturdy, body. 

Like with all car parks, this one, too, has a 
few speed breakers and undulations. But, the 
suspension of the Amaze soaked in the 
undulations pretty well, and the speed-
breakers didn’t trouble the car’s underbody. 

While we were driving around the multi-
level car park, I observed that the Amaze had all 
the features I would love to have in my first car. 

There is a height-adjustable driver’s seat, which means 
my sister, who is shorter than I am, could drive it as 

comfortably as I was doing. There’s the AC that 
cools the cabin quickly; there are the audio 

controls placed on the steering wheel so I don’t 
have to take my hand off the steering to 

change tracks, or to adjust the volume.
Despite the Amaze being a compact 

city sedan, the rear seats are spacious 
enough for three adults. I’m sure in 

this car, my friends won’t complain 
as much as they do each time we go 

for a drive in a tinier hatchback.

Time passes quickly when you are 
having fun, and we soon realised that 

we had been driving inside the mall for 
almost an hour. Were we complaining? 

Hell, no. But, it was soon time to part with 
the Amaze and call time on an exciting 

night. On our way home, it finally sunk in 
what a bizzare night it had been. Not 

everyday would we get a chance to drive a car 
inside a mall. Thankfully, the car was also up 

to it. This was like stuff from the movies.  
Only, real. Apologies for the cliche, but Amaze-

ing indeed. 

A d v e r t i s e m e n t  f e At u r e

          the amaze has 
features i wouLd Love to
have in my first car
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America made a law. Germany made a car. It’s a Porsche 
that’s inspired by America, and it’s the only Targa top to 

have survived the test of time
Words:  AgAsti KAulgi        PhotograPhy:  NitiN Rose

Last
standingcar
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The only differentiating 
factor from the Targa 4. 

Looks classy when lit

‘ll
oophole’. It’s an interesting word. The rewards 
for discovering an overlooked inadequacy in a 
set of rules can be immense. Of course, you 
need to be extremely sharp and well versed in 

law before you can even begin to attempt to exploit a 
loophole. The car that you see here was an attempt, and a 
successful one at that, to overcome rigid rules that 
prevailed many decades ago in the United States. I’m 
talking about the 1950s and ’60s, when every manufacturer 
would make an open top version of its sportscar, and people 
loved the idea of getting some wind in their hair. But, in 
1960, the Department of Transport (DoT), in the US, 
stopped manufacturers from selling open tops. The DoT 
was sceptical of the safety convertibles afforded their 
passengers, and was of the view that occupants ran the risk 
of getting crushed in the event of the cars turning turtle. 

The cars, it was decided, had to have a fixed roll bar. And 
so, manufacturers set about finding different ways to work 
around the law, and yet, deliver a fun and totally street-
legal experience to their customers. The most ingenious 
concept was called Targa top, which was a semi-convertible 
body style with a removable roof and roll bar behind the 
seats, and the carmaker who popularised it was none other 
than Porsche.  The 911 Targa, the car that it came up with 
to counter the law, was as American as it was German. 

Actually, Porsche was not the first car company to use 
the removable hard top system, but they refined and 
nurtured it, and in time, a Targa became near synonymous 

with a particular type of 911. The term Targa comes from 
Targa Florio, a street race in Sicily, Italy. The Targa Florio, 
which ran from 1906 to 1977, was rated to one of the world’s 
toughest races, and Porsche achieved numerous triumphs 
at the Targa Florio. 

The Targa tops of yesteryear required you to get out of 
the car and unlatch the roof manually before tucking it 
away. But this one here employs a thousand hinges, 
hundreds of rods and a complex hydraulic system to lift the 
roof up and stow it at the back of the cabin, all at the touch 
of a button.

Mechanised retractable roofs are not too rare in India. 
The BMW Z4 and Merc SLK, among others, sport one, but 
this one is a sight. It’s surreal how a huge chunk of glass 
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A roof like no other. If the 
design doesn’t stun you, 

the retractable top sure will

‘Porsche was not the first car 
company to use the removable 

hard top system, but they  
refined and nurtured it’
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‘The 911 is so precise  
it could make a mutt look  
like a professional driver 

around a corner’

The only bit of visible 
carbon fibre is on a tiny 
badge in the engine bay
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is picked up effortlessly, and how the roof is then tucked 
under it in seconds.

The design of the 911 is legendary. It appears, to the 
Porsche enthusiast, as gorgeously unchanging as, say, the 
Pyramids, and, yet, as enduring. The Targa roof imparts an 
unmistakable signature look to the 911.

Underneath the big glass piece is an engine that 
displaces 3,800cc. Like all Porsche sportscars, the six 
cylinders are placed flat so that the engine sits low in its bay 
and lowers the centre of gravity by a few crucial 
centimetres. In 4S form, the flat six engine generates 394 
horses and 440Nm of spin. The numbers might not be 
staggering, but the power and the twist that engine 
develops is harnessed pretty easily. The motor is highly 
responsive and doesn’t hesitate to pile on the revs till its 
redline of 7,800rpm. It feels extremely energetic after the 
needle crosses the 5,000 revs mark.

The flat six is both refined and responsive, but it isn’t 
very loud. To treat that problem, there’s a button on the 
centre console – the one that triggers the active exhaust 
system. The way the exhaust note changes its timbre and 
tone once you hit the button will remind you of the 
transformation in your girlfriend’s voice after you’ve 
hinted that she may have put on some weight. 

Porsche utilises the Porsche Doppelkupplung 
transmission, or PDK, to channel the engine’s power on to 
the road. The PDK is a gem of a gearbox. It has seven ratios 
to play with, and the gearbox is clever enough to use the 
right one at the right time. 

As you may have guessed by now, the ‘4’ in the Porsche’s 
Targa 4S refers to the number of wheels that the engine 
powers. The car is pushed along largely by the rear wheels, 
but innumerable sensors direct the system to divert torque 
towards the front wheels when the rears are feeling 
overwhelmed. The torque can be split 50:50 between the 
two axles, if needed.

This 911 is not going to set any records with its 
acceleration figures. Okay, if you insist on knowing the 
0-100kph timing, it’s 5.39 seconds. It’s not that remarkable, 
right? The top whack, too, is a relatively sedate 294kph. But 
let me assure you that it’s as solid as a rock even when the 
needle is at the northern end of the speedometer. 

Every legendary car has one distinctive trait. The 
Jaguar E-Type was renowned for its design, the Mercedes 
300SL had its gull wing doors, and the 911? Well, I’d think 
the Targa is remarkable because it is unerringly precise. In 
fact, it’s so precise it could make a mutt look like a 
professional driver around a corner. I’m sure if you place a 
coin on a curve and ask a decent driver to take the right tyre 
over it ten times, he will be able to do that repeatedly and 
without any problem. The all-wheel drive helps the car 
achieve this physics-defining act. When you hustle the car 
and introduce it to a series of curves, it maintains its 
composure brilliantly, with nothing more than a slight lean 
in its body. My favourite Porsche, or rather my favourite 

Everything’s within reach, 
and the yellow dials look 
funky.So does the stitching
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sportscar, is the Cayman. It achieves the fine line between 
great handling, precision and good ride better than most 
sportscars. The 911 is, without any doubt, the most precise 
speed demon ever made, but it does that at the cost of a 
good ride. It punishes you for taking it over even a small 
pothole with a tight slap on your back.

The retractable roof and the precision are matched by 
the car’s cabin. The choices – the colour of leather, 
seatbelts, stitching – are endless, and you could, possibly, 
match the colour of the seatbelts with your favourite shirt. 
Our test car had a grey interior complemented by yellow 
threads that held the leather together.

The 911 has a two-plus-two layout, and while regular 
sized people can fit in the front seats, nothing bigger than a 
pug will be able to get in at the back. And, I specifically refer 
to a pug, because, if you have a pet any bigger than a pug, 
you’ll run the risk of either having its noble head squeezed 
by the Targa-special glass, or, at the very least, subjecting it 
to extremely claustrophobic conditions. 

The Targa series is available in two versions – the 4 and 
the 4S. A 3.4-litre flat six powers the 4 and it develops 50 
horses less than the 4S. The only difference, visually, 
between the two models is the horizontal strip of LEDs 
that runs under the fins at the back and some not-so-
subtle stickers on the doors. Both cars get a wider rear 
track (compared to the rear-wheel drive only versions of 
the 911) that helps in making it more composed around 

bends. Plus, it frees up some room to accommodate the 
all-wheel drive system.

Porsche is extremely adept at decreasing your bank 
balance, and the manufacturer stays true to tradition with 
the 911 Targa. The less powerful 4 version costs `1.5 crore, 
and the 911 Targa 4S, with a fair few optional on board, will 
retail for `2 crore (both prices ex-showroom, India). But, 
when you buy a Targa, you’re not buying just a car. You’re 
buying a bit of history. In essence, you’re buying a legend. 
The precision and the supreme handling characteristics 
are complimentary. 

Over the years, targas have almost disappeared from 
the automotive landscape. And, it’s only Porsche that keep 
the flag flying high for these remarkable type of cars. As far 
loopholes, this was, possibly, the best one.  

It diverts a major chunk 
of the juice to the fronts if 

the rears are flooded
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We thank Sula Vineyards for letting us shoot 
the Porsche 911 Targa 4S at their facility near 
Nashik. Sula is currently the market leader in 
domestic wines, and the vineyard also hosts 
guests for wine tasting and related activities.
Sula also hosts a number of festivals and fun 
events, including the annual Sula Fest, that 
sees a huge turnout. The next Sula Fest will be 
held on Feb 7th. Log onto  sulafest.net for 
more details.

‘When you buy a Targa, you’re 
not buying just a car. You’re  

buying a bit of history. In  
essence, you’re buying a legend’

Engine: 3800cc, flat six, petrol
Power: 394bhp at 7400rpm

Torque: 440Nm at 5600rpm
Transmission: 7A, dual clutch, AWD

0-100kph: 5.39 seconds
30-50kph: 1.14 seconds

Pros: targa top, handling, precision
Cons: Ride, could do with more power
Bottomline: the targa top gives it an 
unmistakable shape backed by 
splendid handling and 
out-of-the-world precision. it’s a 
legend for a good reason.

50-70kph: 0.96 seconds
80-0kph: 21.84m, 2.00 seconds
City kpl: 5.8
Highway kpl: 6
Top speed: 294kph
Price: `2 crore (est. ex-showroom, india)

PorsCHE 911 Targa 4s 8  10
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M You started karting in 1996, and by 2006, you were 
at Toro Rosso as a third driver. How did you cope 

with the massive changes in speed and technology?

N I actually started karting at the age of five in 1989, but I 
really started racing in go-karts in 1996. So yes, I 

started racing at the age of 12, but driving at five. In about six 
to seven years, I did a lot of things, including Formula Lista 
Junior, Formula Renault 2000, the Formula Renault V6 
Eurocup and the like. And, my performances there, including 
getting the better of (Lewis) Hamilton, fetched me my 
Formula 1 test-driving opportunity (for Red Bull Racing). So, 
it was a gradual rise, but it did happen pretty quickly. Still, the 
pace of the F1 cars was surprising. You do take time getting 
used to it.

M What’s it like being with a historic brand such  
as Porsche? 

N Historic is a good word. There are only two brands of 
cars that you connect with sportscars and success in 

motorsport. One is the red car, we all know what that is, and 
then there’s Porsche. So, to be part of Porsche’s factory 
drivers, actually to be one of just six, is a great honour, 
especially when you see the kind of drivers who have driven 
for Porsche, and the kind of drivers who drive for it. It is also a 
kind of a pressure, but a good kind of pressure.

M What is it like sharing the LMP 1 car with two 
drivers (Marc Lieb and Romain Dumas)? What is 

the atmosphere like within the team?

N Sharing a car in an endurance race is key to winning. 
You have to get along with your teammates and you 

have to work together. You have to share everything, 
including your driving secrets, which is what makes you 

Porsche’s World Endurance  
Championship and Le Mans 24 Hours 
driver, the Indo-Swiss Neel Jani, on 
sharing racecars, his Indian link and 
what he thinks about when he is  
driving at the Circuit de la Sarthe

Mr Endurance
WORDS::  MuraLI K MENoN     
phOtOgRaphy:  raJEEV GaIKWaD
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in endurance 
racing, we 

win together, 
or we lose 
together
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quicker than them. But, if you share it with them, they get to 
improve and if they share their secrets with you, you can 
improve. Because, we win together, or we lose together. And, 
that’s different from single-seater racing, in which you have 
to just focus on yourself and do whatever it takes to beat the 
other guy. 

M Is there a single-seater comeback at the back of  
your mind?

N To be honest, it’s not part of my plan at all. Because if 
you look at the cars I race in, the technology is 

phenomenal. And, the cars look amazing, like proper racing 
cars, and it is Porsche. There are not a lot of other teams in 
single-seater series that can beat Porsche when it comes to 
heritage and technological prowess. I suppose you do have a 
couple of teams in F1 like that, but racing in F1 is not about 
just skill; you also need a variety of things, including 
commercial stuff, to come together.  Regarding F1, I was 
never at the right time, the right moment and at the right 
place. But, things happen for a reason. And, I’m happy with 
where I am at the moment. 

M What is your take on endurance racing and racing 
series steadily going hybrid? There is also the 

electric racing car championship, Formula E. Do you 
think that is the way forward?

N There is no doubt that there needs to be a next level of 
development. We cannot always run on pure petrol 

engines. At some stage there has to be the next step, because 
we all know that emissions are a problem. To be fair, most of 
the emissions on this planet do not just come from cars, they 
come from many other sources. But if everyone does their 
job, that is the way we can all make this world a better place. 
Motorsport came into being because manufacturers wanted 
to prove that they could build cars that could be both quick 
and reliable. Now, companies such as Porsche, Audi and 
Toyota have opted to get into the World Endurance 
Championship instead of Formula 1 because they want to 
prove they can build cars that are efficient and can run as long 
as possible without having to stop to fill petrol or to do 
whatever. And, that shows that now manufacturers also have 
to think about efficiency, and that means that we now need 
cars which run with less fuel, which run with, maybe, 
electrical engines, or with a combination such as on our 919 

Hybrid in which you have a small four cylinder engine 
combined with a front wheel electrical engine, and a total 
output of over 800 horsepower. So, I do think the future will 
be mostly about hybrids. Maybe, in twenty to thirty years, 
when there is better technology for batteries, cars could be all 
electric, but, for now, a combination of both is better. That is 
the way forward, and I think everyone sees that and everyone 
agrees on it. 

M Two more weeks to go in the World Endurance 
Championship. What is it looking like now? 

N Well, last weekend (Shanghai, November 2), we 
finished third, which was good. Obviously Toyota is 

pretty good, but our chassis, I think, is eating too much tyre. 
But this is just our first year, while Toyota has so much more 
experience. In the upcoming races, we have to gather as much 
information as we can on what is working for us, and what is 

Neel Jani with the 
Porsche 919 Hybrid
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not. It will help us be consistent overall, and that is the only 
way we can beat Toyota. Audi, too, I’m sure, is doing the 
same.  (At the time of going to press, Porsche stood third in 
the manufacturer standings, behind Toyota and Audi.)

M Do you think closed cockpits are the way forward in 
single-seaters in the light of recent events? 

N I think the Bianchi (Jules) accident happened because 
of sheer carelessness. At some stage, there is always an 

X factor we humans will never understand. Maybe some do, 
but, in general, people don’t. So, I don’t think closed cockpits 
are needed just because of that accident. If it is needed, there 
need to be other reasons for it. 

M  Which is your favourite track? 

N There are several that I really like. There is Le Mans, 
which has its own flavour because it is so long and so 

quick. And, it includes normal roads and runs through a 
forest. I like Kyalami, in South Africa, too. As far as modern 
tracks go, while everyone complains about them, including 
me, I love Sepang. Sepang is nice, fast and flowing. It is 
technically difficult, but the difficulty is not artificial as with 
some of the new tracks. Somehow, the difficulty is natural. 
Like Spa. Spa has that too, you know. It is natural, no one 
tried to create the difficulty. 

M 2014 was Porsche’s comeback year at Le Mans. How, 
in your opinion, did you guys fare?

N We wanted to be competitive, that was priority and  
we achieved that. We even had a chance to win it in  

our first year, but, unfortunately, cars are so complicated 
these days, and things do go wrong, and they did. So, from 
that point of view, we were disappointed for sure. I think  
2015 could be a good year. This year was about learning, 
sorting out our weaknesses, focusing on our strengths.  
The analysis is ongoing and with the last races, we know 
where our weaknesses are. In 2015, everything should  
fall in place for us. (Audi scored a 1-2 finish at this year’s  
Le Mans, with Toyota coming in third.) 

M  What has endurance racing taught you? Has it 
changed you as a person? 

N Endurance racing has shown me that quick success 
does not exist. When it is quick, it is mostly about luck. 

Also, whatever you do, you need to be able to do it 
consistently. It has also taught me to be patient. When you 
have the best car, you just need the patience to finish a race 
cleanly and quietly. Endurance racing also helps you realise 
that more things can go wrong than go perfect. The only 
difference is good teams know how to make things go their 
way most of the time.

M What do you drive back home in Switzerland?

N At the moment, with winter coming up, a Cayenne. But 
I also have a 911 Turbo S, the new one. It is a bomb, a 

pure bomb. The car I had before was a 911 GT3RS. 

M How often do you come to India? Is your Indian 
connection still strong? 

N My dad’s brother comes to India in the European winter, 
and has a house in Anand (Gujarat). So, I visit him there 

sometimes. I make visits whenever I get the chance. If India 
falls on the way, like it has now, it just makes sense to stop here 
and enjoy the warm weather for some time rather than heading 
straight back to Europe’s frigid winter.  My mum is Swiss, but 
she learned to cook Indian food from my dad, so we have things 
like dal and shrimp curry often. Even my girlfriend, who is 
American, has learned to cook, and eat Indian food. 

M What is going on in your head when you are driving 
out there at, say, Le Mans? 

N It depends. I can’t even tell you what I am doing 
sometimes. I’m in this zone, and sometimes, two hours 

go by quickly, and then it is like waking up. At other times, 
you think of various things. At Le Mans, when you enter the 
Porsche corner, there are people grilling stuff at two or three 
in the morning, and you have smoke from the grill coming 
onto the track and it smells so good.  
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Words: devesh shobha
PhotograPhs: somdutta NhaWkar

Honey,
I sHrunk 
tHe
the all-NeW C-Class is bigger, better aNd 
Classier thaN before. aNd, it’s so loaded 
With features, it’s almost a miNi s-Class
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Mercedes-Benz c-class
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on’t we all have that one distant, crazy aunt 
who often greets one with a couple of 

embarrassing statements? Like “The 
last time I was here, you were in your 
diapers, and look at you now, you’ve 
grown up so quick”, or “It’s amazing 
how you look exactly like your mother/

father now that you’ve grown up”. In 
both cases, it’s a good thing, isn’t it? Did 

she expect you to be a kid forever? Or 
expect puberty to make you look like Brad Pitt/

Scarlett Johansson? That’s not even an option, I believe. 
On the other hand, if there was one car that would 

happily answer these stupid questions, time and again, it 
would be the all-new Mercedes-Benz C-Class. Gaze at it 
for a while, and you’ll be sold on its design. Just look at one 
in the flesh and you’ll understand what I mean. It’s 
amazing how much the new C has grown in its fifth 
generation, not just in size, but also in the way it has 
matured over the years. And a lot of it has to do with the 
all-new CLA becoming the entry-level Merc sedan 
globally. After all these years, it has allowed the new C to 
tear up the ‘affordable M-B sedan’ tag attached to it, vault 
over a few fences, and make a far better case for itself. 

How exactly does it do that, you ask? From what I 
understand, the C went on a wild shopping spree, and 
amongst the many new things in its basket, it picked up a 
fine collection of items that are also seen on the 
magnificent new S-Class. Not a bad start to a new 
chapter. Which means, from whichever angle you look at 
it, the new C-Class comes across as a baby S. And, that it 
rightfully is. With the bold grille, swept-back headlamps, 
a bulging shoulder line, the humongous rear section and 
those S-Class-inspired LED tail-lights, the new C is a 
complete head-turner. In fact, if you walk up to the new 
C from the rear, you’d be forgiven for mistaking it for an 

S-Class. It looks uncannily similar to the ultimate Merc 
sedan, but is about two sizes smaller. And donning the 
new, softer family look, it fares better than the recently-
refreshed E-Class, which is often thought to be the 
quintessential Merc. 

Like that hyperactive bunny from that famous ad, we 
could go on and on describing how stunning this 
bootylicious C looks. But then, there’s more to this Merc. 
Step inside the cabin, and you realise the interior is one 
of the C’s strongest points. Again, it looks a lot like a 
scaled-down version of the S’ cabin, but it has its own 
identity. It’s a brilliantly designed cabin, crafted with 
tastefully-used materials, and sporting excellent fit and 
finish. Plus, a lot of bits feel like they belong to Mercs 
placed in higher segments, like the switches on the 
centre console, the touchpad controller for the new 
COMAND system, power window switches, and the new 
steering wheel among others. With the new C, Mercedes 
has managed to get quite close to where the new BMW 3 
series is at the moment. Remember, the 3 won the Stig 
trophy a couple of years ago, and the C would definitely 
love to have the same in its drawing room. By the looks of 
it, the C has what it takes to get up there.

The model featured here is a direct import, and 
comes with all the bells and whistles, save for the radar 
tech that made its debut in the S-Class internationally, 
and the adaptive dampers. Leave that aside, and what 
you get is a colourful feature list that has more items 
than your wife’s shopping cart. And that’s saying 
something. Even then, to get a sense of what’s on offer, 
here’s a quick look. There’s a new 8.4-inch screen for 
the revised COMAND system, intelligent LED projector 
headlamps, adjustable lumbar support and seat squab, 
sat-nav, keyless start-stop, 13-speaker Burmester audio 
system, panoramic sunroof, and park assist with reverse 
camera to name a few. It’s safe to say, in this very spec, 

D
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Mercedes-Benz c-class

Borrowed from the S; 
extremely intuitive

Dials unlike any other 
Merc. Welcome change

gaze at 
the new 
c-class 

for a while, 
and you’ll 
be sold on 
its design

A huge step up from the 
 interior of the old C
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ProS: Styling, cabin, features, handling 
ConS: Low speed ride, no diesel initially 
BottoMline: A better all-round 
package than before. Slightly on the 
expensive side, though.

MerC-Benz C200 CGi

enGine: in-line, 4cyl, 1991cc, 
turbo-petrol
PoWer: 181bhp
torque: 300Nm 
trAnSMiSSion: 7A, RWD
toP SPeeD: 235kph (claimed)
tyreS: 225/50 R17
KerB WeiGht: 1545kg
Boot SPACe: 480 litres
0-100kph: 7.69s 
30-50kph: 1.97s 
50-70kph: 2.2s 
80-0kph: 23.2m/2.12s
City KPl 8.9kpl
hiGhWAy KPl: 13.5kpl

8/10

PriCe:  `48 lakh 
(est. on-road, Mumbai)

Mercedes-Benz c-class

Space saver eats 
into luggage space
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the new C manages to pamper its occupants better  
than its rivals do. 

But the new C doesn’t offer as many engine options 
as its rivals, at least for the ‘Launch Edition’ model. 
There’s a lone petrol engine available for now, while the 
diesel option will follow once Mercedes starts 
assembling the new C at its Pune facility. For now, you’ll 
get a fully-loaded sedan with a 2.0-litre turbocharged 
petrol unit, which is good for 181bhp and 300Nm of 
pulling power. It’s mated to a 7-speed dual-clutch 
gearbox that transfers all the power to the rear wheels in 
a rather sedate manner (in Eco and Comfort modes, at 
least). This isn’t the first time we’re driving a Merc 
powered by this 1,991cc petrol motor. The bigger E can 
be had with the same mill, which means it isn’t a bad 
unit. To begin with, refinement levels are pretty good, 
and so is the performance. It takes 7.69sec for the dash 
to 100kph. Regardless of whether you’re driving it hard 
or simply cruising around, the C200 CGI is game for all 
situations. In fact, it feels the best around the mid-range, 
when the motor starts growling its way up to the 
6000rpm redline. 

If there’s something that needs improvement, it’s the 
gearbox. Don’t get me wrong, it’s a decent ’box, and 
carries out its urban duties satisfactorily. But once it’s out 
of the concrete jungle and you feel the urge to up the pace, 
is when its lazy nature pinches you the most. Particularly 
while downshifting, it takes its own sweet time. The 
solution to this problem, however, are the steering 
wheel-mounted paddle shifters, as well as the various 
‘Agility modes’ that the C comes with. Accessed via a 
rocker switch, you can switch between the sanity levels, 
depending on your mood and the situation. But mind you, 
unlike the European-spec car, suspension settings do not 
change according to these modes. So you get a standard 
ride in all of the driving modes, with variable settings for 
throttle response, steering feel and climate control.

Talking about the ride, things are a bit stiff on the 
new C, and that’s more prominent at city speeds. Sharp 
edges and road irregularities find their way into the 
cabin, and along with the suspension, the low-profile 
tyres too are to be blamed. Things could get a bit 
choppy at times, but once you pick up pace, the ride 
gets much smoother, flatter than before. In fact, 
stability at high speeds is rock-solid, and it stays calm 
even while taking fast corners. However, a slightly 
raised suspension for India means there’s more travel, 
and that results in noticeable sideways movement 
around bends.  But never does the C lose its 
composure: neither in a straight line beyond 150kph, 
nor while negotiating high-speed corners.

Truth be told, it’s quite an enjoyable car to drive. Yes, 
a bit more feedback from the steering wheel would be 
appreciated, and the gearbox could be more proactive 
while downshifting. But ignore these things, and there 
isn’t anything the new C is bad at. Comfort levels up 
front are superb, and passengers at the rear won’t feel as 
cramped as before, even though the tall transmission 
tunnel in the middle robs you of valuable leg space.  
However, it’s now become friendlier for the passengers 
in the back, and that’s a welcome change. 

As a product, Merc has managed to push the envelope 
further with the new C-Class. The styling is spot on, the 
interior design sets a new benchmark in its segment, 
while fit and finish and comfort levels are great. In this 
guise, it also comes packed with features. However, 
there’s a flip side to it. At `48 lakh (est. on-road, 
Mumbai), the new C-Class isn’t cheap in any way. If you 
want to save a few lakh rupees, there will be cheaper 
variants available in the coming months. But does that 
make the C200 CGI any less desirable? Certainly not. It’s 
the perfect example of style meets comfort meets 
performance meets luxury. The C-Class has grown up, 
and how. Your crazy, distant aunt will be very pleased. 

it will 
only be 

sold with 
a petrol 

engine for 
the time 

being
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Benelli TnT 899
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VelVet
Dynamite

always thought big italian bikes were too hot-headed  

and scary to ride? Here’s one beauty that’s well-mannered  

and will make you look good on it, too

Words: Devesh Shobha  |  Photographs: Rajeev Gaikwad
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‘the 899 
looks edgy, 

refreshing 
and bloody 

smashing’

Benelli TnT 899
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icture this. You are on the hot seat of a 
famous game show, sitting right across a 

Bollywood legend. It’s a nail-biting 
situation. The focus lighting is making 
you more nervous. As tense music plays 
in the background, the host politely 

urges you to pick one of four options. 
You’ve exhausted your lifelines, but if you 

get this final answer right, a cheque with an 
eight-digit amount awaits you. 

Oh wait, the question: Name Italy’s oldest 
motorcycle factory in operation to date. The options are: 

A) Ducati B) Moto Guzzi C) Benelli D) Piaggio. 
You aren’t really sure about which one to ‘lock’. Ducati is 

quite famous and an easy pick, so that can’t be the right 
answer, you say to yourself. Your legs are shaking, your 
throat is dry, the clock is ticking, and the host is waiting for 
the answer. 

You go for option C. It’s a wild guess. The host looks at his 
computer and stares at you with a poker face. Your heart 
skips a beat. Unexpectedly, his expression changes, and he 
shouts out, “C, Benelli... is the right answer. Cong-
ratulations, you are a millionaire!” 

The cheque is yours. It all feels surreal. “You’ve made it,” 
says the host before sharing the customary information 
about the Italian manufacturer. “Established in 1911, Pesaro, 
Italy, Benelli is the oldest Italian motorcycle factory in 
operation. It started out as a service garage, which made 
spare parts for motorcycles and cars. The company has 
grown since then, with two MotoGP World Championships 
and a six-cylinder production bike to its name. Today, under 
the ownership of the Qiangiang Group, Benelli has 
streetfighters and street and adventure bikes in its 
portfolio.”  And, he adds, that Benelli is now also set to come 
to India. 

Yes, that right; Benelli is here. The Indian premium 
two-wheeler scene has never looked this good, and here’s a 
new player entering our market with some tantalising 
products. Benelli has joined hands with DSK MotoWheels 
and is gearing up to launch a slew of attractive motorcycles. 
The striking piece of metal you see here is one of the best 
pieces of automotive art to have come out of Pesaro. It’s 
called the Tornado Naked Tre or TNT 899. Tre is Italian for 
three and that’s the number of cylinders firing up this 
beauty’s 898cc heart. 

The 899 looks edgy, refreshing and bloody smashing. 
That protruding headlamp cluster appears to have been 
inspired by an animated alien character, and that’s not a bad 
thing. It’s an out-of-this-world design that, according to me, 
is outdone only by the latest Kawasaki Z series bikes. Then, 
there is that bright red trestle steel up front that can be 
spotted a mile away, a beautifully crafted unique chain 
tensioner at the back, chunky inverted front forks, and a 
neatly designed three-in-one underseat exhaust pipe, all of 
which combine to give the 899 its unique identity. The 
motorcycle’s quite intimidating to look at. However, once 
you get behind the well positioned handlebar, things start 
falling into place. In my head, I have mapped out the ordeal I 
will face with the 899. After all, my route involves 
negotiating the notorious Pune traffic before I can get to the 

P
No gear indicator, DTE 
or clock. Basic layout 
with key tell-tale lights

Radiators and thermal
fans on each side to 
cool that motor down



DSK-Benelli plans to sell five of its best motorcycles 
in India. Apart from the TNT 899, the Italian marque 
has a range of attractive bikes, powered by a range 
of engine line-ups, including smaller capacity in-line 

twins, 600cc in-line fours and a couple of in-line 
three cylinder units for its bigger capacity motor-
cycles. Though Benelli claims they are well equipped 
to cater to a broader set of customers, with bikes 

ranging from a smaller sub-125cc motorcycle to a 
1600cc monster, its India line-up will be headlined by 
a twin-cylinder, in-line 300cc street fighter. Here’s 
what to expect.

Line of attack

BN 302 
The youngest star in the Benelli portfolio, the 302 has 
been designed keeping young riders in mind.

Specs: In-line, 300cc twin-cylinder, liquid cooled, 
36bhp, 27Nm, 6-speed, 196kg  
Expected price:  `2.75-3 lakh (ex-showroom, Pune) 
Rivals: Kawasaki Z250, KTM Duke 390 Suzuki Inazuma

BN 600i
This middle-weight contender has what it takes to chal-
lenge more storied bikes in its segment.

Specs: In-line, 600cc four-cylinder, liquid-cooled , 
82bhp, 52Nm, 6-speed, 208kg  
Expected price: `5.75-6 lakh (ex-showroom, Pune) 
Rivals: Kawasaki ER-6n, Triumph Street Triple

BN 600GT
A Gran Turismo adaptation of the BN 600i, the 600GT is 
a versatile, mid-sized sports-tourer.

Specs: In-line, 600cc four-cylinder, liquid-cooled , 
82bhp, 52Nm, 6-speed, 208kg  
Expected price: `6-6.3 lakh (ex-showroom, Pune) 
Rivals: Kawasaki Ninja 650

hills around the town, and then aim for some open highway 
stretches. And, I use ‘ordeal’ rather than ‘quality saddle time’ 
because I’ve heard of the old TNT 900s being nasty, 
ferocious beasts.  

But, to my surprise, the Benelli is anything but. The TNT 
899 strikes the right balance between power, torque delivery 
and rideability. And, you realise that the moment you take it 
for a spin. It offers a comfortable riding position – seats are 
adequately cushioned, ergonomics are spot on and the 
handlebar isn’t too far ahead. The engine, too, isn’t as 
extreme as it looks. The liquid-cooled, in-line, three-cyl, 
898cc unit churns out a modest 120bhp and 88Nm of max 
pulling power and is teamed up with with a 6-speed gearbox. 
I say modest because the motor has to lug over 200kg 
(without the rider, obviously). 

Does that hamper the riding experience? Definitely not. 
I’m glad the engineers have tuned it the way they have. The 
TNT 899 may look menacing, but it’s a tame animal on the 
move. On the highway, there’s no sudden burst of power, and 
delivery is linear throughout the power band. Even in stop 
and go traffic, you aren’t caught off guard. Yes, things may 
get a bit hot in trying conditions; it’s a big fat Italian, after all. 
But that’s when the side-mounted radiators and thermal fans 
come into play. 

The short-stroke 898cc unit is extremely tractable, and 
pulls strongly from just about any gear without creating any 
sort of fuss. Those hoping for a rorty exhaust note will be 
disappointed, though. What the 899 offers instead is a 
symphony created using, I think, crackers. It burbles and 
crackles down the highway, with its deep and coarse exhaust 
note warming your ears. Again, it’s something that perfectly 
suits the bike’s character, and after a while, it grows on you, 
especially the way it snaps the moment you let go off the 
throttle. It’s different, and it’s addictive.

What’s also loveable about this heavyweight Benelli is the 
way it goes around corners. Initially, I did have my doubts 
about throwing a 200-plus-kg bike around corners, but, it 
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TNT 1130R
Like the smaller TNT 899, the 1130R is an attention  
magnet. The styling looks even more radical and edgy. 
The TNT 1130R will sport a 158bhp motor and should 
weigh around 200kg. By the looks of it, this one should  
be a blast to ride, and should pose a problem to its  
competitors,  Kawasaki Z1000 and the Triumph  
Speed Triple.   

Spec: In-line, 1131cc three-cylinder, liquid-cooled, 
158bhp, 120Nm, 6-speed, 202kg  
Expected price: `13 lakh (ex-showroom, Pune) 
Rivals: Kawasaki Z1000, Triumph Speed Triple

budget beneLLis
Benelli has been busy developing smaller capacity motorcycles for emerging markets like ours, and the 
recently unveiled BN251 (TNT 25 for India) is one of them. Powered by a liquid-cooled, single-cylinder 
249cc unit, it churns out 24bhp and 21Nm of torque. Like its rival, the KTM 200 Duke, the TNT 25 features an 
exposed steel trellis frame to keep weight under check. The TNT 25 will be assembled at Wai, and we expect 
DSK to launch it around mid-2015, for under `2 lakh.  What’s as interesting is the news of a baby cruiser that’s 
expected next year. Taking the badge-engineering route, Benelli will get in the Keeway Blackster 250i that 
uses an air-cooled, fuel-injected, V-twin 250cc motor. This will be the first cruiser of its kind to be launched 
for under `2 lakh. DSK-Benelli also plans to launch three new motorcycles in the 200cc-500cc range that will 
make it to India by the end of 2015.

‘the tnt’s 
deep, coarse 
exhaust note 
warms your 
ears’

Benelli TnT 899
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performed much better than I expected it to. In fact, it can be 
chucked around twisties with minimal effort, and helping 
matters here are the Marzocchi forks at the front and Sachs 
monoshock at the rear. They do feel a bit on the firmer side, 
but, then again, they can be adjusted to your liking. Our test 
bike did have a stiffer suspension, a bit too stiff for my liking, 
and I got introduced to every imperfection on the road. But, 
we are told that’s being looked into, and things should 
improve once DSK MotoWheels engineers Indianise the 
Benellis to suit our conditions better. 

We were lucky enough to spend a couple of days with the 
899 and ride it for over 500km, and we are certain that the 
TNT 899 is a great package. It may not have too many 
features and neither is it the most powerful bike, nor the 
fastest, but the way it performs in the real world makes up for 
all the number games it loses. It’s comfortable, it’s 
dynamically sound, and looks the part. Plus, there are no 
electronic aids to help the rider look, or ride an ounce better 
than what he is capable of. It offers a raw, unadulterated 
riding experience, and is a motorcycle that lets the rider be in 
control rather than the other way round.

The `8.5 lakh (est. ex-showroom, Pune) motorcycle is not 
for those looking to get their adrenaline rush through some 
neck-snapping acceleration, or an always-on-the-edge kind 
of experience. Instead, the 899 is for those who stand on the 
outskirts of Insanity Ville and stare at it every now and then. 
They wonder what it will be like to cross the line and inhabit 
it, but always decide not to. I’m one of those. It’s for you to 
decide which side you want to be on. 

‘the 899 is for 
those who 

stand on the 
outskirts of 

insanity ville’
Tubular rear swing arm with 
unique adjustable chain 
tensioner is a smart idea 
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S P E C S
Benelli TnT 899

EnginE: Liquid-cooled, in-line 3cyl, 898cc, PowEr: 120bhp @ 9000rpm, 
TorquE: 88Nm @ 8000rpm, Transmission: 6-speed, wEighT: 213kg, 

FuEl Tank: 16-litres, TyrEs: 120/70 R17 (F), 190/50 R17 (R), 
PricE: `8.5 lakh (est. ex-showroom, Pune) 

launch mid-December 2014

7/10 vERdict
Pros: Eyeball-grabbing looks, comfortable, performance 

cons: Fidgety ignition slot, efficiency, weight, turning radius 
BoTTomlinE: Extremely easy to live with. Works well in both 

urban and highway conditions. May not sound as sweet as the 
Brits or the Japs, but surely has its own character.  

Benelli TnT 899
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A ride to
REmember

Words Nitin Rose

Royal Enfield is known for organising 

memorable rides that are a part of every biker’s 

to-do list. They do Bhutan, they do Tibet and 

they do Nepal,  and we joined them in Kathmandu 

recently to ride all the way back to India. 

With mountains, dense forests and placid lakes, 

Nepal is prettier than you’d think. It also has pretty 

good roads. The first few days of our ride took us to 

Pokhara, Tatopani, Jomsom and Muktinath. At 

Dhampus, in western Nepal, we woke up to the 

awe-inspiring sight of the Annapurna range from our 

rooms. The Thunderbird was an ideal steed to have on 

this long ride. It took steep inclines, fast-flowing 

streams and a torrential downpour in its stride.   

Celebrating yet another 

memorable ride
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re - toUr of NePal

The Phewa Lake, in Pokhara 

Shanti Stupa, Pokhara

A view of the 
Dhaulagiri range

Twenty-litre fuel 

tank is ideal for long rides

The debriefing just 

before Lucknow
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‘i was glad i was on a 
thunderbird. it handled 
potholes with aplomb’

The 500cc motor took bad roads and streams in its stride

En route Pokhara

What’s a ride without chai?

The Annapurna range, in Nepal

Peace Pagoda, Pokhara
re - toUr of NePal
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A lovely morning 

in Dhampus

The Thunderbird takes a 

breather near Lucknow

The  bikers’ convoy made 

many children smile

Since the roads on our route, especially towards Jomsom, were 

blocked by landslides, we rode back to Pokhara, and explored 

the city. I took the opportunity to pick up some excellent riding 

gear. The ride back to Lucknow, from where the tour started, was 

long. Road conditions deteriorated as we moved closer to the border 

with India, and I was glad I was on a Thunderbird. It handled potholes 

with aplomb, and its firm suspension meant that I could push it 

whenever an opportunity presented itself. We passed through 

Nepalganj, a dustbowl on the Indo-Nepal border, and continued  

towards Lucknow.  From Pokhara to Lucknow is about 800km, and 

the Thunderbird never missed a beat. Our only regret was that we 

didn’t get to ride to the Mustang Valley, in Nepal. That would be one 

hell of a ride. On a Royal Enfield, of course.  

The saddle is 
comfortable on long rides
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Clash of 
Words Abhinav Mishra    Photography Nitin Rose
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Triumph Thunderbird LT vs indian Chief VinTage
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the titans
the triumph thunderbird lt versus 

the indian Chief Vintage. it doesn’t, 

quite literally,  get bigger than this
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i  love monster movies. I find the idea of a monster assaulting a 
grand city irresistible, though I don’t know why. I think 
directors of such movies, too, are not very sure about why their 
monsters choose to attempt to destroy swathes of urbania. 
But, the visual treat these films deliver is priceless. 

Monsters were the first thing that I thought of when I saw the Triumph 
Thunderbird LT and the Indian Chief Vintage.

Why? For starters, both the motorcycles are ginormous. Both have engines 
that are much bigger than the ones found in an average sedan, and together 
they outweigh an Maruti Alto by 45kg.

Cruisers are the monsters of the motorcycling world. While compact, 
nimble and fast motorcycles can claim to be the pride of sportsbike makers, 
cruisers unapologetically show the world that they are a lot more about style 
and riding comfort than lap times.

The Triumph Thunderbird LT (Light Touring) is a shinier version of the 
Thunderbird Storm. It has bucket-loads of chrome, and the windscreen, 
saddlebags, and a huge backrest for the pillion complete the long-hauler look. 
There is so much chrome on this two-tone motorcycle that it’s easy to overlook 
subtle details such as the pin-striping that separates the two colours. I even like 
the white wall tyres that especially suit the white-and-blue paintjob.

What makes the Thunderbird LT visually so different from other cruisers is 
the parallel-twin engine layout. The cruiser world is filled with examples of 
long stroke V-twins, and parallel twins are rare, especially in the 1000cc-plus 
segment. The liquid-cooled 1699cc motor makes 93bhp and 151Nm of torque, 
which should be good enough for most cruiser chores.  

The Indian Chief Vintage, on the other hand, has a very different 
approach to styling. Yes, it, too, has loads of chrome, but 
it stays true to traditional Indian 
styling and is clad in a 

‘the lt and the indian are ginormous,  

and haVe engines bigger than the units 

found in an aVerage sedan’
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Triumph Thunderbird LT vs indian Chief VinTage

Front seat lumbar 
support on LT real 

blessing for lower back 

Vintage’s big windscreen 
gets  better of wind 

blast and  bug splatter
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whole lot of metal. Since this was Indian’s comeback motorcycle, Polaris has 
lavished special attention on the design.

I love the way the front fender covers almost half the wheel, and the war 
bonnet that is placed atop it. The tanned leather seats and bags all add to the 
Vintage’s visual appeal.

Some might find the styling of the Vintage a bit over the top, but it works for 
me. And, it doesn’t end there; even the styling of the engine pays homage to 
Indian motorcycles of yesteryear. 

Like the LT, the Vintage carries some serious firepower. But, unlike the 
Triumph, the Chief ‘s Thunderstroke engine has a more traditional layout. The 
long stroke V-twin 1,811cc motor is air-cooled. Though Indian has not 
mentioned any power figures for this engine, you get a healthy 139Nm of 
torque. On paper the Vintage seems to have a displacement advantage over the 
LT, but the LT makes up for it by packing in more torque. This battle, of course, 
cannot be settled with spec sheets, and, so, last month, we got the two together 
and rode some 300km from Delhi to Sambhar Lake, the country’s largest 
inland salt lake, in Rajasthan. 

I had ridden the Thunderbird LT a month ago, and being familiar with the 
motorcycle, I decided to have a go at it first. The 1.7-litre motor sings a nice, 
burbling welcome note. Those expecting a thunderous bark from the exhaust 
will be disappointed, but I prefer mellow vocals that don’t get to me by day’s 
end. Vibrations were almost absent at idle, and it is enough to trick you into 
thinking this is a gentle motorcycle. 

Twist the throttle, and the LT lunges forward. You can feel those 380 kilos 
as the engine quickly tries to build up speed. Unlike typical cruisers, the engine 
felt edgy and always ready to go. Its charging-bull attitude made me want to 
push the bike harder and forget the whole laid-back riding philosophy that is 
associated with cruisers. The LT feels happy being on the higher end of the rev 
range. I found myself sticking to third or fourth gear for most of the ride, as it 
complemented the edgy nature of the engine. Though the gearbox felt clunky 
(by design), the heel-shifter helped in shifting quickly and effortlessly.

In comparison, the Indian Vintage felt more relaxed, the way a cruiser 
should. Slip it into any gear, and the engine pulls with purpose. Though the 
motor makes 11Nm less than the LT, it makes its peak torque 550 revs earlier 
than the latter. This helps the Vintage deliver fantastic acceleration, and its 
exhaust note sounds the sweetest between 2000 to 2800rpm. Again, if you are 
looking for a louder exhaust note, both companies will be happy to sell you an 
aftermarket one that can wake the neighborhood.

While Chris Chaves, my colleague, enjoyed gunning the LT down the 
highway, I was happily sailing behind him at 90kph, with the cruise control on 
(yes, the Vintage gets cruise control, too). The gearbox is smooth, but I did miss 
the convenience of a heel-shifter (an optional extra). The Vintage feels much 
nicer to ride on the highway, thanks to a bigger windscreen. It keeps most of the 
windblast and bug-splatter away from you. Yes, you can get a bigger windscreen 
on the LT, too, but only as an optional extra. 

In the city and on the highway, the Vintage is much easier to manoeuvre, 
thanks to the lighter handlebar that makes turning into corners, or dodging 
traffic relatively hassle-free. In contrast, the LT’s handlebar is heavier, and 
while this delivers a more planted feel at high speeds, there’s a 
catch. Changing the LT’s trajectory takes some 
planning. Even moving this  

‘the thunderbird lt will make you want  

to push it, while the indian Chief  

Vintage exudes a relaxed Vibe’
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Triumph Thunderbird LT vs indian Chief VinTage

Tanned leather seats 
and saddle bags boost  
Vintage’s visual appeal

111 stands for engine 
size of Vintage 
in cubic inches
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hulk around a parking 
lot could mean enough exercise to 

skip the gym for a week.  
By the time we exited National Highway 8 for State Highway 57, in 

Rajasthan, we had already done some 250 comfortable kilometers. Things 
started getting bumpy on SH57, but both cruisers were up to the task of soaking 
up uneven surfaces. You hardly ever notice any bumps, and the saddles take care 
of stuff the suspensions can’t filter. The roads got narrower and more crowded as 
we got closer to our destination, and we slotted into lower gears and used the 
brakes more often. The Vintage’s braking is just like its acceleration and has a 
relaxed feel to it. It is progressive and it does the job. The Thunderbird’s brakes 
have good bite, and as soon as you go on the brake lever, those pistons dig into 
the 310mm disc upfront and bring the motorcycle to a standstill.

We reached Sambhar Lake by early evening, and the place looked surreal. 
The sun had sucked the wetland dry, and salt had corroded everything around 
it. Abandoned buildings were slowly falling apart, and the place looked 
apocalyptically beautiful. Both the cruisers looked perfectly at home there. 

I was mighty impressed with the Triumph Thunderbird LT when I tested it 
last month. It is one of the best cruisers in the market today. The LT’s engine 
has powerful mid- and top-end grunt that will be appreciated by people who 
are not looking for a typical cruiser. Also, it carries a price tag of Rs 15.75 lakh, 
which is almost half the Indian Chief Vintage’s asking price of Rs 28.50 lakh.

On the other hand, the Vintage comes across as a much more usable 
cruiser. It’s easier to manage the Vintage around the city and on an open 
highway, and it also feel more relaxed. Plus, it looks mind-bogglingly beautiful 
from any angle. It comes with tech such as Cruise Control, ride by wire and 
also features keyless ignition. Sure, that still doesn’t justify the hefty premium 
that you have to pay for the Vintage over the Thunderbird. But if you were to 
put the price aside, the Indian Chief Vintage bests the Thunderbird LT across a 
range of parameters, and is just that bit more appealing. In the end, the buying 
decision might boil down to personal taste and the commodiousness of an 
individual’s pocket. But, for a guy like me, for whom bigger is always better, it 
has to be the Indian Chief Vintage any day. 

Triumph Thunderbird LT vs indian Chief VinTage

‘you hardly notiCe any bumps, and the 

saddles take Care of stuff the 

suspensions Can’t filter’
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White wall tyres
suit Thunderbird’s
two-tone colour scheme

Pillion foot peg looks 
out of place on the otherwise 
overdesigned Vintage

8/10 9/10
IndIan VIntage ClassIC

Air-cooled, V-twin 1811cc
6-speed

NA
139Nm
380kg
16.8kpl

`28.50 lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi)

Pros: Looks, cruise control
Cons: Price, no heel-shifter as standard
BottomlIne: The cruiser to buy if
money is not an issue

trIumPh thunderBIrd lt

Liquid-cooled, parallel-twin 1699cc
6-speed

93bhp
151Nm
380kg

16.2kpl
`15.75 lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi)

Pros: Price, engine, seat
Cons: Weight, no tachometer

BottomlIne: Fast, affordable and
reliable. Bit of a handful at low speeds

engIne
transmIssIon

Power
torque
weIght

effICIenCy
PrICe

VerdICt
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Want a proper SUV that won’t cost you an arm and a leg?  
You’ve come to the right place

Wild things
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Words:  Girish KarKera        PhotograPhy:  himanshu Pandya
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scorPio vs safari

‘The Scorpio 
haS never 

looked 
more in-

your-face 
Than iT doeS 

now. The 
queSTion iS, 
iS iT ugly?’

t
wo hip youngsters chuckled among 
themselves as I parked the 
not-so-discreet new Scorpio near a 
fancy coffee shop. They smirked at 

the SUV, as they sipped on their expensive 
coffee. But you can’t really blame them for doing 
that, because the new Scorpio does have a 
polarising effect on people. You either love it, or 
you hate it. Like it is with Justin Bieber, or Yo Yo 
Honey Singh, there is no in-between. 

The laws of evolution have meant that most 
SUVs the world over have become more 
road-friendly with monocoque chassis and 
car-like dynamics, but there’s a bunch of cars 
that still proudly soldiers on the old-school way. 
They have classic SUV bits like a ladder-on-
frame chassis, and are more focused on tackling 
bad roads than carving corners. 

We see two of the best examples on Indian 

roads here. These are two cars built by Indian 
manufacturers, possibly because no one knows 
India better than an Indian, and, somehow, these 
vehicles are more India-ready in a practical way 
than many vehicles out there. Did I mention 
India somewhere? Okay, but the point is, which 
one of these can now claim to have an edge over 
the other? This is one of those classic rivalries. 

Design
The Scorpio, once Mahindra’s flagship, has never 
looked more in-your-face than it does right now, 
thanks to design lines, chrome, wedges, chrome, 
creases and… chrome. The question is, is it ugly? 
Well, yes and no. The design is a mishmash of the 
old and new. The parts that have been carried 
over are the doors and pillars, while the rest of it 
is reasonably new. The beauty of the face is the 
debatable bit here. Large, elegant headlamps 
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View from the Safari’s cabin is much more 
commanding. But dash looks dated

Scorpio’s cabin is better at cosetting. Looks 
less roomy, but dash looks trendier

flank a mesh grille that is adorned by chrome 
bits, and the general impression one gets is of the 
grille having been clawed by a big cat. But, the 
Scorpio is, like a catchy, chart-topping 
Bollywood number, instantly noticeable. So, the 
second question is, how long will it stay there? 
Well, thankfully for Mahindra, there is more to 
the Scorpio than its good looks, or, rather, the 
lack of it.

The Safari is the older of the two here, with 
the first generation launched way back in 1998. 
The new Storme came into being about two 
years ago. Not a lot happened to the Safari prior 
to 2012, except for a minor facelift. But what it 
did get were a series of engine upgrades along 
the way, thanks mostly to changing emission 
norms. The car was quite well received in the 
beginning, simply because we didn’t have much 
of an option when it came to a mass-appeal SUV 
that didn’t cost the moon. So, despite the fact 
that it was overweight and a tad rubbish at 
tackling corners, the Tata was the SUV of choice 
for many, thanks to its massive proportions and 
an ‘aerial’ view of the world that it delivered. It 
made one feel very safe. In its current form, the 
Storme’s looks have got mixed reactions. It is an 
all-new car, but Tata saw fit to carry a lot of the 
rear cabin silhouette onto the new car. The new 
mesh grille is a nice touch, but the flat, large 
bonnet and curvaceous headlamps impact the 
flow of the design and make it look disjointed. In 

profile, it looks like two cars have been fused 
together. But compared to the Scorpio, even the 
Safari’s design could pass off as harmonious.

interiors
You do get a feeling of being in a seat of power 
when you sit inside the Safari Storme. It’s pretty 
much like what one would feel if one were to sit 
on an elephant. It’s a nice, airy view, with 
fantastic all-round visibility, thanks to acres of 
glass area. Of course, like on an elephant, you 
need to climb into your seat. The Tata has a 
higher ground clearance, and the seats are 
located even higher. The interior layout is pretty 
neat and clean, almost minimalist. A large 
steering wheel, clear twin-pod instrument 
cluster and a vast dashboard make up the front 
view. Surprisingly, there is very little by way of 
creature comforts like climate control, or a 
multimedia unit. Our test car, the top-end VX 
trim, came with a single-DIN stereo. Maybe 
that’s taking the ‘old-school’ bit too far. There 
are steering-mounted controls for volume, quite 
uniquely, on the right indicator stalk.

They might provide a royal view, but the 
Storme’s seats are bizarrely inadequate. It is like 
Tata was sure that a Safari Storme owner would 
never be in the front seat. Under-thigh support is 
missing, because the seat ends rather abruptly. 
However, at the rear, the bench is vast, and also 
gets its own air con vents with blowers. Cooling 
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isn’t an issue. There are two additional jump 
seats for the third row, but these are ideal for 
children, or those who are not too tall.

In contrast, the new Scorpio’s interior is 
gimmicky. It’s mostly solid plastic, but the 
dashboard looks modern, with a large 
multimedia screen for music, navigation and 
Bluetooth telephony. 

The Scorpio uses its own Mahindra Navigator 
maps complete with voice guidance in every 
major Indian language and in English. 
Obviously, there are steering controls for music 
and telephone, plus there is cruise control as 
well. The cruise control isn’t as seamless as the 
ones we see on German cars, but it is quite 
useable on highways. 

Unlike the norm, the Scorpio hasn’t grown 
with the generation change. It was a simple 
question of keeping development costs in check. 
Wheelbase hasn’t increased either. The track 
has changed, but some ergonomic flaws have 
been carried over. As you hustle the steering 
wheel, be prepared to smash your elbow against 
the door every once in a while. Plus, if you need 
to access the front door pocket, you may have to 
open the door. The driver’s seat now comes with 
manual height adjust – good for short drivers 
but yes, you may have to open the door to use 
that, too.

Performance
Interestingly, both vehicles come with an 
identical 2,197cc common-rail-diesel mated to a 
five-speed manual. But, the similarities end 
there. The Scorpio uses an updated mHawk 
engine that’s surprisingly free-revving. You can 
feel the grunt – all 280Nm of it - kick in at a low 
1800rpm. As is the case with most diesel 
engines, it starts to move once you give it some 
stick. Torque spread is quite even, and allows 
you to gain speed at will, from any gear. 
Mahindra has done a super job with NVH, too, 
with hardly any vibrations seeping into the 
cabin. Yes, the gearstick still shudders every 
time you start or stop the engine (enough to 
make you switch off the start-stop system), but 
that aside, the mHawk engine is quite a 
revelation, especially in the way it manages to 
put the power down quickly. 

The Safari’s 2.2-litre Varicor also uses 
variable geometry turbo tech like the Mahindra. 
However, the cabin isn’t as well-insulated 
against noise as the Mahindra’s. The gearbox 
has a slightly longer throw, and the Tata, 
typically, builds speed in a more relaxed 
manner. The engine has grunt, but it doesn’t 
appear as eager to get going as the Scorpio’s. Not 
surprisingly, the Safari is almost half a second 
slower to 100kph than the Scorpio.

PerFOrmanCe neW sCOrPiO  saFari sTOrme
0-100kph (seconds) 13.8 14.21
80kph-0 27.78m/2.79s 28.63m/2.99s
30-50kph (in 3rd) 3.22s 4.05s
30-50kph (in 4th) 5.32s 6.63s
50-70kph (in 5th) 6.31s 7.85s
City Fe 11.9kpl 8.9kpl
highway Fe 13.2kpl 12kpl
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on the move 
The Safari is at its confident best when barreling 
down a straight line. It doesn’t mind a quick lane 
change, but likes to show its displeasure with 
body roll. The steering doesn’t get heavier as it 
builds speed, but mechanical grip makes its 
presence felt. Ride is supple, and it can smother 
the worst of roads with minimal fuss.

The new Scorpio is dynamically very 
different from its predecessor. The only thing 
that has been carried over is the ride quality – 
minus the noise. The steering feel is improved, 
and its tendency to roll has reduced. What comes 
as a surprise is that even on turns, it sticks to its 
line. All this has made the Scorpio much more 
confident at higher speeds. It helps that the 
engine is eager to join the party, too.

We’ve tested the two-wheel drives here, 
because that is what sells the most, and there is 
little doubt that even without 4WD, both the 
Scorpio and Safari tackle bad roads with aplomb. 
While the Safari is the longer SUV, its wheelbase 
is shorter, and that makes it better equipped to 
tackle dips and climbs. But, it’s not as if the 
Scorpio is all at sea here, and it puts up a decent 
show. Funnily, Mahindra claims a ground 

clearance of just 165mm on the Scorpio, which is 
lesser than what you get on a Ford EcoSport. In 
comparison, the Safari has a massive 200mm of 
ground clearance.

verDict
There is little doubt that most modern SUVs 
hardly leave urban roads. While that has meant 
most of these vehicles are turning into sedans 
and hatchbacks with high ground clearance, 
there are still a fair number of people who want a 
vehicle that can take the rough, too. Strangely, 
the state of most roads in India has meant that 
these SUVs from the old-school way of life 
survive. But, these, too, need to change with 
time. While the Safari Storme was our best bet 
for an ideal mass-market SUV, the new Scorpio 
has taken the game further with its combination 
of off-road capability, improved dynamics and a 
comfortable cabin that is way better specced. It is 
a much improved drive and costs more than a 
lakh less that its rival. While the Safari Storme 
has more poise, the Scorpio has a tad more 
punch.  And, in the final reckoning, the Mahindra 
carries just that extra amount of sting, which is 
more important than good looks in the jungle. 

‘BeTween 
The Two, The  

Safari 
STorme haS 
more poiSe, 

BuT The 
Scorpio haS 
a Tad more 

punch’

Bodyguard of a 
Scorpio owner... 

...slightly better off than 
a Safari owner’s minder 

8
 10

7
 10

sPeCiFiCaTiOns neW sCOrPiO  saFari sTOrme
engine (cc) 2179 2179
max power (bhp) 120 138
max torque (nm) 280 320
Gearbox 5m 5m
Length (mm) 4456 4655
Width (mm) 1820 1965
height (mm) 1995 1922
Wheelbase (mm) 2680 2650
Ground clearance (mm) 165 200
Turning circle (dia) 10.8m 10.8m
Tyres 235/65 r17 235/70 r16
Fuel tank (litres) 60 55
Gross weight (kg) 2510 2555
Price (on-road mumbai) `14.03 lakh `15.09 lakh

FamiLy Tree sCOrPiO saFari 
Launched 2002 1998
Facelift 2006 2007
new generation 2014 2012
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topgear’s long-term cars. tested and verified

G A R A G E  LO G B O O K
mercedes e250 cdi

◆ Paddle-shifters a boon on this 
powerful machine

◆ Displays tremendous poise  
on the highway

◆ Possesses oodles of street presence

◆ Air-con can get a bit erratic at times

◆ Automatic gear changes at  
low speed a bit lazy

◆ Ride has grown a bit noisier

MILEAGE AND KPL THIS MONTH

k m 0 3 5 0 11.4
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Steady progress
M e rc e d e s  e- c l a s s

ot many know that this 
e-class we see here is not 
an all-new model. Yes, it 
looks totally different 
compared to the pre-facelift 

e-class, but it’s actually what 
manufacturers call a ‘mid-life’ refresh. and 
what a refresh it is. the car looks less edgy, 
and has more flowing shapes and curves 
than straight lines.

ever since the first-generation e-class 
broke cover in 1993, it has been a 
much-revered saloon all around the world. 
its ability to gobble up miles and stay 
unfazed at the end of long journeys makes 
it an ideal car. What i enjoy most are my 
frequent trips from mumbai to pune and 
back in the e. there is absolutely no doubt 
that the e250 cdi makes for a great 

highway cruiser. the 2.2-litre turbo-diesel 
has enough go to keep the wheels spinning 
at speed to make long-ish trips shorter 
than usual.

the seven-speed, 7g-tronic automatic 
is a serious piece of kit. of course, you can 
slot it in automatic, but the shifts are a bit 
lethargic in that mode. actually, that’s not 
too bad for city driving where you only 
need to trundle at low speeds. But then, 
there is drive select. the paddle shifts 
make sure that in case you’re up for some 
spirited driving, the e-class is game.

in fact, that is what i find quite 
endearing about this car. our highways are 
not like germany’s autobahns, which would 
allow the e250 to barrel through like a 
Bullet train. our highways are roller 
coaster-like, where you have to contend 

A bit lazy in Auto 
mode, but paddle 
shifts liven things up

IN detaIl

N

with constant changes in speed. and, it is 
here that the paddle shifts shine through. if 
you’re comfortable using them, they’ll help 
you drop and build speed like a magic 
wand. flick the left paddle a couple of 
times if you think the car is carrying too 
much speed into a corner, and the e-class 
obediently settles down to a comfortable 
pace. power it out of the corner, and you 
can feel the rear wheels dig into the road 
and give you that much-needed push. 
there is a hint of a wiggle at the back – 
not surprising, considering there’s 500nm 
of torque being churned out by that sweet 
engine. this car ups your confidence at 
high speed by a few notches.

it was time to say goodbye to our 
long-term e250 cdi, possibly one of the 
best saloons on the planet right now. But, 
remember a certain mr shah rukh Khan 
saying something in one of his movies 
about acquiring whatever you deeply, truly 
desire? We hoped to keep the e for a little 
longer, and news is that the merc is going 
to stay a while with us.

REPORT 3
spec 2143cc, 4cyl turbo-diesel, rWd, 202bhp, 500nm   Price ̀ 57.1 lakh 
(on-road, mumbai)  test kpl 13  total mileage 3,000km  driver girish 
Karkera  Why it’s here to see if it’s the best car half a crore can buy
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new set of tyres, loads of 
grip and brand-new brake 
pads. that’s what the santa 
fe has returned with after a 
long stay at the service 

centre. finally, all the problems with our 
big Korean have been fixed, and it’s going 
about its business smoothly.

luckily for me, the santa fe has come 
back just in time for the festive season. 
the santa fe and i are all prepped  
for out-of-town trips, and excursions to 
the mall that leave it with a fully-loaded 
boot. luckily, with the third row up, there 
is enough room to move house, even.

But, if you intend to load it up with 
seven fellows, then there’s barely any 
room for luggage. anyway, that doesn’t 
matter much to me – i’m hardly ever 
going to have seven on board.

if there’s one thing about the santa fe 
that i’m not too happy with, it is the ride. 
the suspension is set up in a weird way – 
it has quite a bit of travel, but the 
dampers and the springs lean towards the 
stiff side. and that means your back is 
clobbered every time you hit a pothole. 
and, that’s not all. every bump on the 
road is clearly audible in the cabin, 
making bad-road travel a noisy affair.

in terms of handling high speeds, i 
have no qualms with the santa fe. 
120-140kph is a breeze, and even at its 
top whack of 190kph, crosswinds or 
slight undulations on the road do not 
bother it. it’s pretty solid.

the santa fe has this clever gimmick 
called ‘flex steer’. What it does, is it lets 

you choose how you want to configure 
your steering wheel – from super light to 
light, there are three modes on offer.

even with flex steer, the feedback is 
just about decent. and you immediately 
understand that the added weight is 
artificial. still, in its super light setting, 
the steering makes manoeuvring the 
santa fe around tight spaces convenient. 
and in the sport mode, at highway 
speeds, it doesn't require constant 
correcting that tires you after a bit. 
our santa fe is the top-of-the-line aWd 
version that has all the features available. 
But, there are a few that have been 
skipped. for example, there’s no sunroof, 
and no cooled seats either. and, 
according to me, any car that costs `34 
lakh should have both.

i think it’s time i pass the santa on to 
abhinav, who’s been after my life for the 
keys to the big H.

G A R A G E  LO G B O O K
HYundai santa fe 4Wd 

◆ engine isn’t all that efficient

◆ the cabin is superbly spacious with 
flat-folding third-row seats

◆ looks far better than the previous-
gen santa Fe

◆ New tyres provide loads of grip

◆ High-speed stability is great

MILEAGE AND KPL THIS MONTH

k m 0 3 0 0 10

REPORT 6

H e ro  M a e s t ro

he maestro continues to be 
a hassle-free city commuter. 
now, after having the 
throttle fixed, the 110cc 

Hero is back to its functional best. the 
forgiving ride and reliable handling are 
perfect for cruising around town. my 
girlfriend loves the fact that her 
favourite handbag fits perfectly in the 
underseat storage space, leaving her 
hands free for holding more shopping 
bags... in addition to the ones on the 
floorboard, between my feet. But a few 
minor problems have cropped up of late. 

first, in line with diwali festivities, 
the speedometer appears to have taken 
leave, despite the wiring seeming intact. 
the second is the small button that is 
used to operate the digital trip meter. 
one evening, i noticed that some 
worthless soul had actually managed to 
remove the button. so now, the trip 
keeps resetting itself whenever it sees 
fit. the scoot continues to return a 
decent mileage figure of 42kpl, which 
means minor niggles not withstanding, 
the maestro remains a good option for 
city travel. 

Wanderlust

  Report 4   
spec 1cyl, 109cc, 8.1bhp, 9.1nm, 
110kg Price ̀ 59,000 (on-road, 
mumbai)  test kpl 42 
total mileage 8,377km
rider christopher chaves 
Why it’s here to see how good Hero's 
activa-based scoot really is

t

H y u N da I  sa N ta  F e

Back with a bang
spec 2199cc, 4cyl turbo-diesel, 6a, aWd, 194bhp, 436nm  Price ̀ 34 lakh 
(on-road, mumbai)  test kpl 10  total mileage 19,800km  driver agasti 
Kaulgi  Why it’s here to see if it is a worthy new flagship for Hyundai

a
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Our Santa Fe has got 
some shiny new shoes. 
Nice, ain't they?

IN detaIl

http://www.topgear.com/india/
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n the last report, i spoke 
about how well the 
hatchback did on its maiden 
trip out of town. this time 

around, i had the opportunity to get a 
better feel of the elite i20 in the city. 
and, as it turned out, the Hyundai didn’t 
fail to impress here either. the steering is 
nice and light at low speeds, and parking 
in tight spots wasn’t an issue at all, thanks 
to good all-round visibility. 

the 220nm of torque from the 
1.4-litre motor also proved to be enough 
to cruise past slow-moving vehicles when 
the lights turned green. With a figure of 
15kpl, it proved to be quite economical, 
too. also, the elite i20 commanded a 
certain amount of road presence on the 
move, and didn’t go unnoticed at traffic 
signals or in the parking lot.

the 295-litre boot was useful, as i 
packed in groceries along with some 
other household items into it, with all five 
seats occupied. another good thing 
about the elite is that it has a lot of 
storage space for knick-knacks, water 
bottles, loose change and more.

City rover

  Report 2   
spec 4cyl, 1396cc, 89bhp, 220nm, 
6m  Price ̀ 7.66 lakh (ex-showroom, 
delhi)  test kpl 15   
total mileage 4,513  
driver christopher chaves
Why it’s here if the Hyundai has  
got what it takes to be the new 
segment leader 

I
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◆ Fuel-injected motor is smooth

◆ An entertaining bike to ride

◆ Has a good-looking instrument cluster

◆ Lacks a good exhaust note

◆ Power should've been upped,  
not reduced

G A R A G E  LO G B O O K
YamaHa fz-s v2.0

he monsoon is behind us, 
and the sun is shining 
bright. actually, a bit too 
bright. it’s been a few 
months since i've had a bike 

in my long-term garage, but finally, the 
fz-s v2.0 has arrived. so, come heat or 
rain, a ride is in the offing. the famed 
october heat is here, but that did not hold 
me back from heading out for a long ride 
on the old mumbai-pune highway.

there is something about Yamahas that 
makes you fall in love with them almost 
instantly. Yes, a part of it has to do with the 
styling. it doesn’t look as fresh as the 
original fz did when it was launched six 
years ago. But the v2.0 has received a nip 
and tuck to keep things interesting. 
there's a slightly angular headlight, while 
the tail-light cluster is all-new. the 
red-and-white paint job is flashy, but my 
favorite bit is the exhaust, which looks 
much leaner than the old boxy unit.

sure, that exhaust does look good, but 
it disappoints when you start the engine. 
You expect it to sound angry, but instead, 
you're greeted with a mellow, commuter 
bike-like exhaust note. all is not lost, 
though. it might sound sane, but the fz is 
a fun-to-ride machine. this much was clear 
when i put some kilometres on the odo. 
Yes, power is down by 1bhp, thanks to the 
capacity being shrunk by 3cc. on the 
brighter side, you won't notice the reduced 
poke. What works in the fz’s favour is 
Yamaha’s 'Blue core' fuel-injection system. 
With it, the motor feels a lot smoother, and 
gives better fuel economy as well.

i'm still running on my first tank of 
fuel as i've only clocked around 248km. 
so, you'll have to wait a while for 
real-world fuel efficiency figures. What 
can’t wait is my desire to ride the fz-s 
hard. the flat handlebar and the riding 
position manage to strike a balance 
between comfortable cruising and 
spirited riding. and, spirited riding is 
what Yamahas are all about.

i like to keep the engine spinning at 
higher revs, as the bike feels liveliest a few 
hundred rpms shy of the redline. the 
fz-s is not the most powerful bike, but it 
has enough power to keep you happy.

it’s not just an urban-friendly 
motorcycle, but also a fairly decent 
highway runner. i like the way the fz can 
do 90kph and still take on all those long 
turns with ease. it just sticks to the 
ground so well. agreed, there are more 
powerful bikes that can go faster, but the 
fz manages to entertain nonetheless.

MILEAGE AND KPL THIS MONTH
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HELLO

ya M a H a  F z-s  v 2 .0

Second innings
spec 1cyl, 149cc, 13bhp, 12.8nm  test kpl na  total mileage 2,248km   
rider abhinav mishra  Why it’s here to show that the fz-s v2.0 is not just a facelift, 
but a complete overhaul

t

Early morning bike 
ride beats jogging any 
day of the week

IN detaIl

http://www.topgear.com/india/
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nother month with the 
Honda Activa 125, and 
things couldn’t be better. 
The scoot should be off to 

the service station by the beginning of 
this month, though I don’t know what the 
guys over there will really do besides 
changing the oil and confirming if all the 
nuts and bolts are in place. And, I don’t 
think anything else needs to be done, 
because, the Activa 125 is as good as 
new. If you held me at gunpoint and 
threatened me to tell you something 
negative about the scooter, I’d probably 
tell you that it seems to have a problem 
with cold starts. But, then again, that’s 
not really the Activa’s problem – I should 
be riding it more often. That aside, it’s 
been a hassle-free experience so far. The 
Activa is fairly quick, it stops on a dime 
– I have the Deluxe variant that comes 
with a disc up front – it delivers nearly 
45kpl, and it looks pretty contemporary. 
So, as far as the product goes, Honda’s 
delivered a fantastic experience. Now, 
I’m waiting to see if their service matches 
the product. Watch this space.

As good as new

  Report 4   
Spec 125cc, 1cyl, 8.6bhp, 
10.12Nm  
Price ̀ 68,838 (on-road, Mumbai)  
test kpl 47  
total mileage 944 
driver Murali K Menon
Why it’s here To find out if it's as 
good as everyone thinks it is

a

◆ Refined and very useable engine at low 
and medium speeds

◆ Comfortable ride. Large, well-
cushioned seat helps

◆ Dynamically capable but restricted by 
lack of top-end power

◆ Trendy design. Quite easy on the eye

G A R A G E  LO G B O O K
STAR CITY+ ES

he reason why any car or 
bike sells well is because it 
offers what its owner 
expects from the said set 
of wheels. For example, a 

sportsbike that is deficient in dynamic 
abilities is a no-go. In the same way, 
vehicles in the commuter bike segment 
should be light, comfortable, fuel-
efficient and deliver hassle-free 
ownership. But, it is quite apparent that 
owners want more these days. They want 
good design and great handling, too. My 
long-term ride, the Star City +, checks 
many boxes. 

Over the last month or so, I have had 
a fair number of opportunities to ride the 
bike at full throttle, and the Star City + 
hasn’t disappointed. Of course, the bike 
isn’t very powerful, and you don’t need to 
take full throttle quite literally. But, wring 
the accelerator and the bike darts to sixty 
pretty quickly. It is a bit of a task from 
there on to build up speed. But, the 
engine doesn’t feel very stressed. It is 
pretty refined and free-revving. The 
clutch is light and the gears click into 
place in a smooth manner, which enables 
you to slice through city traffic with ease. 

The Star City+ is a motorcycle you 
can chuck around quite easily, if need be, 
in traffic. At the same time, you also  
feel confident enough on this one to  
take long, flowing corners at speed. I 
know, it isn’t all that fast, but the bike is 
quite well balanced, and that holds true 
even if you have a pillion. 

The suspension absorbs bumps and 

minor potholes well, and you don’t have 
to try hard to keep it in a straight line. 
Thankfully, the steering doesn’t feel too 
light either. 

A commuter bike wouldn’t be 
complete if it didn’t offer good fuel 
efficiency, and the Star City+ is right up 
there with the best of them when it 
comes to frugal fuel consumption habits. 

Our motorcycle has covered well over 
300km since the last tank-up, and the 
digital fuel indicator still says that the 
tank is around three-fourths full. Not bad 
at all.

TVS has got the package of a 
stress-free, easy-to-ride and comfortable 
city bike right with this one. And, it is not 
bad-looking either. The chunky tank, the 
large seat and minimal decals make the 
Star City+ quite trendy. It's a honest 
motorcycle and is just perfect for our 
unforgiving city roads.

MILEAGE AND KPL THIS MONTH
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RepoRt 3

t v S  S ta r  c i t y +

Featherweight champion
Spec 109.7cc, 1cyl, 8.1bhp, 8.7Nm, 4M  test kpl 67  total mileage 600km   
Price: ̀ 48,000 (on-road, Mumbai)  rider Girish Karkera  Why it’s here To see 
if it is the ultimate star of everyday city commuting

t

Broad pillion seat is 
quite comfortable

in detail
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT NEW CARS THIS MONTH

01 TG  Choice
Choosing the right variant can be confusing. 
It’s not necessarily the cheapest one. . . or the diesel.

02 The TG Rating
Simply translated: how good is the vehicle in numbers? 
Out of say, 10?

03 Price in your city
Indicative ex-showroom prices. On-road for Mumbai 
and Delhi. Accurate at the time of going to press.

04 India Sales
Don’t just go by what we write. 
See how fellow buyers treated the company in the recent past.

05 Company description
Just who are you dealing with here? 
The low-down on the company behind the automobile.

06 More stuff to read
Added insight into the world of TopGear via these little oases of 
slightly grumpy opinion 

07 Fuel efficiency
‘Average kitna hai?’ The real-world figure for real-world situations.

08 Dimensions
Making sure you know if your car will fit in your parking slot. Yeah, 
that’s going to be important too.

The guide To using our guide

*Indicates Ex-showroom prices for Mumbai and Delhi ●✔  Yes ●✖  No ●■   Optional  Gadgets & Safety Guide

 Price  FeaturesNumbers
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LX 4x2 10.30 9.95* 10.30 12.13 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 6/10
EX 4x2 11.22 10.82* 11.21 13.03 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 ●✖ ●✖ ●✔ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✔ ●✖ 6/10
VX 4x2 13.00 12.40* 12.98 15.09 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 ●✖ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  6/10
VX 4x4 14.32 13.67* 14.30 16.60 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 15.13 10 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  6/10

XE 1.2 P 4.63 4.64* 4.68 4.84* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔  ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
XM 1.2 P 5.25 5.25* 5.31 5.48* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✖ ●✔  ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XMS 1.2 P 5.43 5.43* 5.49 5.66* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XT 1.2 P 6.01 5.99* 6.06 6.26* 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
XE 1.3 D 5.67 5.64* 5.73 5.88* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 na na na ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖ ●✖ ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
XM 1.3 D 6.31 6.27* 6.37 6.54* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na ●✖ ●✔  ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔  ●✔  ●✖ 7/10
XMS 1.3 D 6.49 6.45* 6.55 6.72* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na ●✔ ●✔  ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XMA 1.3 D 7.05 6.99* 7.10 7.30* 4cyl 1248cc 5A 89 200 na na na ●✖ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 7/10
XT 1.3 D 7.05 6.99* 7.10 7.30* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10

Hybrid 29.36 29.75 29.12 33.56 4cyl 2494cc 6A 298 213 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  6/10
2.5l  25.46 24.77 25.08 28.95 4cyl 2494cc 6A 178 233 na 8.93 9.8 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10

JS    12.19 13.79 12.20 14.52 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
G     13.94 15.78 13.96 16.68 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
GL   15.58 17.65 15.60 18.64 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
G (CVT) 15.24 17.26 15.26 18.23 4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
V L  17.09 19.36 17.11 20.44 4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
D-4D J 13.27 15.02 13.29 16.10 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 7/10
D-4D G 15.24 17.26 15.26 18.49 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
D-4D GL 16.88 19.12 16.90 20.48 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔  7/10
D-4DJS 13.84 15.67 13.86 16.79 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●  ●✔ ●✔ ●✖  ●✔ ●✖ 7/10

J     5.35 5.46 5.40 6.64 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 4/10
G      5.89 6 5.96 7.25 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●■ ●■ ●✔ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 4/10
V     6.61 7.22 6.65 8.04 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10
VX    6.99 7.72 7.04 8.49 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10
GD  6.97 7.30 7.04 8.58 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na ●■ ●■ ●✔ ●✖ ●✖  ●✖  ●✔ ●✖  ●✖  ●✖ 4/10
VD   7.68 8.39 7.73 9.38 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10
VXD 8.07 8.90 8.12 9.85 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ ●  ●✖  ●✔ ●✔ ●✔ ●✖ 4/10

Safari Storme: Big, heavy, ponderous and somehow likeable. Colossal comfort, great off-road ability.

TG Choice:  VX 4x4 as it’s a great off-roader and can go places without fearing the terrain.
L: 465cm W: 193cm H: 192.2cm Boot: 980 litres Fuel Tank:  55litres, Ground Clearance: 20.5cm  Also try: Mahindra Scorpio, Ford Endeavour

Tata Zest
Tata’s taken its time, but it has now rolled out a 
compact sedan that will make waves in the market

Tata’s much-delayed 
compact sedan, 
the Zest, has finally 
arrived, and it has 
come prepared 
for a fight. It has a 
proper boot, but 
it’s still under four 
metres, which means 

it vaults over excise 
duties. Features 
are distributed 
evenly, but alloys are 
standard on even the 
base model! Now 
the cheapest diesel 
automatic saloon you 
can buy in India.

NEW 

ENTRY

Zest: A compact sedan available with a turbo-petrol motor, and an automated manual ’box, but only with a diesel engine for now

TG Choice:  XMA as it’s got the perfect combination of a diesel motor paired to an automated manual gearbox that makes life easy.
L: 399.5cm W: 170.6cm H: 157cm Boot: 390 litres Fuel Tank: 44litres, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Hyundai Xcent, Honda Amaze, Maruti DZire

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013: na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Massive world-player  but  
also churns out the reliably unexceptional in frightening 
numbers.

TOYOTA Dealers 152 Warranty na Website www.toyotabharat.com

Camry: The handsome new Camry is fast and spacious, and has a great cabin.  Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The Hybrid is you want low running costs.
L: 482.5cm W: 182.5cm H: 148cm Boot: 484 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 16cm  Also try: Nissan Teana, VW Passat, Hyundai Sonata

Corolla Altis: The new one is not all-new but still very good. Altis is a refi ned, comfortable businessman’s sedan.

TG Choice:  The diesel GL would be just fi ne, as Corollas are usually chauffeur-driven.
L: 454cm W: 176cm H: 147.5cm Boot: 475 litres Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Chevrolet Cruze, Renault Fluence.

Etios: Made not to excite but just smack you with the practicality and comfort of a Toyota.

TG Choice:  The V should be just fi ne as this car is for people who put logic over excitement.
L: 426.5cm W: 169.5 cm H: 151cm Boot: 595 litres Fuel Tank: 45 litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Maruti Swift DZire, Mahindra Verito

TA
TA

 T
O 

TO
YO

TA
TATA continued

engine Engine configuration – either V, W or F (flat), otherwise 
in-line – plus the number of cylinders and capacity in cubic 
centimetres.

power (bhp) Engine’s maximum power output in brake 
horsepower. (Hybrid cars show combined elec/fuel bhp figure)

Torque (nm) The engine’s peak torque figure –  
measured in Nm.

0–100kph Our very own test time in seconds to reach 100km 
from a standing start.

Top speed As the title suggests, the fastest a car can go.

safeTy & gadgeTs

blueTooTh For you to know if you can pair your  
smartphone to your new car l
parking aid Parking sensors    Reverse camera 

* indicates ex-showroom prices for Mumbai and Delhi

 l✔ Yes l✖ No l■ Optional

7/10
7/10
7/10
7/10
7/10
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LX 4x2 

Safari Storme: 
TG Choice: 
L: 465cm W: 193cm 

01

Company description: 
also churns out the reliably unexceptional in frightening 
numbers.

TOYOTA
05

J     
G      
V     

Etios: 
TG Choice: 
L: 426.5cm W:

08

4.63 4.64* 4.68 4.84* 
5.25 5.25* 5.31 5.48* 
5.43 5.43* 5.49 5.66* 
6.01 5.99* 6.06 6.26* 
5.67 5.64* 5.73 5.88* 

03

India sales in 2013:
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Website www.toyotabharat.com

04

25.46 24.77 25.08 28.95 

12.19 13.79 12.20 14.52 

The new one is not all-new but still very good. Altis is a refi ned, comfortable businessman’s sedan.

 would be just fi ne, as Corollas are usually chauffeur-driven.
Fuel Tank: 55 litres, 

064cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✖  

4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na ●✔ 

4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na ●

07
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 0 6

LE    na 7.49* na 9.07 4cyl 1461cc 5M 75 185 na 18.17 11.5 l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  4/10
LS    na 8.79* na 10.62 4cyl 1461cc 5M 75 185 na na na l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✔  l■  l✖  l✖  4/10
LX    na 9.29* na 11.21 4cyl 1461cc 5M 75 185 na na na l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✔  l■  l✖     l✖  4/10

DB9 6.0 V12 na na na 190* 12cyl 5935cc 6A 510 620 306 4.8 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
DB9 6.0 V12 Volante na na na 200* 12cyl 5935cc 6A 510 620 304 4.8 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  na

Rapide 6.0 V12 4d na na na 220* 12cyl 5935cc 6A 550 620 296 5.2 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10

Vantage V8 4.7 Coupe na na na 155* 8cyl 4735cc 6M 420 470 302 4.7 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
Vantage 4.7 V8  Roadster na na na 165* 8cyl 4735cc 6M 420 470 302 4.7 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10
Vantage  V8  S* na na na 165* 8cyl 4735cc 7A 430 490 305 4.7 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10
Vantage 4.7 V8 420 Roadster na na na 152* 8cyl 4735cc 6M 420 470 290 4.7 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
V12 Vantage na na na 190* 12cyl 5935cc 6M 510 570 305 4.2 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  9/10

35TDI Attraction na 22.95* na 29.62 4cyl 1968cc 6A 140 320 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖   l  l✖   l✔  l✖  l✔  7/10
35TDI Premium na 25.95* na 34.69 4cyl 1968cc 6A 140 320 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✖  l✔  7/10
35TDI Premium Plus na 29.95* na 39.55 4cyl 1968cc 6A 140 320 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
35 TDI Technology na 32.66* na 42.90 4cyl 1968cc 6A 140 320 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
40TFSI Premium Plus na 28.95* na 38.30 4cyl 1798cc 7A 174 250 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

2.0TDI Std 38.62 37.86* 38.62 39.16 4cyl 1968cc 8A 148 320 210 9.47 13.1 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
35TDI Premium na na na 45.11 4cyl 1968cc 8A 174 380 220 8.37 13.7 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
35TFSI Premium 35.62 34.91* 35.62 39.98 4cyl 1798cc 8A 168 320 210 8.77 9.5 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
35TDI Technology 57.31 56.22* 57.31 50.32 4cyl 1968cc 8A 174 380 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
S4    52.12 51.11* 52.12 50.26* 6cyl 2995cc 7A 329 440 na 4.63 8.6 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10

35TDI Business na 47 na 50.64 4cyl 1968cc 7A 174 380 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  5/10
35TDI Premium 62.73 61.50* 62.73 58.80 4cyl 1968cc 7A 174 380 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  -
35TDI Technology  na 39.90* na 65.50 4cyl 1968cc 7A 174 380 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  -

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  One of India's leading 
commercial vehicle manufacturer now gets into the 
passenger car segment.  

Ashok LeyLAnd Dealers NA Warranty 2yrs or 50,000km  Website www.ashokleylandcv.com    

Stile: Nissan Evalia minus all the creature comforts equals to the AL Stile.

TG Choice: LX gives you AC, power windows and power steering, but we would have liked if it had ABS
L: 440cm, W: 170cm H: 186cm Boot: NA Fuel Tank: 50 litre, Ground Clearance: 18.0cm Also try:  Nissan Evalia, Mahindra Xylo, Maruti Ertiga

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  Arguably the UK’s most 
desirable marque, thanks to genuinely good  supercars. 

Aston MArtin DealersWarranty Website 

DB9: Overshadowed by the DBS and undercut by the Vantage, the DB9 is still the quintessential Aston. Build: Import

TG Choice: Well not the Volante. So that only leaves the fixed head. Which will do nicely.
L: 471cm, W: 206cm H: 128cm Boot: 186 litres, Fuel Tank: 80 litre, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Bentley Continental GT, Ferrari California and Maserati GranTurismo.

Rapide: A ball-aching beauty of a saloon and a proper poke in the eye for Porsche’s Panamera turbo.  Build: Import

TG Choice:  There is only one and it’s got a 550bhp V12 with 600Nm torque. So we’ll take it.
L: 502cm, W: 214cm H: 136cm Boot: 317 litres, Fuel Tank: 90 litre, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Porsche Panamera, Ferrari FF, Maserati Quattroporte

Vantage: The car that took on the 911. And lost. But hey, it’s an Aston.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  The full 510bhp V12 Vantage experience please.
L: 439cm, W: 187cm H: 125-127cm Boot: 144 litres, Fuel Tank: 80 litre, Ground Clearance:  NA Also try: Porsche 911.

TG Awards:  Engine of the Year 2013: Audi S6
Comes with LED lights that scream "Audi" from a mile away. The overall design 
language has spilled over on to the rest of the Audi group.

India sales in 2013:  10,002 
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Classy and understated 
alternative to the driver-oriented BMW and the  
staid Mercedes. Oozing Teutonic quality.

Audi Dealers 35 Warranty 2yrs  Website www.audi.in

A3 Sedan: Audi’s brought the three-box version of the A3 to compete with the A-Class and the 1-Series.      Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 40TFSI as its combination of the brilliant TSI motor and the quick-witted 7-speed S-tronic auto ‘box is excellent.
L: 445.6cm, W: 179.6cm, H: 141.6cm Boot: 425 litres, Fuel Tank: 50 litre, Grond Clearance: NA  Also try: BMW 1-Series, Mercedes-Benz A-Class

A4: Audi’s best-seller gets plastic surgery. And becomes a nagging worry for other Germans in the game. Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 2.0 TDi as its a great value-for-money proposition and runs on a more affordable fuel.
L: 470cm, W: 183cm H: 142.7cm Boot: 480 litres, Fuel Tank: 63 litre, Grond Clearance: NA Also try: BMW 3-Series, Mercedes-Benz C -Class

A6: Good-looking, accomplished executive saloon – now with that beardy front grille after the redesign. Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 35TDI Premium has loads of toys for you to play with, while still managing a figure of 9.6kpl
L: 491.5cm, W: 187.4cm H: 145.5cm Boot: 546 litres, Fuel Tank: 65 litre, Ground Clearance: 11.8cm  Also try: BMW 5-Series, Mercedes-Benz E-Class, Volvo S80

Buyer Guide continued
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 0 7

2.0 TDI   51.67 50.64* 51.67 59.55 4cyl 1968cc CVT 174 380 222 8.2* na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
2.0 TFSI   50.98 49.96* 50.98 na 4cyl 1984cc CVT 177 320 250 9.21 10 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10

3.0 TDI Quattro 88.00 85.88* 88.00 84.85* 6cyl 2967cc 7A 241 500 250 6.07 8.1 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
RS7 Sportback 130 127* 130 125* 8cyl 3993cc 7A 552 700 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10

4.2 TFSI Quattro 130 144 130 166 8cyl 4163cc 8A 366 445 250 6.7 5.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
3.0 TDI 115 130 115 147 6cyl 2967cc 8A 246 550 250 6.5 7.4 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
4.2 TDI Quattro 126 141 126 161 8cyl 4134cc 8A 345 800 250 5.16 8 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10

35TDI q Premium na na na 39.59 4cyl 1968cc 7A 174 380 212 7.94 11 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
35TDI q Premium Plus na na na 46.78 4cyl 1968cc 7A 177 380 212 7.94 11 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
2.0 TFSI Base grade na na na 27.37* 4cyl 1984cc 7A 208 300 230 7.18 8.25 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
2.0 TFSI High grade na na na 32.66* 4cyl 1984cc 7A 211 300 230 7.18 8.25 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
S Edition 24.91 24.99* 24.91 na 4cyl 1968cc 6M 138 320 na 7.94 11.04 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

2.0 TFSI Quattro na 44.89 na 54.25 4cyl 1984cc 8A 221 350 222 8.89 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  5/10
30TDI Technology na 52.10 na 67.45 6cyl 2967cc 7A 241 580 225 6.5 12.2 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  5/10

45TDI q Technology 80.70 79.12* 80.70 104.95 8cyl 4134cc 8A 335 800 242 6.4 5.5 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
3.0TFSI Quattro na 59.40 na 65.3* 6cyl 2995cc 8A 333 440 215 7.4 7.4 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  na/10
30TDI q Technology 71.95 70.52* 71.95 95.50 6cyl 2967cc 8A 241 550 243 9.1 9.6 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔   5/10

RS 5 100 98.32* 100 96.90* 8cyl 4163cc 7A 444 430 250 5.07 4.5 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10 

V8 4.2FSI 163 163* 163 157* 8cyl 4163cc 7A 430 430 300 4.6 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔   9/10
V10 5.2FSI 191 187* 191 184* 10cyl 5204cc 7A 525 530 314 4.1 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔   9/10
5.2FSI V10 Plus na na na 205 10cyl 5204cc 7A 542 540 314 3.5 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔   9/10
Spyder 210 206* 210 202* 10cyl 5204cc 7A 525 530 311 4.1 7 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔   9/10

TT                                                  54.09 53* 54.09 52.16* 4cyl 1984cc 6A 211 350 250 6.3 8 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔   8/10

GT   na 356* na 356* 12cyl 5998cc 8A 567 700 318 4.8 6.2 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
GT Speed na 400* na 400* 12cyl 5998cc 8A 616 800 330 4.5 6 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

A7: Perfect mix of sportiness, comfort and styling evokes instant desire. You’ll never feel you’re in a four-door.   Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 3.0 TDI Quattro, is powerful and sips fuel frugally. 
L: 496cm, W: 191cm H: 141.9-142cm Boot: NA, Fuel Tank: 75 litre, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Mercedes CLS, BMW 6 series Gran Coupe

A8 L: You can’t ask for a more perfect car than this. Not for ordinary mortals.   Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 4.2 TDI gives you a great mix of luxury and power.
L: 526.7cm, W: 194.9cm H: 147.1cm Boot: 510 litres, Fuel Tank: 90 litre, Ground Clearance: 12.4cm Also try: BMW 7-Series, Mercedes-Benz S-Class

Q3: Audi says this rivals the Range Rover Evoque! Not sure about that, but it’s definitely capable.         Build: Assembled

TG Choice: The High grade, comes with a easy-to-use MMI system and a bunch of other useful features.
L: 438.5cm, W: 183.1cm H: 160.8cm Boot: 460 litres, Fuel Tank: 64 litre, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: BMW X1

Q5: It may not have the panache of the Q7 that Bollywood loves, but the Q5 does mean business. Build: Assembled

TG Choice: The 3.0 TDI Quattro, with the engine carried over from the Q7 but this is quicker, thanks to half-a-tonne less weight
 L: 462.9cm, W: 188cm H: 165.5cm Boot: 540 litres, Fuel Tank: 75 litre, Ground Clearance: 20.5cm  Also try: BMW X3, Mitsubishi Montero

Q7: Odd-looking and enormous seven-seat sports utility vehicle that’ll put the frighteners on Mercedes and BMW. Build: Import

TG Choice: 4.2 TDI Quattro is big on muscle and since it’s a diesel, it won’t burn a hole in your pocket.
L: 509cm, W: 198cm H: 173.7cm Boot: 755 litres, Fuel Tank: 100 litre, Ground Clearance: 20.5 cm  Also try: BMW X5, Mercedes-Benz GL-Class, Porsche Cayenne, Range Rover, 

RS5:  Artful lesson in understatement, the RS5 does desirable minus the flash. Build: Import

TG Choice:  Just hand us the keys to the 444bhp V8. Thank you. 
L: 464cm, W: 186cm H: 136.6cm Boot: NA, Fuel Tank: 61 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try:  BMWM5

R8: The supercar to have right now. Beautiful, sophisticated, quick as the wind and comfortable to boot. Build: Import

TG Choice:  Buy the V10, it’s borrowed from the Lamborghini Gallardo and sells at half the price.
L: 443cm, W: 190cm H: 124.4-125.2cm Boot: 100 litres, Fuel Tank: 90 litre, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Lamborghini Gallardo, Porsche 911

TT: Still the cheapest two-seater sportscar around. Now even more thorough.   Build: Import

TG Choice:  Audi doesn’t want you to have choices here.
L: 419.8cm, W: 184.2cm H: 135.3cm Boot: 290 litres, Fuel Tank: 60 litre, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: BMW Z4, Merc SLK, Nissan 370Z

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Has got a new lease of life 
with an injection of Volkswagen cash, but still as British as 
the monarchy. 

BentLey Dealers 1 Warranty 3 Website www.bentleymotors.com    

Continental: Sumptuous, superb over distances, with more appeal to younger millionaires. Build: Import

TG Choice: The GT Super Sports should be just fine. It will be good to the environment as it runs on ethanol too. Tree huggers rejoice.
L: 480.0cm, W: 222.5cm H: 140.1-148.8cm Boot: 358 litres, Fuel Tank: 90 litre, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Other Bentleys, really? That’s about it

Audi continued
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 0 8

Flying Spur V8 na 310* na 310* 8cyl 3993cc 8A 500 660 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  -
Flying Spur W12 na 340* na 340* 12cyl 5998cc 8A 616 800 320 5.2 5.8 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
GT V8 na 329* na 329* 8cyl 3993cc 8A 500 660 303 4.8 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
GTC na 388* na 388* 12cyl 5998cc 8A 567 700 314 5.1 5.8 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10

Mulsanne na 567* na 567* 8cyl 6752cc 8A 505 1020 296 5.3 5.9 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

116i 21.27 20.9* 21.27 27.97 4cyl 1995cc 8A 134 220 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖ l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
118d 23.3 22.9* 23.3 32.07 4cyl 1995cc 8A 140 320 215 8.91 13.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
118d Sport Line 26.36 25.9* 26.36 35.69 4cyl 1995cc 8A 140 320 215 8.91 13.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
118d Sport Plus 30.43 29.9* 30.43 40.54 4cyl 1995cc 8A 143 320 215 8.91 13.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

320d 28.9 33.68 28.9 42.75 4cyl 1995cc 8A 184 380 235 7.33 14.2 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10
320d Sport Line 31.5 36.65 31.5 47.17 4cyl 1995cc 8A 184 380 235 7.33 14.2 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10
320d Luxury Line 31.5 36.65 31.5 47.17 4cyl 1995cc 8A 184 380 235 7.33 14.2 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10
320d Luxury line Plus 36.9 42.83 36.9 45.69 4cyl 1995cc 8A 184 380 235 7.33 14.2 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10
328i Sport Line 37.9 43.96 37.9 51.92 4cyl 1997cc 8A 245 350 250 6.16 10.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10
320d GT 42.75 42.75* 42.75 53.13 4cyl 1995cc 8A 181 380 NA NA NA l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10

520d Modern 47.7 54.37 na 61.90 4cyl 1995cc 8A 181 380 226 8.3   na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
520d Luxury 47.7 54.37 na 61.90 4cyl 1995cc 8A 181 380 226 8.3   na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
525d Luxury Plus 52.8 60.08 na 68.17 4cyl 1995cc 8A 214 450 226 8.3   na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
530d M Sport 58.9 62.37 na 73.32 6cyl 2993cc 8A 254 540 250 6.13    11.4 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  8/10

650i Convertible 95 109.3 95 95* 8cyl 4395cc 8A 407 600 250 5.39 5.6 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  5/10
650i Coupe na 120 na 140 8cyl 4395cc 8A 407 600 250 na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  5/10
640d Coupe na 75* na 104.4 6cyl 2993cc 8A 313 630 250 5.5 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
640d Gran Coupe na 75* na 104.4 6cyl 2993cc 8A 313 630 250 5.52 8.1 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

750Li 86.8 113.3 86.8 175 8cyl 4395cc 6A 450 650 250 6 7.9 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  5/10
730Ld 73.6 96.06 73.6 126 6cyl 2993cc 6A 258 560 245 6.69 9.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10
760Li 129 150.7 129 244 12cyl 5972cc 6A 544 750 250 4.6 7.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

30d 64 65.10 64 82.32 6cyl 2993cc 8A 245 540 240 7.13 5.3 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  5/10

20d Expedition NA 27.9* NA 38.38 4cyl 1995cc 8A 184 380 205 7.89 12 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
20d Sport Line NA 32.5* NA 44.83 4cyl 1995cc 8A 184 380 205 7.18 12 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
20d xLine NA 32.5* NA 44.83 4cyl 1995cc 8A 184 380 205 7.18 12 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

Mulsanne: Replacement for the Arnage, and every bit as opulent.                                                  Build: Import

TG Choice:  Depends on how you want to spec it. The rich are spoilt for choice (aren’t they always?).
L: 557.5, W: 192.6cm H: 152.1cm Boot: 443 litres, Fuel Tank: 96 litre, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Rolls Royce Ghost

TG Awards:  Executive car 2010: 5 series ‘  Then 'Joy' made an 
appearance and reinvented the 5. It's become more of a shrunken 
7 Series and less of a streached 3 and the CEOs sure are loving it' 

India sales in 2013: 6246
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: A model of German 
efficiency, the firm still prides itself on making supremely 
engineered cars aimed at the driver. 

BMW Dealers 21 Warranty 3yrs  Website www.bmw.in

1 series: The country’s only RWD hatchback. Fun to drive, but is it as good as the A-Class?  Build: Assembled

TG Choice: The 118d Sport Plus has a frugal yet powerful diesel engine and comes with all the thrills and frills. 
L: 432.4cm W: 176.5cm H: 142.1cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 52 litres, Ground Clearance: na  Also try: Mercedes-Benz A-Class, Mini Countryman

3 series: The 3 has always been the best sport saloon since it was born. The new 3 is still so.  Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 320d Sport Line visually striking with its sporty cues and has the all purpose 2-litre diesel. 
L: 482.4cm W: 181.1cm H: 142.9cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance: na  Also try: Audi A4, Mercedes-Benz C-Class

5 series: A return to form for the ‘5’, with more palatable styling, a better ride and BMW’s stock-in-trade quality. Build: Assembled

TG Choice: The 530d M Sport is the most fun you will have in a 5 series, unless you throw the M5 into the mix.
L: 490.7, W: 186cm H: 146.2cm Boot: 520 litres, Fuel Tank: 70 litre, Ground Clearance: 15.8 cm Also try: Audi A6, Mercedes-Benz E-Class, Volvo S80

6 Series: The best all-round touring convertible in India. Be prepared for frequent fuel stops on your ‘grand tour’. Build: Import

TG Choice:  For now available in a 4.4 litre twin-turbo-charged variant, but we’ll wait for the M6 before we announce a verdict. 
L: 489cm, W: 189cm H: 139.2cm Boot: Na, Fuel Tank: 70 litre, Ground Clearance:  123cm Also try: Mercedes SL class

7 Series: Much improved. BMW’s super saloon is now a half-decent match for the class-whipping S-Class. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 730Ld should be fine, as it’s a car to be driven in.
L: 517.9cm, W: 213.3cm H: 148.1cm Boot: 520 litres, Fuel Tank: 88 litre, Ground Clearance:  NA Also try: Audi A8, Mercedes-Benz S-Class

GT 5:  According to BMW the GT 5 is for an older BMW buyer who has a family and children to ferry around. Build: Import

TG Choice:  A BMW for the ageing? For this price, you can get the ‘530d’ and the K1200R bike.
L: 499cm, W: 190cm H: 150.8cm Boot: 520 litres, Fuel Tank: 70 litre, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: none

X1: Right size, right price, perfect for the urban yuppie.      Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 20d Expedition will be perfect. 380Nm of torque is more than enough for city and highway driving. 
L: 445cm W: 180cm H: 154.5cm Boot: 420 litres, Fuel Tank: 80 litre, Ground Clearance: 19.4cm Also try: Audi Q5
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 0 9

20d Expedition 44.90 44.90* 44.90 55.76 4cyl 1995cc 8A 188 400 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
20d xLine 49.90 49.90* 49.90 61.90 4cyl 1995cc 8A 188 400 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

30d 7-str 55.7 62.25 55.7 87.69 6cyl 2993cc 8A 245 540 210 8.3 10.8 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

50i   84.1 98.49 84.1 109 8cyl 4395cc 8A 407 600 240 5.4 7.1 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  4/10
40d 66.9 79.35 66.9 87.3 6cyl 2993cc 8A 306 600 240 6.18 8.6 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  4/10

Z4 SDrive 35is na 98.49 84.1 109 6cyl 2979cc 8A 306 400 250 6.07 5.5 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

Veyron 8.0 W16 Grand Sport na 4500* na na 16cyl 7993cc 7A 1001 1250 407 2.7 na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  9/10

Base 4.03 4.19 4.03 4.73 4cyl 1199cc 5M 79 108 150 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
LS    4.29 4.49 4.29 5.04 4cyl 1199cc 5M 79 108 150 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
LT     4.71 4.97 4.71 5.52 4cyl 1199cc 5M 79 108 150 na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ l✖ 5/10
LT Opt 5.20 5.29 5.20 6.10 4cyl 1199cc 5M 79 108 150 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Base Diesel 4.86 5.11 4.86 5.77 3cyl 936cc 5M 57 150 150 na 17 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
LS Diesel 5.13 5.42 5.13 6.10 3cyl 936cc 5M 57 150 150 na 17 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
LT Diesel 5.55 5.88 5.55 6.60 3cyl 936cc 5M 57 150 150 na 17 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ l✖ 6/10
LT Opt Diesel 6.04 6.07 6.04 7.17 3cyl 936cc 5M 57 150 150 na 17 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10

2.2 LT 23.54 21.88 23.54 30.66 4cyl 2231cc 5M 183 424 178 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
2.2 AWD LTZ 25.67 25.62 25.67 33.47 4cyl 2231cc 6A 186 424 178 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

LT     14.02 16.15 14.02 16.96 4cyl 1998cc 6M 163 380 200 9.83 12 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
LTZ MT 15.54 17.88 15.54 18.79 4cyl 1998cc 6M 163 380 200 9.83 12 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
LTZ AT 16.57 18.93 16.57 19.89 4cyl 1998cc 6A 163 380 200 9.5 11.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

X3: A well-sorted car tailored for the world we live in, now with squared-off corona rings.  Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 20d Expedition, as it has ample power and is cheaper, too. 
L: 465.7cm W: 188cm H: 167.8cm Boot: NA, Fuel Tank: 67 litre, Ground Clearance: 19.4cm Also try: Audi Q5, Volvo XC60, Land Rover Freelander 2

X5: Fatter new seven-seat X5 places it firmly in a size category above the X3 now – thankfully, it’s bigger inside too. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 30d should work well as this car is more at home in the urban jungle’s stop-and-go traffic.
L: 485.4, W: 219.7cm H: 176.2cm Boot: 620 litres, Fuel Tank: 85 litre, Ground Clearance: 21.2 cmAlso try: Audi Q7, Mercedes-Benz M-Class, Porsche Cayenne, Range Rover Sport

X6: It’s an SUV! No, it’s a coupe! No, it’s both. BMW has stretched the boundaries for a ‘niche’ product.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 50i, as the car doesn’t make much sense to begin with. But it’ll at least be fast while being confused.
L: 487.7cm W: 198cm H: 170.2cm Boot: na, Fuel Tank: 85 litre, Ground Clearance: 21.2 cm  Also try: Audi Q7, Mercedes-Benz M-Class, Porsche Cayenne, Range Rover Sport

Z4: BMW’s answer to Merc’s SLK and Porsche’s Cayman. It’s fast. It’s topless and it drives well.   Build: Import

TG Choice:  No option but the 35i for now. Same engine but tuned for more power.
L: 423.9cm W: 179cm H: 129.1cm Boot: na, Fuel Tank: 90 litre, Ground Clearance:  na Also try: Mercedes-Benz SLK, Porsche Boxster.

TG Awards: -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: VW-owned purveyor of the 
fastest, most extreme hypercars on the planet.  Builder of the 
fastest car in the world. 

BugAtti Dealers 1 Warranty 2yrs Website www.bugatti.com

Veyron:  The fastest, most expensive car in the world. Enough said...  Build: Import

TG Choice:  Grand Sports, 1001bhp, 0-100kph in 2.7 seconds 407kph top end. Veyron is the ultimate.
L: 446cm W: 199cm H: 115.9cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 100 litre Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: The space shuttle, hard drugs

TG Awards: Saloon of the year 2009: Cruze
‘  That  the Cruze is a  better buy than its immediate competitors - Civic and Corolla - 
will be as obvious  to you as Salman Khan's biceps" 

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Madee its mark with 
confident design and products like the Cruze and the Beat. 
Buyers are slowly showing that confidence too.

ChevroLet Dealers 279 Warranty 3 Website www.chevrolet.co.in    

Beat: Another smart new Chevy design. Tries hard to play city car and highway cruiser roles. Succeeds reasonably.

TG Choice:  The LT packs a lot of features at a reasonable price.
L: 364cm W: 159cm H: 155cm Boot: na, Fuel Tank: 45 litre, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Hyundai i10, Maruti Suzuki Ritz

Captiva: At long last, Chevy is adding new cars to Daewoo knock-offs. This seven-seat SUV isn’t a bad effort either.         Build: Import

TG Choice:  Two lakh cheaper than the AWD variants, the 2.2 LT has no all-wheel-drive, but hey, you won’t need one in a city SUV.
L: 467 cmW: 187cm H: 175.5cm Boot: 465 litres, Fuel Tank: 65 litre , Ground Clearance: 17.7cm Also try: Honda CR-V, Nissan X-Trail

Cruze: This car can leave wet spot marks on the trousers of the Civic and the Corolla.

TG Choice:  The LTZ MT for the true enthusiast.
L: 459.7 cm W: 178.8cm H: 147.7cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: na Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Honda Civic, Toyota Corolla Altis
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1.0   3.50 3.51 3.50 4.12 4cyl 995cc 5M 62 90 145 16.9 13.6 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10
1.0 LS 3.77 3.89 3.77 4.44 4cyl 995cc 5M 62 90 145 16.9 13.6 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
1.0 LT 4.06 4.21 4.06 4.77 4cyl 995cc 5M 62 90 145 16.9 13.6 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l■ l✔ l✖ 4/10

LS Petrol 8STR 5.84 5.49* 5.84 6.74 4cyl 1399cc 5M 103 131 na 13.9 12.1 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
LS Petrol 7STR 5.87 5.54* 5.87 6.80 4cyl 1399cc 5M 103 131 na 13.9 12.1 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
LTZ Petrol 7STR 7.23 7.12* 7.23 8.37 4cyl 1399cc 5M 103 131 na 13.9 12.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
LS Diesel 8STR 7.10 6.69* 7.10 8.34 4cyl 1248cc 5M 76 187 na 19.7 15 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
LS Diesel 7STR 7.13 6.76* 7.13 8.92 4cyl 1248cc 5M 76 187 na 19.7 15 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
LTZ Diesel 7STR 8.27 8.00* 8.27 9.74 4cyl 1248cc 5M 76 187 na 19.7 15 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

LT ABS Petrol 5.68 6.11 5.68 6.61 4cyl 1198cc 5M 85 113 na 13.85 13.2 l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
LT ABS Diesel 6.73  7.53 6.73 7.96 4cyl 1248cc 5M 78 205 na na na l✔ l■ l✖ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l■ l✖ l✖ 5/10

1.2   5.24 4.99* 5.24 6.09 4cyl 1199cc 5M 86 113 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.2 LS ABS 6.02 5.70* 6.02 7.00 4cyl 1199cc 5M 86 113 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.2 LT ABS 6.49 6.41* 6.49 7.55 4cyl 1199cc 5M 86 113 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
1.3 TCDi 6.45 6.29* 6.45 7.61 4cyl 1248cc 5M 77 205 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10 
1.3 TCDi LS ABS 7.05 6.80* 7.05 8.32 4cyl 1248cc 5M 77 205 na na na l✖ l■ l✖ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.3 TCDi LT ABS 7.67 7.51* 7.67 9.05 4cyl 1248cc 5M 77 205 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10    

D     na 3.57 na 3.81 3cy1198cc 5M 67 104 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
A     na 3.88 na 4.21 3cy1198cc 5M 67 104 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
T     na 4.13 na 4.49 3cy1198cc 5M 67 104 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10

California 4.3 V8   na 222*   na na 8cyl 3855cc 7A 484 505 310 3.6 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

FF    na 342*   na na 12cyl 6262cc 7A 651 683 332 3.7 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

 
458  Italia 4.5   na 257*   na na 8cyl 4499cc 7A 562 540 324 3.4 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  10/10
458  Italia Spider   na 291*   na na 8cyl 4499cc 7A 562 540 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

Spark: Cute, cheap runabout, now with the oomph to keep it up in town thanks to the new 1.0L engine. Also available in LPG.

TG Choice:  1 as it is the cheapest of the lot and other variants do not offer any significant upgrades.
L: 349.5, W: 149.5,cm. Boot: 104 litres, Fuel Tank: 38 litre , Ground Clearance: 17 cm Also try: Hyundai Santro Xing, Maruti’s tall boy pair

Enjoy: The Enjoy is Chevrolet’s answer to the Maruti Ertiga. Petrol pretty quick, diesel decently efficient. Reasonably priced too.

TG Choice:  LTZ Diesel as it is offers a good mix of features along with the goodness of diesel. Mid-spec LT trim available too.
L: 430.5, W: 168cm H: 175cm Boot: 195 litres, Fuel Tank: 50 litre , Ground Clearance: na Also try: Maruti Ertiga, Mahindra Xylo, Nissan Evalia

Sail U-VA: It’s a no-nonsense car in a country with way better no-nonsense cars

TG Choice:  LT Diesel as it has a proven engine, rides well and is spacious. (Available in Base and LS variants too)
L: 394.6cm W: 196cm H: cm Boot: 248 litres, Fuel Tank: 42 litre, Ground Clearance: 17.4 cm  Also try: Maruti Suzuki Ritz

Sail: Pocket-friendly pricing, neat styling and good ride. Should put Chevrolet back in to the entry-sedan game

TG Choice:  1.3 TCDi LT ABS as it gets all the safety features and decent amount of features.
L: 424.9 cm W: 169cm H: 150.3cm Boot: 370 litres, Fuel Tank: 42 litre, Ground Clearance: 17.4cm  Also try: Maruti Suzuki DZire, Mahindra Verito, Ford Classic

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013: na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: It's back from the dead: 
Nissan has revived Datsun, only this time, it's to sell 
inexpensive hatches and micro-MPVs

dAtsun Dealers 141 Warranty 2yrs   Website www.datsun.co.in    

Go: Essentially a Micra that doesn’t look like one, and cheaper too. Win-win!

TG Choice: T is the one to go for, as it is the one with all the features that you’d need.
L: 378.5cm W: 163.5cm H: 148.5cm Boot: 265 litre Fuel Tank: Na, Ground Clearance:  Na  Also try: Maruti Alto 800, Hyundai Eon.

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013: na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Iconic Italian marque with 
a huge back-catalogue of fabulous cars and motorsport 
successes. The envy of the automotive world.

FerrAri Dealers 1 Warranty 3yrs   Website www.ferrari.com

California T: The California is a lovely but clearly overpriced drop-top tourer. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The cheapest Prancing Horse that you can buy.
L: 456cm W: 190cm H: 132cm  Boot: 240 litres Fuel Tank: 78 litre, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Audi R8, Maserati GranCabrio, Porsche 911 Turbo.

FF: A Ferrari grand tourer, but not as we know it. This is the first ever AWD Ferrari, and it’s an estate. Build: Import

TG Choice:  There’s only one version.
L: 490cm W: 195cm H: 137.9cm Boot: 450 litres Fuel Tank: 91 litre, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Aston Martin Rapide, Bentley Continental GT.

458: The finest sportscar of the past five years. Utterly mind-blowing.  Build: Import

TG Choice:  Can’t go wrong with either of the variants. We’d have ours in titanium grey.
L: 453cm W: 194cm H: 121cm Boot: 230 litres Fuel Tank: 86 litre, Ground Clearance:  NA Also try: Aston Martin Vantage, Porsche 911 Turbo.
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 1 1

Active 7.25 7.85 7.23 7.22* 4cyl 1368cc 5M 90 115 168 15.6 8 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
Dynamic 8.27 7.95 8.25 8.77* 4cyl 1368cc 5M 90 115 168 15.6 8 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
Active D 8.30 9.12 8.28 8.35* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 91 209 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Dynamic D 9.35 10.25 9.23 9.50* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 91 209 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔  5/10
Emotion D 9.72 10.66 9.70 9.96* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 91 209 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
T-Jet  8.82 9.65 8.92 na 4cyl 1368cc 5M 113 207 165 11.1 12.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
T-Jet+ 9.32 10.19 9.43 na 4cyl 1368cc 5M 113 207 165 11.1 12.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Classic Multijet Diesel 6.95 8.00 6.95 7.16* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 76 197 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
Classic Plus Multijet Diesel 7.50 8.62 7.50 7.73* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 76 197 na na na l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
Classic Petrol 5.99 6.63 5.99 6.04* 4cyl 1368cc 5M 90 115 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10

Active 1.2 4.67 4.55* 4.65 4.71* 4cyl 1172cc 5M 67 96 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Dynamic 1.2 5.24 5.12* 5.22 5.28* 4cyl 1172cc 5M 67 96 175 na 13 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Emotion 1.4 6.80 6.66* 6.78 6.86* 4cyl 1368cc 5M 89 115 175 12.5 13 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Active 1.3 D 5.40 5.27* 5.37 5.44* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 75 197 na na 17 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Dynamic 1.3 D 6.35 6.21* 6.33 6.40* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 75 197 na 15.7 17 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Emotion 1.3 D 6.98 6.83* 6.96 7.04* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 75 197 na 15.7 17 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Emotion 1.3 D Sport 7.35 7.20* 7.33 7.42* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 92 209 na 15 17 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Emotion 90hp Sport na - na na 4cyl 1248cc 5M 90 209 170 13.65 12.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Avventura 1.4 Dynamic na 7.05* na 7.24* 4cyl 1368cc 5M 92 115 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Avventura 1.3 D Emotion na 8.17* na 8.41* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 209 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10

EX       10.84 na 10.79 10.72* 4cyl 2149cc 5M 140 321 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
SX    12.20 14.45 12.14 11.98* 4cyl 2149cc 5M 140 321 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  4/10
LX 4x4 na 14 na na 4cyl 2149cc 5M 140 321 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  4/10

 
Hard-top 4x4 8.65 8.50* 8.61 8.50* 4cyl 2596cc 5M 81 230 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Soft-top 4x4 8.49 8.35* 8.46 8.35* 4cyl 2596cc 5M 81 230 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
Soft-top 4x2 6.36 6.25* 6.33 6.25* 4cyl 2596cc 5M 81 230 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10

1.6 LXI Duratec 5.84 6.15 5.83 7.03 4cyl 1596cc 5M 99 146 175 11.2 12.3 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
1.6 cLXI Duratec 6.49 7.05 6.50 7.00 4cyl 1596cc 5M 99 146 175 11.2 12.3 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
1.6 Titanium  Duratec 7.75 7.35 7.52 7.92 4cyl 1596cc 5M 99 146 175 11.2 12.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10
1.4 LXI Duratorq 7.04 7.82 7.04 7.81 4cyl 1399cc 5M 67 160 155 17.1 16.1 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
1.4 Titanium Duratorq 7.48 8.29 7.48 8.37 4cyl 1399cc 5M 67 160 155 17.1 16.1 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10 

TG Awards: Most improved car 2010: Linea T-Jet
‘  Fiat's always been making great cars. But with this T-Jet, it seems to have acquired a 
new skill - listening to people’

India sales in 2013: na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Seems  to make 
characterful and beautiful cars even in their sleep. The 
Punto and Linea are brilliant.

FiAt Dealers 64 Warranty 18months  Website www.fiat-india.com    

Linea: Big sedan loaded to the brim with features at a bargain price.

TG Choice: T-Jet should have been here the first time around – still, better late than never.
L: 456, W: 173cm H: 148.7-149.4cm Boot: 500 litre, Fuel Tank: 45 litre, Ground Clearance: 18.5cm  Also try: Honda City, Ford Fiesta, VW Vento

Punto Evo: Looks incredible, drives well, priced competitively. Needs better engines, though. 

TG Choice: The Emotion Sport diesel is still the pick of the lot, but the 1.3-litre motor lacks grunt compared to rivals.
L: 398.9cm W: 168.7cm H: 152.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 45 litre, Ground Clearance 18.5-20.5cm  Also try: Maruti Swift, Hyundai i20, Volkswagen Polo

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: After  selling UV to the rural 
market, Force has decided to join the ranks of Tata and 
Mahindra with home-grown SUVs.

ForCe Dealers NA Warranty 2yrs  Website www.forcemotors.com

One: Mechanically sound car, refined engine and good ride. Let down by interior quality and cabin design execution.

TG Choice: Safety is of utmost importance so we suggest going for the ABS.
L: 486cm W: 178cm H: 188.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: na, Ground Clearance: na  Also try: Tata Safari, Mahindra Scorpio

Gurkha: Want a luxurious off-roader? Look away. Want a no-frills, no-holds-barred mountain goat? Step right this way.

TG Choice:  Soft-top 4x4 will let you fit in one more friend, apart from looking a little cooler than the hardtop.
L: 399.2cm W: 182cm H: 205.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 63 litre, Ground Clearance: 21cm  Also try: Mahindra Thar

TG Awards: Small car of the year 2010: Figo
‘  The Figo is a harbinger of things that haven't been around  
for quite some time.'

India sales in June 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Makes some of the best 
driver’s cars in India. Right now in a period of transition. 
Good thing is their best is yet to come.

Ford Dealers 65 Warranty 2yrs  Website www.india.ford.com

Classic: Ford’s big player in India is a well-sorted, well thought-out car. Facelifting has made it expensive. Still competent.

TG Choice:  The 1.6 is what BMW would look at if it needed a low-cost front-wheel-drive car.
L: 428.2cm W: 168.6cm H: 146.8cm Boot: 430litre Fuel Tank: 45 litre, Ground Clearance: 16.8cm  Also try: Honda City, Hyundai Verna, Fiat Linea.
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 Gadgets & Safety Guide l✔  Yes l✖  No l■   Optional  *Indicates Ex-showroom prices for Mumbai and Delhi
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 1 2

2.5L 4x2 20.01 21.29 20.01 24.82 4cyl 2499cc 5M 142 330 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10 
3.0L 4x2 19.50 22.89 19.41 26.63 4cyl 2953cc 5M 153 380 160 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
3.0L 4x4 AT 23.29 24.82 23.29 28.81 4cyl 2953cc 5A 153 380 165 13.86 8.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
 

1.5 Ambiente D na 7.69* 7.82* na 4cyl 1498cc 5M 89 204 na na 13 l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.5 Trend D na 8.55* 8.71* na 4cyl 1498cc 5M 89 204 na na 13 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.5 Titanium D 9.46* 9.29* 9.46* 9.69* 4cyl 1498cc 5M 89 204 na na 13 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

1.2 LXi 3.96 4.30 3.96 4.85 4cyl 1196cc 5M 71 102 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.2 EXi 4.35 4.70 4.35 5.41 4cyl 1196cc 5M 71 102 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.2 ZXi 4.65 5.10 4.66 5.82 4cyl 1196cc 5M 71 102 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.2 Titanium 5.16 5.60 5.16 6.26 4cyl 1196cc 5M 71 102 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
1.4 LXi D 4.96 5.45 4.96 6.12 4cyl 1399cc 5M 68 160 150 14.62 14.1 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.4 EXi D 5.35 6.19 5.30 6.70 4cyl 1399cc 5M 68 160 150 14.62 14.1 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.4 ZXi D 5.67 6.28 5.73 7.11 4cyl 1399cc 5M 68 160 150 14.62 14.1 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.4 Titanium D 6.17 6.69 6.17 7.56 4cyl 1399cc 5M 68 160 150 14.62 14.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10 

1.5 Ambiente P 5.68 5.59* 5.68 7.78 4cyl 1499cc 5M 110 140 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l  l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
1.5 Trend P 6.61 6.5* 6.61 8.90 4cyl 1499cc 5M 110 140 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
1.5 Titanium P 7.64 7.51* 7.64 10.03 4cyl 1499cc 5M 110 140 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10
1.5 Titanium P AT 8.60 8.45* 8.60 11.14 4cyl 1499cc 6A 110 140 na 13.75 12 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.0 Titanium P 8.04 7.90* 8.04 10.48 3cyl 999cc 5M 123 170 na 12.6 13.7 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l  l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  7/10
1.0 Titanium + P 8.43 8.29* 8.43 11.10 3cyl 999cc 5M 123 170 na 12.6 13.7 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10
1.5 Ambiente D 6.81 6.69* 6.81 9.22 4cyl 1498cc 5M 90 204 na 13.24 15.1 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
1.5 Trend D 7.74 7.61* 7.74 10.24 4cyl 1498cc 5M 90 204 na 13.24 15.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
1.5 Titanium D 8.77 8.62* 8.77 11.37 4cyl 1498cc 5M 90 204 na 13.24 15.1 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10
1.5 Titanium + D 9.16 9.00* 9.16 11.99 4cyl 1498cc 5M 90 204 na 13.24 15.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10

E     5.05 5.82 5.09 6.22 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109 na   na   na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
S     5.74 6.56 5.79 7.04 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109   na   na   na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖   l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
SX    6.09 7.12 6.14 7.46 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10

VX    6.68 7.78 6.73 8.16 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109   na  na   na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
S  AT 6.75 7.85 6.80 8.23 4cyl 1198cc 5A 87 109   na  na   na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
VX AT 7.61 8.79 7.69 9.23 4cyl 1198cc 5A 87 109 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
EX i-DTEC 6.41 7.16 6.45 7.92 4cyl 1498cc 5M 99 200 na 12.21 16.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
S i-DTEC 6.72 7.91 6.78 8.27 4cyl 1498cc 5M 99 200 na 12.21 16.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
SX i-DTEC 6.97 8.19 7.03 8.57 4cyl 1498cc 5M 99 200 na 12.21 16.8 l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10

VX i-DTEC 7.59 8.86 7.64 9.25 4cy l 1498cc 5M 99 200 na 12.21 16.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10

E     7.30 8.34 7.30 8.74 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l✖ l✖ l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10

S     7.96 9.04 7.96 9.47 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l  l✖ l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10

SV    8.52 9.63 8.51 10.15 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l  l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10

SV CVT 9.52 10.73 9.51 11.31 4cyl 1497cc CVT 117 145 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l  l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10

V     9.06 10.24 9.06 10.81 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✖ l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

VX    10.01 11.27 10.01 12.01 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✖ l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

Endeavour: Big hunky old-school SUV, just revised. New interior and punchier engine lifts it up considerably.

TG Choice:  Go for the 2.5 4x2 and save Rs 3 lakh, as this SUV will mostly be used for highway driving.
L: 506cm W: 178.8cm H: 178.8cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 71 litre, Ground Clearance: 21cm  Also try: Mitsubishi Pajero Sport, Toyota Fortuner 

Fiesta: The new Fiesta is a changed animal with its new Aston Martin-esque front end, but still familiar.

TG Choice: The 1.5 diesel Titanium  equipped with all the frills is quite a package to reckon with.
L: 429 cm W: 172cm H: 146.8cm Boot: 430litre Fuel Tank: 43 litre, Ground Clearance: 15.6cm  Also try: Hyundai Verna, Honda City.

Figo: Not the best-styled hatch out there, but it worries everything from the tiny i10 to the premium Polo.                 

TG Choice: The 1.4 diesel Titanium is an honest-to-goodness car with great pricing, space and highway ability.
L: 379cm W: 168cm H: 142.7cm Boot: 284litre Fuel Tank: 45 litre, Ground Clearance: 16.8cm  Also try: Maruti Suzuki Swift, Fiat Punto, Volkswagen Polo.

EcoSport: This compact SUV will be a game changer for the company. Looks good and drives well too.                 

TG Choice:  The EcoBoost Titanium + gives you the right combination of performance and features.
L: 399.5cm W: 176.5cm H: 170.8cm Boot: 346litre Fuel Tank: 52 litre, Ground Clearance: na  Also try: Renault Duster, Nissan Terrano

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Enjoys a brand value 
only premium German cars can beat. City continues to 
dominate its segment. 

hondA Dealers 80 Warranty 2yrs Website www.hondacarindia.com

Amaze:  Honda’s answer to Maruti’s DZire. First oil-burning Honda to hit Indian shores         

TG Choice:  The VX i-DTEC as it gets the much talked about diesel engine that’s efficient and gets all the goodies too.
L: 399cm W: 168cm H: 150.5cm Boot: 400 litres Fuel Tank: 35 litre, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Maruti DZire, Chevrolet Sail, Toyota Etios

City:  Looks like a facelift but its all-new underneath. Brings in more space, features and upmarket feel.

TG Choice: SX gets you everything you would need and nothing you don’t.
L: 444cm W: 169.5cm H: 149.5cm Boot: 510L Fuel Tank: 40 litre, Ground Clearance: 165cm  Also try: Skoda Rapid, VW Vento,  Hyundai Verna, Maruti SX4
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 1 3

VX CVT 11.06 12.76 11.07 13.25 4cyl 1497cc CVT 117 145 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✖ l✔  l✔ l✔  6/10

E i-DTEC 8.76 9.82 8.77 10.32 4cyl 1498cc 6M 99 200 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l✖ l✖  l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10

S i-DTEC 9.39 10.53 9.40 11.07 4cyl 1498cc 6M 99 200 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l  l✖  l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10

SV i-DTEC 9.82 11.09 9.83 11.82 4cyl 1498cc 6M 99 200 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖  l  l✖  l✔  l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10

V i-DTEC 10.33 12.08 10.34 12.49 4cyl 1498cc 6M 99 200 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✖  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

VX i-DTEC 11.29 13.18 11.29 13.63 4cyl 1498cc 6M 99 200 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✖  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

E     4.10 4.71 4.11 4.98 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109 na   na   16.5 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
EX    4.30 4.93 4.30 5.22 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109 na   na   16.5 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖   l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
S     4.63 5.27 4.63 5.61 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109 na  na   16.5 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
V     5.05 5.68 5.06 6.11 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109 na  na   16.5 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
VX    5.35 6.02 5.37 6.44 4cyl 1198cc 5M 87 109 na  na   16.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
VX AT 6.12 7.03 6.14 7.35 4cy l 1198cc 5A 87 109 na   na   16.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 8/10

2L MT 20.92 23.37 20.89 24.76 4cyl  1997cc 6M 154 190 na 11.44 9.15 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
2L AT 21.94 24.51 21.91 25.96 4cyl  1997cc 5A 154 190 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
2.4L AT AVN 25.10 28.04 23.56 29.68 4cyl  2354cc 5A 187 226 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

E     6.80 6.49* 6.83 7.94 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145 na   na   na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  6/10
S     7.82 7.51* 7.85 9.14 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145 na   na   na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  6/10
V     9.06 8.77* 9.06 10.61 4cyl 1497cc 5M 117 145   na   na   na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖   l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  6/10
E Diesel 8.29 7.89* 8.25 9.77 4cyl 1498cc 5M 99 200   na  na   na l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10
S Diesel 9.01 8.60* 9.00 10.62 4cyl 1498cc 5M 99 200   na  na   na l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10
V Diesel 10.17 9.76* 10.18 12.11 4cyl 1498cc 5M 99 200   na  na   na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
RS   11.39 10.86* 11.31 13.43 4cyl 1498cc 5M 99 200   na   na   na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

D-Lite 2.92 3.10 2.94 3.50 3cyl 814cc 5M 55 75 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
D-Lite + 3.22 3.40 3.23 3.90 3cyl 814cc 5M 55 75  na  na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Era + 3.37 3.60 3.38 4.00 3cyl 814cc 5M 55 75 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Magna + 3.67 3.90 3.69 4.36 3cyl 814cc 5M 55 75 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Sportz 3.96 4.15 3.98 4.70 3cyl 814cc 5M 55 75  na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
1.0  Magna 3.85 4.24 3.87 4.63 3cyl 998cc 5M 68 94  na  na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10

1.8 S VTVT 12.92 14.39 12.92 15.23 4cyl 1797cc 6M 147 177 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖  6/10
1.8 SX VTVT 14.17 15.75 14.17 16.65 4cyl 1797cc 6M 147 177  na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
1.8 SX AT VTVT 15.19 16.89 15.19 17.81 4cyl 1797cc 6A 147 177 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
1.6 CRDi 13.32 15.15 13.33 16.00 4cyl 1582cc 6M 126 260 na 10.34 13.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖  6/10
1.6 S CRDi 14.07 15.96 14.07 16.86 4cyl 1582cc 6M 126 260 na 10.34 13.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
1.6 SX CRDi 15.30 17.44 15.30 18.29 4cyl 1582cc 6M 126 260 na 10.34 13.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
1.6 SX AT CRDi 16.32 18.55 16.32 19.46 4cyl 1582cc 6A 126 260  190  11.37 12.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

Era 1.2 P 4.98 4.90* 4.98 5.12* 4cyl 1197cc 5M 82 115 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Magna 1.2 P 5.51 5.42* 5.51 5.66* 4cyl 1197cc 5M 82 115 na 15.5 na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Sportz 1.2 P 6.04 5.94* 6.04 6.21* 4cyl 1197cc 5M 82 115 na 15.5 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
Sportz (O) 1.2P 6.36 6.25* 6.36 6.53* 4cyl 1396cc 5M 82 115 na 11.91 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Brio:  A complete young family hatch, comes with an aggresive price tag.

TG Choice: The VX should work well as it comes with all the features you’d want.
L: 361cm W: 168cm H: 150cm  Boot: Na Fuel Tank: 35 litre, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Ford Figo, Chevrolet Beat, Maruti Ritz

CR-V: Suave, comfortable, handles well and has a great engine. It has a terrific image as well. Build: Assembled

TG Choice: The 2L AT is the pick of the lot, but where the hell is that diesel?
L: 454.4cm W: 182cm H: 168.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 58 litre, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Chevrolet Captiva, Nissan X-Trail

Mobilio:  Honda’s first shot at the budget MPV segment, the Mobilio sports a touch more design flair than the rest.

TG Choice: The S Diesel is the one that has all the bases covered.
L: 438cm W: 168cm H: 160.3cm Boot: Na Fuel Tank: 42 litre Ground Clearance: 18.9cm  Also try: Maruti Ertiga, Chevrolet Enjoy

TG Awards:  2013: Hyundai Grand i10India sales in April 2012: 31,636
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: With the i10, i20 and the 
new Verna, their cars are actually scoring pretty high on 
the desirability quotient.

hyundAi Dealers 240 Warranty 2yrs Website www.hyundai.co.in

Eon: The Eon is an interesting little number. It has what you want from an entry-level city car, even if not in the best possible way.

TG Choice: Sportz as it has all the features that a premium hatchback should get.
L: 349.5cm W: 155cm H: 150cm Boot: 215 litre, Fuel Tank: 32 litre, Ground Clearance: 17 cm  Also try: Chevrolet Spark, Maruti Alto

Elantra: Hyundai brings the Elantra back from the dead. Flamboyant and feature-rich.  Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  SX Auto as it gets all the bells and whistles and the convenience of an auto ’box.
L:453cm W: 177.5cm H: 147cm Boot: 420 litre, Fuel Tank: 56 litre, Ground Clearance:  15 cm  Also try: Chevrolet Cruze, VW Jetta, Toyota Corolla Altis

Elite i20: The brand-new i20 is as good as most others in its class. A premium hatch in the truest sense of the term.

TG Choice:  The Asta 1.4 D makes for a good value for money offering considering it’s a big diesel hatchback with lots of goodies.
L: 398.5cm W: 173.4cm H: 150.5cm Boot: 295 litre Fuel Tank: 45 litre, Ground Clearance: 17cm Also try: VW Polo, Maruti Suzuki Swift.

Honda continued
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 1 4

Asta 1.2 P 6.58 6.47* 6.58 6.76* 4cyl 1396cc 5M 82 115 na 11.91 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Era 1.4 D 6.20 6.10* 6.20 6.39* 4cyl 1396cc 6M 89 220 na 11.91 na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Magna 1.4 D 6.73 6.62* 6.73 6.94* 4cyl 1396cc 6M 89 220 na 13.1 na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Sportz 1.4 D 7.26 7.14* 7.26 7.48* 4cyl 1396cc 6M 89 220 na 11.91 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
Sportz (O) 1.4 D 7.58 7.45* 7.58 7.81* 4cyl 1396cc 6M 89 220 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Asta 1.4 D 7.80 7.67* 7.80 8.04* 4cyl 1396cc 6M 89 220 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10 

Era  4.41 4.33* 4.41 5.20 4cyl  1197cc 5M 82 114 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Era D 5.36 5.27* 5.36 6.42 3cyl  1120cc 5M 71 180 na 15.94 16.3 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
Magna 4.61 4.53* 4.61 5.43 4cyl  1197cc 5M 82 114 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Magna D 5.56 5.46* 5.56 6.65 3cyl  1120cc 5M 71 180 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Sportz  5.01 4.92* 5.01 5.89 4cyl  1197cc 5M 82 114 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
Sportz D 5.96 5.86* 5.96 7.12 3cyl  1120cc 5M 71 180 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
Asta (O) 5.61 5.51* 5.61 6.59 4cyl  1197cc 5M 82 114 na na na l■ l■ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
Asta D 6.56 6.45* 6.56 7.83 3cyl  1120cc 5M 71 180 na na na l■ l■ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10

Era  4.19 4.49 4.20 4.66 4cyl  1086cc 5M 66 99 140 15.5 14 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
Magna 4.35 4.65 4.35 5.89 4cyl  1086cc 5M 66 99 140 15.5 14 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
Sportz  5.15 5.15 5.15 5.22 4cyl  1086cc 5M 66 99 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10

2WD MT 25.51 25.08* 25.51 30.66 4cyl 2199cc 6M 194 421 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
2WD AT 26.34 25.89* 26.34 31.64 4cyl 2199cc 6A 194 436 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
4WD AT 28.37 27.89* 28.38 34.08 4cyl 2199cc 6A 194 436 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10 

GL Plus 3.78 4.01 3.78 4.43 4cyl 1086cc 5M 62 96 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
GLS 4.01 4.27 4.01 4.69 4cyl 1086cc 5M 62 96 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10 

Manual 19.11 21.20 19.11 22.03 4cyl 2359cc 6M 198 255 200 9.7 9.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Automatic 21.23 23.52 21.23 25.00 4cyl 2359cc 6A 198 255  200  9.54 10 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10 

1.4 VTVT 7.36 7.99 7.36 8.56 4cyl 1396cc 5M 105 135 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
1.6 VTVT 8.30 8.85 8.30 9.72 4cyl 1591cc 5M 121 155  na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  5/10
1.6 SX (O) VTVT 9.50 10.33 9.50 11.35 4cyl 1591cc 5M 121 155 na 11.4 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
1.6 SX VTVT AT 10.02 11.09 10.02 11.03 4cyl 1591cc 4A 121 155  na  11.4 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  4/10 
1.4 CRDi 8.62 9.55 9.40 10.17 4cyl 1396cc 6M 89 220 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
1.6 CRDi 8.29 10.65 9.66 11.48 4cyl 1582cc 6M 126 260  na  11.07 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  6/10
1.6 SX CRDi 10.87 11.21 10.87 12.11 4cyl 1582cc 6M 126 260 na 11.07 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
1.6 SX (O) CRDi  AT 11.61 13.15 11.61 14.01 4cyl 1582cc 4A 126 260  na  na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

1.2 Kappa Base 4.69 4.69* 4.75 5.57 4cyl1197cc 5M 82 114 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
1.2 Kappa S 5.36 5.35* 5.42 6.34 4cyl1197cc 5M 82 114 na na na l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l■ l✔  7/10
1.2 Kappa SX (O) 6.54 6.47* 6.59 7.69 4cyl1197cc 5M 82 114 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.2 Kappa SX (O) AT 7.27 7.22* 7.32 8.53 4cyl1197cc 4A 82 114 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.1 CRDi Base 5.64 5.60* 5.70 6.75 3cyl1197cc 5M 71 180 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
1.1 CRDi S 6.32 6.26* 6.37 7.54 3cyl1197cc 5M 71 180 na na na l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l■ l✔  7/10
1.1 CRDi SX (O) 7.49 7.41* 7.55 8.92 3cyl1197cc 5M 71 180 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Grand i10: Hyundai finds and fills a gap between the i10 and the i20, and this one fits the bill perfectly.

TG Choice: The Asta (O) has some features that no other hatchback in the country gets.
L: 376.5cm W: 166cm H: 152cm Boot: 235 litre Fuel Tank: 43 litre, Ground Clearance:  na  Also try: Maruti Swift, Nissan Micra.

i10: Another excellent compact hatch from Hyundai. Massively practical, very sophisticated for such a small car.

TG Choice: The Magna 1.2 has the best combination of equipment and price
L: 358.5cm W: 159.5cm H: 155cm Boot: 235litre Fuel Tank: 35 litre, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Chevrolet Spark, Maruti Suzuki Wagon R, Datson Go

Santa Fe:  Hyundai takes the fight to Honda CR-V’s door step. Also comes with diesel engine. Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  Go the whole hog and get the 4x4 and it’s not that expensive either
L: 469cm W: 188cm H: 169cm Boot: 969litre Fuel Tank: 64 litre, Ground Clearance: 18.5cm  Also try:  Honda CR-V, Renault Koleos

Santro Xing: Comfortable, refined, user-friendly hatch, it a bit dull looking. Also available: GL & GLS LPG.

TG Choice:  Go for the GLS that at least gets some features
L: 356.5cm W: 152.5cm H: 159cm Boot: 218litre Fuel Tank: 35 litre, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Chevrolet Spark, Hyundai i10, Maruti Suzuki Wagon R

Sonata: Finally, a D-segmenter from Hyundai that takes the fight to its rivals

TG Choice: The automatic with its flappy paddles and feature-rich interiors scores over the manual version 
L: 482cm W: 184cm H: 147cm Boot: Na Fuel Tank: 70litres, Ground Clearance:  15.5cm  Also try:  VW Jetta, Skoda Superb

Verna: Hyundai’s champion mid-size warrior. Fiesta-beater? Oh, yes!

TG Choice:  The Diesel manual gives the best combination of power and economy. The Auto’s nice in the city, though
L: 437cm W: 170cm H: 145.7cm Boot: 465 litre Fuel Tank: 43 litre, Ground Clearance:  Na  Also try: Ford Fiesta, Honda City, VW Vento, Fiat Linea, Maruti SX4.

Xcent: Hyundai has a go at the under-four metre sedan segment with the weirdly-named Xcent.

TG Choice:  1.2 SX (O) boasts of a smooth engine, a good gearbox, and it has all the features that you’d ever need.
L: 399.5cm W: 166cm H: 152cm Boot: 470 litre Fuel Tank: na litre, Ground Clearance:  na  Also try: Maruti DZire, Honda Amaze
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 1 5

MU-7 High 22.31 21.95* 22.25 27.05     4cyl 2999cc 5M 161 360 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

3.0L Diesel Premium 94.19 92.62* 94.15 112    6cyl  2993cc 8A 274 600 230 6.6 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
2.0L Petrol Portfolio na na na 113    4cyl 1999cc 8A 237 340 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
3.0L Diesel Portfolio na na na 120    6cyl  2993cc 8A 274 600 230 6.6 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  - 

5.0L 51.22 67.07 51.86 102 8cyl 5000cc 8A 503 625 250 5.7 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
2.2 D na na na 59.56 4cyl 2179cc 8A 188 450 250 9.31 12 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
3.0L D 64.95 54.4 65.77 69.40 6cyl 2993cc 8A 272 600 250 7.1 7.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
R 5.0 79.63 75.8* 81.30 126 8cyl 5000cc 6A 507 625 250 4.7 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
2.0 P na na na 58.17 4cyl 1999cc 8A 237 340 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10

5.0L 94.18 100.4 95.39 150 8cyl 5000cc 6A 503 625 250 4.8 5.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
5.0L Convertible 99.9 104.6 101.2 159 8cyl 5000cc 6A 503 625 250 4.8 5.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
XKR-S na na na 205 8cyl 5000cc 6A 543 680 300 4.4 5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

V8 S Convertible 165 185 181 224 8cyl 5000cc 8A 488 460 250 4.19 5.35 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
R Coupe na na na 233 8cyl 5000cc 8A 543 680 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

LP700-4 na 370* na 485* 12cyl 6500cc 7A 691 690 350 2.9 4.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

LP700-4 Roadster na 477* na na 12cyl 6500cc 7A 691 690 350 3.0 4.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

LP610-4 na 343* na na  10cyl 5204cc 7A 602 540 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Known for their low-cost, 
reliable diesel engines. Full local manufacture begins in 
2015.

isuZu Dealers 2 Warranty na Website na

MU-7: Think Fortuner, but not from Toyota. Lots of space and brute force.    Build: Assembled

TG Choice: They are importing it. So, there is only one option.
L: 495.5cm W: 180.0cm H: 180.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 76 litre, Ground Clearance: 21cm  Also try: Toyota Fortuner

TG Awards:  Convertible of the year 2013: F-Type
‘  The only problem with it is you can't take it to bed with you’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Turning out brilliant driver's 
cars. The XF is lovely, and the new engines are as good as 
anything out there.

JAguAr Dealers 5 Warranty na Website www.Jaguar.in

XJ: British engineering at its finest, good option for buyers looking for a big non-German luxury sedan.  Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 3.0L Diesel as this car is more about luxury than sheer power.
L: 525cm W: 210cm H: 145.7cm Boot: 520 litre Fuel Tank: 82 litre, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: BMW 7-Series, Audi A8, Mercedes-Benz S-Class.

XF: This model has brought Jag to the same level as its German counterparts. It drives as good as it looks.            Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The R 5.0 for those rare moments when you get to use all that power.
L: 496cm W: 187.7cm H: 146cm Boot: 500 litre Fuel Tank: 70 litre, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: BMW 5-Series, Audi A6, Mercedes-Benz E-Class

XK: Recently face-lifted and the new engines make things better with the R version getting staggeringly fast.  Build: Import

TG Choice:  Definitely the Convertible for that perfect pleasure drive.
L: 539cm W: 212.5cm H: 131.2-132.9cm Boot: 374 litres Fuel Tank: 96 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Mercedes SL, Porsche 911

F-Type: The F-Type continues the legacy of the E-Type, never mind the 50 years break between the two.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  Go for the V8 only for the sound. Don’t forget to tick the Sport exhaust on the feature list.
L: 447cm W: 192 cm H: 130.8-132.1cm Boot: 200 litres Fuel Tank: 72 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Mercedes SL, Porsche 911

TG Awards:  Supercar of the Year 2012: AventadorIndia sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Audi-owned Lambo is firing 
on all cylinders, with its strongest model range yet and 
enough attitude to keep devotees happy.

LAMBorghini Dealers 1 Warranty na Website www.lamborghini.com

Aventador: Stays true to its illustrious supercar heritage. Brute force meets top-notch luxury.  Build: Import

TG Choice: Depends on whether you care about your hairdo or not.
L: 434.5cm W: 190cm H: 113.6cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 90 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Riding a bull, Ferrari 599 GTB

Huracan: The successor to the hugely-popular Gallardo, the new baby Lambo packs an incredible punch.  Build: Import

TG Choice:  LP610-4 is the only one available, and we’re not complaining.
L: 434.5cm W: 190cm H: 116.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 90 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Audi R8, Ferrari 458 Italia

Buyers Guide continued

Buyers Guide continued
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 1 6

Discovery 4 3.0     62.36     82    63.14 146.6 6cyl 2993cc 6A 245 600 180 8.99 6.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

Pure 45.19 51.1 45.75 72.94 4cyl 2179cc 6A 188 420 na 9.8 10.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Prestige 52.30 61.2 52.95 83.87 4cyl 2179cc 6A 188 420 na 9.8 10.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Dynamic 51.35 61.9 52.01 82.80 4cyl 2179cc 6A 188 420 na 9.8 10.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Dynamic Si4 (Coupe) 57.17 67.1 57.95 81.91 4cyl 1999cc 6A 238 340 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

 
2.2d SE   na  na na 52.29 4cyl 2179cc 6A 150 420 179 10.69 11.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
2.2d HSE    na  na na 58.76 4cyl 2179cc 6A 190 420 181 9.76 8.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

3.0 TDV6 na na na 253.43 6cyl 2993cc 8A 256 600 215 7.9 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
4.4 L SDV8 Vogue na 172* na 302.31 8cyl 4367cc 8A 334 700 215 7.21 8.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
4.4 L SDV8 Autobiography na 180* na 312.56 8cyl 4367cc 8A 334 700 215 7.21 8.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10 
5.0L V8 Supercharged   na 190* na 322 8cyl 4999cc 8A 503 625 230 5.4 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10 

3.0L TDV6 HSE 75.4 81.63 76.3 184.54 6cyl 2993cc 6A 242 600 208 8.6 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10 
5.0L V8 Supercharged 86.7   94.41 87.8 213.33 8cyl 4999cc 6A 503 625 222 7.4 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10 

 

SLE 6.99 7.06 6.88 8.14 4cyl 2523cc 5M 63 195 132 27.6 11.5 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
SLX 7.50 7.58 7.38 8.73 4cyl 2523cc 5M 63 195 132 27.6 11.5 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10 
ZLX 7.66   7.75 6.54 8.92 4cyl 2523cc 5M 63 195 132 27.6 11.5 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10 

T01 na 6.44 4.99 5.33 3-phase DC AT 25 53 80 na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
T2    na 6.75 5.55 6.30 3-phase DC AT 25 53 80 na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  5/10 

C2    6.42          5.99*     6.38 7.48 3cyl 1493cc 5M 100 240 145 15.36 13.7 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
C4    6.95 6.53* 6.92 8.10 3cyl 1493cc 5M 100 240 145 15.36 13.7 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
C6    7.40 7.05* 7.37 8.62 3cyl 1493cc 5M 100 240 145 15.36 13.7 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
C8    7.90 7.57* 7.87 9.20 3cyl 1493cc 5M 100 240 145 15.36 13.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10 

TG Awards:  2013: Range Rover SportIndia sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Builder of the best 4x4 by 
far? An old advertising slogan that’s now coming true with 
the latest range of Landies.

LAnd rover Dealers 4 Warranty na Website www.landrover.com

Discovery 4: Thirsty but rather good-looking and fantastic all-round.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 3.0 as there are no options available.
L: 483cm W: 200.9cm H: 183.7cm Boot: 535 litres Fuel Tank: 84 litres, Ground Clearance: 18.5cm  Also try: Mercedes-Benz M-Class, Volvo XC90, BMW X5

Evoque: If looks could kill, the Range Rover Evoque would be a serial killer.              Build: Import

TG Choice:  The Dynamic as it is a proper five-door and has a decently efficient engine.
L: 435.5cm W: 212cm H: 160.5-163.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: na Ground Clearance: na  Also try: Mercedes-Benz M-Class, Volvo XC60, BMW X5

Freelander 2: Your first ascent up the true blue off-roading hill.                   Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 2.2d HSE as this might be a crossover but can still handle off-road very well.
L: 450 cm W: 219.5 cm H: 174cm Boot: 755 litres Fuel Tank: 68 litres, Ground Clearance:  21cm Also try: BMW X3, Audi Q5, Volvo XC60

Range Rover: Still the Rolls-Royce of the SUVs. Now, in a much lighter avatar, with a much heavier price tag.  Build: Import

TG Choice:  4.4L SDV8 Autobiography, as you get loads of torque to play with and all the gizmos under the sun.
L: 499.9cm W: 207.3cm H: 183.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 105 litres, Ground Clearance:  na  Also try: Audi Q7, Mercedes GL Class, BMW X5, Porsche Cayenne

Range Rover Sport: Rangie’s smaller, sportier brother – more practical and clever, but not quite as charming.   Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 5.0L Supercharged to smoke the other cars between red-light drag races.
L: 479cm W: 193cm H: 178cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 84 litres, Ground Clearance:  22.7cm  Also try: Audi Q7, Mercedes-Benz GL-Class

TG Awards:  Family car of the year 2009: Xylo
‘  The Xylo offers what most families in India want - a vehicle that's big enough to take 
them all, plus relatives and a couple of tonnes of luggage' 

India sales in 2013: na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Crossed the fence from 
crude to refined. They do look intent on making it big on 
the world stage over the decade.

MAhindrA Dealers 150 Warranty 1 year, unlimited km Website www.mahindra.com

Bolero: Dinosaur bones, but surprisingly competent. Cheap, rugged, but cramped..

TG Choice:  The SLE as economy works best on a utility vehicle.
L: 410.7cm W: 174.5cm H: 188cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Tata Sumo Victa

e2o: If you’re the kind who loves the Arctic icebergs and is concerned about global warming, this one is for you..

TG Choice:  The T2 as it has space-age toys to play with.
L: 328cm W: 151cm H: 156cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: na, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Trikke

Quanto: Based on the Ingenio platform, the Quanto is the Xylo’s baby-brother. Still ferries seven, albeit at a pinch.

TG Choice:  The C8 as it gets all the goodies that you’d want in your compact SUV.
L: na W: na H: na Boot: na Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Premier Rio
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 1 7

S2    8.43 8.40* 8.30 7.97* 4cyl 2523cc 5M 75 200 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ -
S4                                                  9.07 8.99* 8.95 8.59* 4cyl 2179cc 5M 120 280 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
S6   10.15 10.15* 10.14 9.77* 4cyl 2179cc 5M 120 280 na na na l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
S6+ 10.43 10.43* 10.43 10.04* 4cyl 2179cc 5M 120 280 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
S8    11.40 11.32* 11.28 10.84* 4cyl 2179cc 5M 120 280 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
S10 12.04 11.95* 11.92 11.46* 4cyl 2179cc 5M 120 280 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Thar AC 7.40 6.97 7.37 8.70 4cyl 2498cc 5M 105 247 138 15.2 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ 5/10

1.4 G2 5.36             5.34     5.31 6.44 4cyl 1390cc 5M 75 110 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
1.4 G4 5.58 5.61 5.53 6.70 4cyl 1390cc 5M 75 110 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
1.5 D2 6.44 6.33 6.39 7.77 4cyl 1461cc 5M 65 160 165 17.4 18.9 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
1.5 D6 7.35 7.45 7.29 8.84 4cyl 1461cc 5M 65 160 165 17.4 18.9 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10

 D2  5.73             5.69*     5.68 6.88 4cyl 1461cc 5M 64 160 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
 D4  6.00 5.95* 5.94 7.19 4cyl 1461cc 5M 64 160 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
 D6  6.60 6.55* 6.54 7.95 4cyl 1461cc 5M 64 160 na 16.57 14 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10

W4  10.92 10.95* 10.92 13.14 4cyl 2179cc 6M 140 330 190 12.3 11 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10 
W6  12.08 13.10 12.08 14.52 4cyl 2179cc 6M 140 330 190 12.3 11 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
W8  13.68 14.66 13.69 16.44 4cyl 2179cc 6M 140 330 190 12.3 11 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
W8 AWD 14.79 15.65 14.79 17.75 4cyl 2179cc 6M 140 330 180 13.1 10.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

D2    7.81 8.43 7.77 9.20 4cyl 2489cc 5M 95 220 155 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
D4    8.24 9.11 8.19 9.69 4cyl 2489cc 5M 95 220 155 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
H4    8.38 9.74 8.43 9.97 4cyl 2498cc 5M 122 280 155 15.2 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
H8    9.49 10.21 9.56 11.27 4cyl 2498cc 5M 122 280 155 15.2 na l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  6/10
H9    10.86 12.06 10.82 12.78 4cyl 2179cc 5M 122 280 165 13.0 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

Std  2.53 2.44* 2.56 3.29 3cyl 796cc 5M 47 69 na 18 16 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
LX    2.88 3.06 2.92 3.74 3cyl 796cc 5M 47 69 na 18 16 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
LXi  3.10 3.30 3.14 4.01 3cyl 796cc 5M 47 69 na 18 16 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10

 
K10 Lxi 3.32 3.49 3.36 4.27 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 145 13.3 15.4 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
K10 Vxi 3.45 3.65 3.49 4.44 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 145 13.3 15.4 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10

Scorpio: Ever-improving SUV offers great value, excellent practicality for India and now-decent road manners. Top car.

TG Choice:  The S8 as it provides good value-for-money. 
L: 443cm W: 181.7cm H: 197.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Tata Sumo Grande, Tata Safari Storme

Thar: Old-school SUV with go-anywhere attitude.

TG Choice:  No choices, but it now comes with an aircon, no hard-top though.
L: 392cm W: 171cm H: 193cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance:  20cm  Also try: Mahindra Tractor

Verito: Spacious, solid and a super ride. To top that, it comes with mouth-watering price tags.

TG Choice:  The 1.5 D2 has a good diesel engine, which is low on maintenance and easy on the pocket.
L: 424.7cm W: 174cm H: 154cm Boot: 510 litres Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: 17.2cm  Also try: Maruti Suzuki Swift DZire, Tata Indigo

Verito Vibe: A Verito minus the boot. But don’t mistake it for a hatch, it’s a super-compact sedan with 330litres of boot space.

TG Choice: The 1.5 D2 has a good diesel engine and easy on the pocket.
L: 399cm W: 174cm H: 154cm Boot: 330 litres Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: 17.2cm  Also try: VW Polo, Maruti Swift

XUV 5OO: Its heart is in the right place, but the dynamic chinks need ironing out.

TG Choice: W8 AWD as it comes with feature list that runs in to multiple pages and it manages to do that at a mind-blowing price tag.
L: 450cm W: 185cm H: 178.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 18.6cm  Also try: Tata Aria, Tata Safari Storme

Xylo: Innova-slayer with the sedan market in sight. Big, spacious and value-for-money

TG Choice: D2 as it will be more of a people mover than your personal set of wheels.
L: 450cm W: 185cm H: na Boot: na Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 18.6cm  Also try: Toyota Innova, Tata Sumo Victa

TG Awards:  Urban car of the yar 2009: Ritz
‘  Maruti's newest hatch is everything that its luxurious namesake in the hospitality 
industry is not. Ideal candidate then...’ 

India sales in July 2012: 82,234
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: A brand most Indians trust 
more than they do their spouses. And for good reason. 
Cars are good. Service and support, brilliant.

MAruti suZuki Dealers 1127 Warranty 2 Website www.marutisuzuki.com

Alto 800: Maruti’s idea of cheap transportation. Gets the tried-and-tested engine and Alto’s platform

TG Choice: The LXi as power steering and air-con is a must in the city.
L: 339.5cm W: 147.5cm H: 147.5cm Boot: 117 litre Fuel Tank: 35 litres, Ground Clearance: 16cm  Also try: Tata Nano, Chevrolet Spark, Hyundai Eon

Alto K10: New engine and transmission mean you can say “Alto” and “performance” in the same sentence.

TG Choice:  The VXi gives good bang for your buck.
L: 362cm W: 147.5cm H: 146cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 35 litres, Ground Clearance: 16cm  Also try: Tata Nano

Buyers Guide continued
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VXi  7.39 6.99* 7.35 7.46* 4cyl 1373cc 5M 91 130 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔   l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
ZXi (O) 9.01 8.59* 8.98 9.01* 4cyl 1373cc 5M 91 130 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✔  l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
ZXI AT 9.78 9.34* 9.75 9.89* 4cyl 1373cc 4A 91 130 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10
VDi  8.46 8.04* 8.42 8.56* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔  l✖  l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
VDi + 9.06 8.63* 9.02 9.17* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na l✔   l✔  l✔   l✔  l  l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔  7/10
ZDi (O) 10.25 9.80* 10.21 10.37* 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na l✔  l✔ l✔  l✔ l  l✔ l✔  l✔ l✔  7/10 

LXI  3.87 3.76* 3.89 4.56 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
LXI AMT 4.26 4.14* 4.27 5.01 3cy998cc 5A 67 90 na na na l✖  l✖  l✖ l✖  l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
VXI  4.12 4.05* 4.18 4.90 3cy998cc 5M 67 90 na na na l✖  l✖ l✖  l✖ l✔  l✖  l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
VXI AMT 4.51 4.43* 4.56 5.34 3cy998cc 5A 67 90 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖ l✔  l✖  l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
ZXI  4.42 4.34* 4.47 5.24 3cy998cc 5M 67 90 na na na l✖  l✖ l✖  l✖ l  l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
ZXI (O) 4.87 4.78* 4.92 5.76 3cy998cc 5A 67 90 na na na l✔  l✖ l✔  l✖  l  l✖ l✔  l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10

5 STR AC 3.59 3.69 3.57 4.18 4cyl 1196cc 5M 73 101 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10
7 STR 3.47 3.56 3.44 4.04 4cyl 1196cc 5M 73 101 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10

LXi  6.24 6.55 6.21 7.21 4cyl 1373cc 5M 94 130 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
VXi  6.93 7.50 6.91 8.14 4cyl 1373cc 5M 94 130 na na na l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
ZXi  7.73 8.14 7.70 8.71 4cyl 1373cc 5M 94 130 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
LDi  7.65 8.39 7.62 9.07 4cyl 1248cc 5M 88 200 165 12.7 13.5 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
VDi  8.29 9.12 8.26 9.85 4cyl 1248cc 5M 88 200 165 12.7 13.5 l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
ZDi  8.94 9.55 8.91 10.60 4cyl 1248cc 5M 88 200 165 12.7 13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10

MT  na 25.76 23.96 17.51* 4cyl 2393cc 5M 164 225 175 13.3 6.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  4/10
AT    na 27.86 25.96 18.86* 4cyl 2393cc 4A 164 225 175 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  4/10

MT  na 18.65 17 20.54 4cyl 2393cc 6M 176 230 215 8.8 12.5* l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
AT    na 19.76 18.02 21.77 4cyl 2393cc 6A 176 230 205 7.8 12.5* l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

LXi  4.41 4.75 4.42 5.55 4cyl 1198cc 5M 85 113 na 13.8 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
VXi  4.71 5.15 4.74 5.59 4cyl 1198cc 5M 85 113 na 13.8 na l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
ZXi  5.32 5.79 5.36 6.73 4cyl 1198cc 5M 85 113 na 13.8 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
LDi  5.45 5.96 5.45 6.95 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 na 14.6 16 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
VDi  5.78 6.30 5.63 8.15 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 na 14.6 16 l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10

Maruti Suzuki Ciaz
Maruti has another shot at cracking the executive 
sedan market with the SX4’s successor

The SX4 was a fairly 
capable sedan, but 
it never topped the 
sales charts. With the 
Ciaz, though, Maruti 
is looking to turn 
things around in the 
exec sedan category. 
Inspired by the 

‘Authentics’ concept, 
the Ciaz can be had 
with a 1.4-litre petrol 
or a 1.3-litre diesel 
engine. A five-speed 
manual is available, 
as is a four-speed 
automatic. Priced 
competitively, too.

New 

eNtry

Ciaz:  Maruti’s answer to the Citys and the Vernas of the world. Available in petrol and diesel, manual and automatic guises.

TG Choice:  The VDi + is a very well-equipped variant, at a very reasonable price.
L: 449cm W: 173cm H: 148.5cm Boot: 510 litre Fuel Tank: 43 litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Hyundai Verna, Honda City, Volkswagen Vento

Celerio:  Another no-frills commuter from Maruti. But there’s a pleasant surprise this time – an automated manual gearbox.

TG Choice:  The VXi AMT will, in most cases, be your first time with an auto. And you won’t regret it.
L: 360cm W: 160cm H: 156cm Boot: 235 litre Fuel Tank: 35 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Hyundai Eon, Maruti Alto 800, Datsun Go

Eeco:  Don’t let the marketing gimmick fool you. The Eeco is a stripped-down Versa at a rock-bottom price.

TG Choice:  5STR AC , you deserve to be treated like royalty.
L: 367.5 cm W: 174 cm H: 180cm Boot: 147.5 litres Fuel Tank: 40 litres, Ground Clearance: 16cm  Also try: Watching the IPL instead on a dull evening

Ertiga: Maruti jumps on the people-mover bandwagon with the Ertiga. Drives like a car, seats seven and it’s compact.

TG Choice:  The ZXi. as it’s actually fun to drive, perfect for those spirited white-van drivers.
L: 426.5 cm W: 169.5 cm H: 168.5cm Boot: na  Fuel Tank: 45  litres, Ground Clearance: 18.5cm  Also try: Mahindra Xylo, Toyota Innova

Grand Vitara: A brand new Vitara that’s much more modern in terms of both appearance and driving dynamics. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The AT as this is not a driver’s car.
L: 447cm W: 181cm H: 169.5cm Boot: 400 litres Fuel Tank: 66 litres, Ground Clearance: 20cm  Also try: Chevrolet Captiva, Toyota Fortuner

Kizashi: Good all-rounder,strong engine, long feature list. Could have been priced better. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The MT to unlock the true potential of this car.
L: 465 cm W: 182 cm H: 184.2cm Boot: 461 litre Fuel Tank: 63 litres, Ground Clearance: 14.6cm  Also try: Skoda Superb.

Ritz: If there’s ever a fill-it-shut-it-forget-it car, this is it.

TG Choice:  The VDi . As there is no ZDi variant for the Ritz. 
L: 371.5cm W: 168cm H: 162cm Boot: 178 litre Fuel Tank: 43  litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Ford Figo, Chevrolet Beat
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LXi  4.56 4.97 4.57 5.77 4cyl 1197cc 5M 86 114 160 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
VXi  4.99 5.48 5.01 6.30 4cyl 1197cc 5M 86 114 160 na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
ZXi  5.82 6.32 5.84 7.34 4cyl 1197cc 5M 86 114 160 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10
LDi  5.65 6.20 5.60 7.22 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 160 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
VDi  6.12 6.90 6.10 7.82 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 160 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
ZDi  6.89 7.76 6.91 8.80 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 160 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10

LXi  4.89 5.44 4.93 5.86 4cyl 1197cc 5M 86 114 160 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10 
VXi  5.45 5.99 5.51 6.48 4cyl 1197cc 5M 86 114 160 na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10 
AT    6.38 7.55 6.44 7.82 4cyl 1197cc 4A 86 114 155 14.8 10.5 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10 
ZXi  6.35 7.15 6.38 7.48 4cyl 1197cc 5M 86 114 160 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10 
LDi  6.01 6.90 6.05 7.26 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 160 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10 
VDi  6.57 7.50 6.63 7.89 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 160 na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10 
ZDi  7.39 8.44 7.43 8.81 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 160 na na l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10 

VXi  7.55 8.10 7.51 8.71 4cyl 1586cc 5M 102 145 175 12.5 13.5 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
ZXi  8.39 8.92 8.35 9.64 4cyl 1586cc 5M 102 145 175 12.5 13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
ZXi AT 8.96 9.69 8.93 10.04 4cyl 1586cc 5A 102 145 175 12.5 13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
VDi  8.48 9.32 8.44 9.89 4cyl 1248cc 5M 88 200 160 13.3 14.8 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
ZDi  9.40 10.35 9.37 10.94 4cyl 1248cc 5M 88 200 160 13.3 14.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

LX    3.70 3.92 3.71 4.26 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 155 15.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Lxi   3.96 4.23 3.97 4.66 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 155 15.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Vxi   4.16 4.52 4.21 4.95 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 155 15.4 na l■ l■ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Stingray LXi 4.17 4.13* 4.19 4.91 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 155 15.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Stingray Vxi 4.41 4.41* 4.45 5.23 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 155 15.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Stingray Vxi (O) 4.69 4.70* 4.74 5.56 3cyl 998cc 5M 67 90 155 15.4 na l■ l■ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10

A 180 Sport 26.16 NA 26.92 34.47 4cyl 1595cc 7A 121 200 na 9.85 12.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
A 180 Style 25.20 NA 25.96 33.27 4cyl 2143cc 7A 107 250 na 9.9 14 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

B180 NA NA NA 26.77 4cyl 1595cc 7A 122 200 200 10.59 12.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
B 180 CDI Style 27.31 NA 27.31 30.02 4cyl 2143cc 7A 108 250 200 10.65 16.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
B 180 Sport 28.38 NA 28.38 31.69 4cyl 1595cc 7A 122 200 200 10.5 10.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

C 200 CGI Avantgarde 34.11 36.55 33.43 38.33 4cyl 1796cc 7A 186 285 200 8.6 9.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
C 220 CDI Avantgarde 35.44 40.00 36.12 42.62 4cyl 2143cc 7A 204 500 220 8.2 11.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Swift: The most popular Maruti ever. Looks fab, drives well, has two great engines and lots of equipment.

TG Choice:  ZXI as it offers all the safety features not found in the diesel variant.
L: 385cm W: 169.5cm H: 153cm Boot: 204 litre Fuel Tank: 42 litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Chevrolet Sail U-VA, Hyundai i20

Swift DZire: Recently refreshed, looks better but reduces some of its boot space. 

TG Choice:  ZDI as it has a frugal yet powerful powerplant and comes with a set of safety features.
L: 399.5cm W: 169.5cm H: 155.5cm Boot: 316 litre Fuel Tank: 42 litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Mahindra Verito, Tata Indigo, Nissan Sunny

SX4: Suzuki and Fiat came together to develop this car, and it’s worth it. Good value, reasonable to drive.

TG Choice:  ZDi as it offer the usual gizmos and leather seats optional.
L: 449cm W: 173.5cm H: 155-156cm Boot: 505 litre Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Ford Fiesta, Hyundai Verna, Honda City

Wagon R: More spacious than its predecessor and much nicer to look at. Definitely for the family man... or woman

TG Choice:  The VXI offers features available in more expensive cars at a reasonable price.
L: 359.5cm W: 147.5cm H: 167cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 35 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Chevrolet Spark, Hyundai Santro Xing

TG Awards:  SUV of the year 2010: GL-Class
‘  In the SUV category, size matters, and the GL  
deals that out  in spades’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Still the definitive symbol of 
luxury and status in India. Good credibility too. But BMW, 
Audi are slowly eating into the sheen.

MerCedes-BenZ Dealers 64 Warranty na Website www.mercedes-benz.co.in

A-Class: Merc’s newest offering is dressed to kill. Now the stepping stone to Benz ownership.     Build: Import

TG Choice:  The A 180 Sport, as it’s got enough show to match the go.
L: 429.2cm W: 178cm H: 143.3cm Boot: 341litres Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: na Also try: Fiat 500, Mini Cooper

B-Class: Merc’s B-Class is ultimately a large luxury hatchback. Now a more practical alternative to the A-Class.     Build: Import

TG Choice:  The B 180 Sport, as it has the same equipment as the B 180 but comes with Sport pack enhancements.
L: 435.9cm W: 178.6cm H: 155.7cm  Boot: 486litres Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm Also try: Audi Q3, BMW X1

C-Class: Excellent new C-Class returns to traditional Merc values and quality. As soothing as a champagne jacuzzi.     Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 250CDI, as it has a brilliant 2.2 litre engine with 500Nm of torque
L: 459cm W: 177cm H: 144.7cm Boot: 475litres Fuel Tank: 66 litres, Ground Clearance: 12cm Also try: Audi A4, BMW 3-Series

Buyers Guide continued
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 2 0

CLA45 AMG na 68.50* na na 4cyl 1991cc 7A 355 450 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

C LS 350 na 89.9* na na 6cyl 3498cc 7A 306 370 250 6.32 6.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

 
E 200 46.33 41.5* 46.33 49.56 4 cyl1991cc 7A 181 300 na 9.2  9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10 
E 250 CDI  48.51 44.5* 48.51 57.08 4cyl 2143cc 7A 202 500 na 8.31   11.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
E63 AMG  na 129* na na 8cyl 5461cc 7A 550 720 na 8.31   11.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
E 350 CDI  na na na 57.42* 6cyl 2987cc 7A 258 619 na na   na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -

GL 350 CDI  75.26 77.5* 75.26 na 6 cyl 2987cc 7A 258 619   na 7.9 13.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
GL63 AMG  na na na 166* 8cyl 5461cc 7A 550 760   250 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

200 Sport na 36* na na 4cyl 1991cc 7A 181 300   na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
200 CDI Style na 32.75* na na 4cyl 2143cc 7A 134 300  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
200 CDI Sport na 36.9* na na 4cyl 2143cc 7A 134 300  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
GLA 45 AMG na na na 69.6* 4cyl 1991cc 7A 355 450  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

 
ML 350 CDI    66.97  56.9*  66.97 73.45 6cyl 2987cc 7A 254 620 225 na   na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
ML 250 CDI    55.77  46.50*  55.77 59.28 4cyl 2143cc 7A 204 500 na na   na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
ML63 AMG  na 149* na na 8cyl 5461cc 7A 550 760 250 na   5.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

S350 CDI 160 107* 160 107* 6cyl 2987 cc 7A 255 620 250  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10
S 500 L 160 127* 160 127* 8cyl 4663 cc 7A 453 700 250  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

 
SLK 350  87.53  71.43  87.53 108.1 6cyl 3498cc 7A 306 370  250 6.6 7.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
SLK55 AMG  na 126*  na na 8cyl 5461cc 7A 420 540  250 5.6 5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

G63 AMG NA NA NA 218.4 8cyl 5461cc 7A 536 760  210 5.4  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Cooper NA NA NA 24.90* 4cyl 1598cc 6A 120 160   na  na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Cooper S NA NA NA 27.90* 4cyl 1598cc 6A 181 240   220  7.23  9.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

CLA45 AMG: Propelled by the most powerful turbocharged four-cylinder engine in production. Looks smashing.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  Why would you want any other variant?
L: 469cm W: 177cm H: 141.6cm Boot: 470litres Fuel Tank: 56 litres Ground Clearance: na Also try: Weeping at your puny savings

CLS: Superb alternative to a luxury sedan. Goes well, turns heads too.  Build: Import

TG Choice:  CLS350 is the only option available. 
L: 494cm W: 188cm H: 141.6cm Boot: 520litres Fuel Tank: 80litres Ground Clearance: 12cm Also try: Audi A7, BMW GT 5

E-Class: Fresh new styling with a touch of character, great engine and new features make it an irresistible offer Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  Definitely the E250 CDI makes enough power and easy on the wallet too.
L: 486.8cm W: 185cm H: 147.4cm Boot: 540litres Fuel Tank: 80 litres, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Audi A6, BMW 5-Series, Volvo S80

GL-Class: All the creature comforts you need, and a boot that can easily swallow your camping equipment.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  There’s just one variant in petrol and diesel each. Pick as per your wallet’s contents.
L: 509.9cm W: 192cm H: 185cm Boot: 520 litres Fuel Tank: 100litre, Ground Clearance:  na  Also try: Audi Q7, 1BHK apartment.

GLA-Class: A bigger A-Class. Offers a good ride, enough features and also, it’s fun to drive    Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 200 Sport as it is a sweeter drive.
L: 441.7cm W: 180.4cm H: 149.4cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 50litre Ground Clearance: 183mm  Also try: Audi Q3, BMW X1.

M-Class: Second-gen M is vastly better, great quality, good on-road. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The 250 CDI for locally assembled and a more value for money proposition.
L: 480.4cm W: 192.6cm H: 179.6cm Boot: 690 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Audi Q7, BMW X5, Volvo XC90

S-Class: Not just the best car in the world. It redefines what a car will be expected to do in the future. Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The S500 L, as it allows you a broader scope for customisation. 
L: 524.6cm W: 189.9cm H: 149.4cm Boot: 530 litres Fuel Tank: 80 litres, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Audi A8, BMW 7-Series, Jaguar XJ

SLK: The new SLK is now a proper baby SL. We like!   Build: Import

TG Choice:  Still waiting for the SLK 200 CDI which makes 400Nm of torque.
L: 413.4cm W: 200cm H: 130.1cm Boot: 335 litre Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: BMW 6-Series

G-Wagon: The G-Wagon is still going strong. The AMG V8 gives it hot-rod performance. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The G63 AMG
L: 410cm W: 201cm H: 193.8cm Boot: 300 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Army tank.

TG Awards:  Car of the Year 2012: Mini Cooper SIndia sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Mini has managed what 
other carmakers struggle to do -- make a small, fun car, 
and charge a premium

Mini Dealers 2 Warranty na Website www. mini.in

Mini: The basics are wrong: transverse engine, FWD, but tell that to yourself when you are smiling end to end    Build: Import

TG Choice:  The Cooper S is the one to go for if you want to have real fun.
L: 372cm W: 189cm H: 140.7cm Boot: 300 litres Fuel Tank: 40 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA Also try: Fiat 500 Abarth
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 2 1

Cooper Convertible NA NA NA 29.99* 4cyl 1598cc 6A 122 160   190  12.2  9.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10  

Countryman S NA NA NA 31.99* 4cyl 1598cc 6A 184 260   210  8.2  8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
ONE 23.50 23.50* 23.50 32.66 4cyl 1598cc 6A 90 153   na  na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Cooper D  25.60 25.60* 25.60 35.68 4cyl 1598cc 6A 112 270   na  na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10
Cooper D High 28.90 28.90* 28.90 28.90* 4cyl 1598cc 6A 112 270   na  na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Pajero Sport 23.07 24.43* 23.41 28.27 4cyl 2477cc 5M 178 400 200  13.3 9.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

XE    8.50 8.49*   8.64 10.78 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 160 15.5 11.9 l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
XE+ 8.93 8.92*  9.08 11.31 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 160 15.5 11.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
XL    9.73 9.49*   9.90 12.10 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 160 15.5 12.20 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
XV    10.38 9.99*  10.56 12.72 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 160 15.5 12.81 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

 
XE    4.29 4.70   4.37 5.03 3cyl 1198cc 5M  74 104 na na 13.3 l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
XE Diesel 5.44 5.57*   5.55 6.89 4cyl 1461cc 5M  63 160 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
XE Plus 4.57 5.00   4.66 5.61 3cyl 1198cc 5M  74 104 na na 13.3  l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
XL    5.43 5.42   5.54 6.04 3cyl 1198cc 5M  74 104 na na 13.3  l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
XV    6.41 6.15   6.53 6.83 3cyl 1198cc 5M  74 104 na na 13.3  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Diesel XV  6.80 6.67   6.92 7.05 4cyl 1461cc 5M  63 160 na 11.5 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Diesel XV - Premium  7.03 7.41   7.16 8.04 4cyl 1461cc 5M  63 160 na 11.5 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
XV S 4.79 4.71   4.79 4.91 3cyl 1198cc 5M  63 104 na na 13.3 l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
XV P Diesel 7.13 7.14   7.26 7.45 4cyl 1461cc 5M  63 160 na na 13.3  l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  5/10

XE    na 6.99*   na 7.29* 4cyl 1498cc 5M 98 134 185 11.9 11 l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
XL    na 7.61*  na 7.94* 4cyl 1498cc 5M 98 134 185 11.9 11 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  6/10
XL CVT na 8.91*   na 9.29* 4cyl 1498cc CVT 100 134 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
XE Diesel na 7.99*  na 8.33* 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
XL Diesel na 8.60*   na 8.97* 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
XV Diesel na 9.33*   na 9.73* 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
XV Diesel Safety na 9.60*   na 10.02* 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

250 XL 21.11 24.89   21.51 26.51 6cyl 2496cc 4A 179 228 205 10.5 5.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
250 XV 24.85 29.28  25.33 31.11* 6cyl 2496cc 4A 179 228 205 10.5  5.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

Countryman:  When four-door practicality meets the Mini badge, what you have is the Countryman    Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The Cooper D is perfect and the Mini-est of the Countrymans.
L: 410cm W: 178cm H: 156.1cm Boot: 350 litres Fuel Tank: 47 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA Also try: Mercedes B-Class

TG Awards:  SUV of the year 2012: Pajero SportIndia sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Japanese industrial giant 
that now sells a single SUV in our market - the Pajero 
Sport.

MitsuBishi Dealers 42 Warranty na Website www.mitsubishi-motors.co.in

Pajero Sport: This is for those forever looking for shortcuts through the bushes. Fantastic off-road, adequate on it.

TG Choice:  The only one on sale comes with all the goodies that you’ll ever want. 
L:469.5cm W: 181.5cm H: 184cm  Boot: NA Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 21.5cm  Also try: Toyota Fortuner, Nissan X-Trail, Renault Koleos

TG Awards:  Interior of the year 2009: Teana
‘  Step inside the Teana and you'll be reminded
of plush lobbies and expensive suites’

India sales in July 2012: 3,481
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: A big Japanese car maker 
with a factory in England. Its portfolio becomes more 
respectable as each new model appears. 

nissAn Dealers 65 Warranty 2 years/ 50,000km Website www.nissan.in

Evalia: A spacious MPV with decent on-road dynamics. But its looks are a challenge, and there’s already the Ertiga.

TG Choice:  XV as it comes fully loaded. ABS, airbags and alloys come standard. No climate control though.
L:440cm W: 170cm H: 186cm Boot: Na Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Toyota Innova, Mahindra Xylo, Maruti Ertiga

Micra: Nissan’s budget small car armed with features you won’t see even in cars twice its price. Peppy and fun to drive too.

TG Choice:  The XL is perfect, avoid the temptation of buying the diesel
L:378cm W: 166cm H: 153cm Boot: 251 litres Fuel Tank: 41 litres, Ground Clearance: 15cm  Also try: Maruti Swift, Maruti Ritz, Chevrolet Beat

Sunny: Lots of passenger space, safety features like driver airbag and ABS, even on the base variant 

TG Choice: XL Diesel is a head-over-heart decision as it comes with safety features, and you save a fair bit over the XV variant.
L:442.5cm W: 169.5cm H: 151.5cm Boot: 490 litres Fuel Tank: 41 litres, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Maruti DZire, Toyota Etios

 Teana: Elegant sedan with a luxurious interior and a refined engine.    Build: Assembled

TG Choice: XV for the aircraft-style reclining front passenger seat.
L:485cm W: 179.5cm H: 148.5cm Boot: 490 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 14.6cm  Also try: Toyota Camry

Buyers Guide continued
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1.5D XE 9.46 10.87 9.64 11.90 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na  na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10
1.5D XL 10.48 12.46  10.68 13.18 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10
1.5D XL (110PS) 11.07 13.23  11.28 14.18 4cyl 1461cc 5M 110 200 216 11.96  13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 8/10
1.5D XL Plus 10.83 12.78  11.04 13.71 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 8/10
1.5D XV 11.99 14.19  12.21 14.99 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
1.5D XV Premium 12.28 14.53  12.52 15.35 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
1.6P XL 9.51 10.95  9.69 11.97 4cyl 1596cc 5M 108 145 na na  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 7/10

 

Turbo  219 219* 219 219* 6cyl 3600cc 6M 480 620 310 3.9 7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
Turbo Cabriolet na  na  na na 6cyl 3600cc 6M 480 620 310 4 6.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
GT3  213 213* 213 213* 6cyl 3600cc 6M 415 405 310  4.3 6.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  - 

Boxster S 80.24  80.24*  80.24 91.51* 6cyl 3436cc 7A 315 360 277 5.4 8.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

 
Cayenne  na  na*  na na 6cyl 3598cc 6M 290 385 227 8.1 6.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Cayenne S  100  100*  100 100* 8cyl 4806cc 6M 385 500 252 6.6 6.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Cayenne GTS  116  116*  116 116* 8cyl 4806cc 6M 405 500 253 6.1 6.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Cayenne GTS PDE   na  na  na na 8cyl 4806cc 6M 405 500 253 6.1 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l   l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Cayenne Turbo   210  210*  210 210* 8cyl 4806cc 6A 500 700 275 5.1 6.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
Cayenne Turbo S   213  213*  213 213* 8cyl 4806cc 6A 550 na 278 4.7  na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Cayenne Diesel   70.49  79.49*  79.49 79.49* 6cyl 2967cc 6A 240 550 214 7.07  9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Cayman S   94.51  94.51*  94.51 94.51* 6cyl 3436cc 7A 321 370 275  4.99 4.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

S Diesel   na  na  na 98.18* 6cyl 2967cc 7A 241 580 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10
Turbo   na  na  na 108* 6cyl 3604cc 7A 394 550 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

Panamera   119 119* 119 119* 6cyl 3605cc 7A 305 400 285  5.6 5.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
Panamera 4   122 122 122 122 6cyl 3605cc 7A 414 520 285  5.6 5.6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
Panamera 4S   149.8  149.8*  149.8 149.8* 6cyl 2997cc 7A 414 520 282  5 6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
Panamera S   149.8  149.8*  149.8 149.8* 6cyl 2997cc 7A 414 520 282  5 6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
Panamera SE Hybrid   149.8  149.8*  149.8 149.8* 6cyl 2995cc 8A 328 440 282  5 6 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
Panamera D   149.8  149.8*  149.8 149.8* 6cyl 2967cc 8A 246 550 282  6.75 9.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
Panamera Turbo   200  200*  200 200* 8cyl 4806cc 7A 512 700 303  4.2 5.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10
Panamera GTS   161  161*  161 161* 8cyl 4806cc 7A 434 520 303  4.2 5.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -
Panamera Diesel  na  na  na na 6cyl 2967cc 8A 250 550 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  -

 

 Terrano: The Duster gets new clothes and lots of chrome. Looks a tad more premium than its French cousin    Build: Assembled

TG Choice: XV for all the thrills, frills and comforts.
L:433.1cm W: 182.2cm H: 167.1cm  Boot:  475 litres Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: 20.5cm  Also try: Renault Duster, Ford Ecosport

TG Awards:  Luxury car of the year 2010: Panamera
Travelling in the back seat of a Panamera is like being in a TGV  
when the other luxobarges are more like Rajdhanis

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: A big name in sports 
car  manufacture and motorsport and deservedly so. It 
produces cars of immense capability and quality.

PorsChe Dealers 7  Warranty na Website www.porscheindia.com

911: Iconic. Instantly recognisable, fantastic to drive, near-perfect. (Also available in AT: PDK)  Build: Import

TG Choice: Straight Turbo.
L:443cm W: na H: 130.3cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 64 litres, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Nothing gets close

Boxster: Step 1 into Porsche-land is still a divine experience.     Build: Import

TG Choice: Feels so inherently right. Just get a sport exhaust.
L:432.9cm W: na H: 128.2cm Boot: 150 litres Fuel Tank: 64 litres, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Mercedes-Benz SLK350

Cayenne: Big bad mutha. Perfect if you want a Porsche, but are scared of our roads.   Build: Import

TG Choice: Go Turbo. The environment is doomed anyway.
L:479.8cm W: na H: 170.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 100 litres, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Audi Q7, BMW X5, Mercedes-Benz M-Class

Cayman: Baby 911 is a great sports car. Supernatural handling.     Build: Import

TG Choice:  The S for everyday driving.
L:444cm W: na H: 129.4cm Boot: 150 litresFuel Tank: 64 litres, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: GranTurismo S

Macan: Want a sportscar that’s actually an SUV? This is as close as it gets.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  The Turbo is the variant you want.
L:468cm W: 192cm H: 162.4cm Boot: 500 litresFuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance: NA Also try: Range Rover Evoque

Panamera: A 911 for the family man, with two extra doors and a rear seat.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  The base S is actually quite good. Turbo is very fast.
L:497cm W: na H: 141.8cm Boot: 820 litres Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance: NA  Also try: Mercedes CLS AMG, Mercedes S-Class AMG
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 2 3

GX                                                  6.33  6.92  6.15 6.67 4cyl 1173cc 5M 75 104 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖          l✖                 2/10
GLX   6.61  7.22  6.42 6.97 4cyl 1173cc 5M 75 104 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 2/10
DX Multijet 6.96 7.88 7.12 7.62 4cyl 1248cc 5M 72 183 na 15.03 14 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
LX Multijet   7.24  8.20  7.41 7.93 4cyl 1248cc 5M 72 183 na 15.03 14 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10 

RXE 7.82 9.75 7.79 9.40 4cyl 1598cc 5M 103 145 na  na na l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 7/10
RXL 9.10 10.84 9.06 10.49 4cyl 1598cc 5M 103 145 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖   7/10
RXE D 85 8.68 9.75 8.64 9.43 4cyl 1461cc 5M 84 200 na  14.71 14 l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 7/10
RXL D 85 9.67 10.84 9.63 11.64 4cyl 1461cc 5M 84 200 na  14.71 14 l✖  l✔ l✔ l✖  l✔ l✖  l✔ l✖  l✔  7/10
RXL PACK D 85 10.93 11.97 10.88 13.19 4cyl 1461cc 5M 84 200 na  14.71 14 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
 RXL D 110 10.88 12.47 10.78 12.95 4cyl 1461cc 6M 108 248 na  11.76 14.1 l✖  l✔ l✔ l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
RXZ D 110 11.47 13.57 11.36 14.04 4cyl 1461cc 6M 108 248 na  11.76 14.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
RXZ PACK D 110 11.99 13.73 11.89 14.65 4cyl 1461cc 6M 108 248 na  11.76 14.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
RXZ 110 AWD 13.22 13.00* 13.10 13.00* 4cyl 1461cc 6M 108 248 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

 
Petrol 15.56 16.80 15.45 18.46 4cyl 1997cc CVT 135 190 180  10.2 13 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  4/10
E2  Diesel 13.86 16.32 13.68 16.71 4cyl 1461cc 6M 108 240 170  11.7 21 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
E4 Diesel 15.49 18.05 15.38 18.63 4cyl 1461cc 6M 108 240 170  11.7 21 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

4x2 MT 21.65 24.85 21.55 21.33* 4cyl 1995cc 6M 171 320 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
4x4 MT 23.97 27.95 23.97 23.97* 4cyl 1995cc 6M 171 320 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
4x4 AT 25.42 29.10 25.30 25.30* 4cyl 1995cc 6A 171 320 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

RXL 8.84 9.96 8.30 10.68 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na  13.8 18 l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
RXZ 9.75 10.95 8.81 11.75 4cyl 1461cc 5M 85 200 na  13.8 18 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ 4/10
RXE Petrol 7.21 8.05 7.19 8.45 4cyl 1498cc 5M 98 134 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ 4/10
RXL Petrol 7.99 8.89 7.97 9.50 4cyl 1498cc 5M 98 134 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10 

RXL 6.13 6.97 6.11 7.43 4cyl 1461cc 5M 63 160 na  na na l■ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
RXZ 6.97 7.89 6.95 8.24 4cyl 1461cc 5M 63 160 na  na na l■ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
RXE Petrol 4.41 4.88 4.41 5.19 3cyl 1198cc 5M 75 104 na  na na l■ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
RXL Petrol 5.15 4.66 5.14 6.13 3cyl 1198cc 5M 75 104 na  na na l■ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
RXZ Petrol 5.74 6.27 5.72 6.78 3cyl 1198cc 5M 75 104 na  na na l■ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10 

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  Gone are the glory days, 
market share that  the company enjoyed. Now a company 
selling niche products. 

PreMier Dealers 55 Warranty 3years/50,000kms Website www.premierrio.com

Rio: If you are adamant on being different, this is your ride. 

TG Choice:  Gx as it is the cheapest. 
L: 397cm W: 157cm H: 173cm Boot:  454 litres  Fuel Tank: 46 litres, Ground Clearance: 20 cm  Also try: Maruti DZire ZXi, Hyundai i20 Asta 1.2, visiting a psychiatrist

TG Awards:  Saloon of the Year 2011: FluenceIndia sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Renault's journey in India 
is going rather nicely, thanks in no small measure to the 
Duster.

renAuLt Dealers 80 Warranty na Website www.renault.co.in

Duster: Finally a cheap SUV that won’t go belly-up around a corner.

TG Choice:  The 110bhp RxZ. Gives you everything you need. 
L: 431.5cm W: 182.2cm H: 169.5cm Boot:  475 litres  Fuel Tank: 50 litres Ground Clearance: 20.5cm  Also try: Mahindra XUV, Mahindra Scorpio

Fluence: Pretty safe bet of a car. Comfortable, refined and built to last. 

TG Choice:  The diesel is our pick of the lot.
L: 462cm W: 180cm H: 148.8cm Boot:  530 litres  Fuel Tank: Na, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Toyota Corolla Altis

Koleos: French take on the softroader, and a pretty good one at that.    Build: Import

TG Choice:  There is only one to choose from, so there!
L: 452cm W: 185.5m H: 169.5cm Boot:  NA  Fuel Tank: 65 litres, Ground Clearance: 20.6 cm  Also try: Chevrolet Captiva, Hyundai Santa Fe

Scala: The French version of the Sunny.

TG Choice:  The RXZ as it comes with the goodness of diesel and all the features that you’d need. 
L: 442.5cm W: 169.5m H: 150.5cm Boot:  490 litres  Fuel Tank: 41 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.1cm  Also try: Maruti DZire, Nissan Sunny, Toyota Etios

Pulse: The masculine version of the Nissan Micra.

TG Choice:  The RXL makes more sense, because you’d rather buy the Swift instead of the RXZ
L: 380.5cm W: 166.5m H: 153cm  Boot:  251 litres  Fuel Tank: 41 litres, Ground Clearance: na  Also try: Nissan Micra, Maruti Swift
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 24

Phantom  na 600* na 600* 12cyl 6749cc 6A 453 720 250  5.9 6.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10
Phantom Coupe na na na na 12cyl 6749cc 6A 453 720 250  5.6 6.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10 
Drophead Coupe na na na na 12cyl 6749cc 6A 453 720 250  5.8 6.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10

Ghost na 403* na 403* 12cyl 6592cc 8A 562 780 250 4.9 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
Ghost EWB na 455* na 455* 12cyl 6592cc 8A 562 780 250 4.9 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
 

 
 Active 1.4 TSI 14.20 16.00 14.20* 16.72 4cyl  1395cc 6M 138 250 210 9.62 13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Ambition 1.4 TSI 15.21 17.14 15.21* 17.90 4cyl  1395cc 6M 138 250 210 9.62 13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Elegance 1.8 TSI AT 18.57 20.94 18.57* 21.75 4cyl  1798 cc 7A 177 250 210 8.1 11.85 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Active 2.0 TDI 15.82 18.26 15.82 18.98 4cyl  1968cc 6M 140 320 210 8.91 12.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Ambition 2.0 TDI CR 16.84 19.42 16.84 20.18 4cyl  1968cc 6M 140 320 210 8.91 12.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Ambition 2.0 TDI CR AT 17.86 20.58 17.86 21.38 4cyl  1968cc 6A 140 320 210 8.6 13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Elegance 2.0 TDI CR AT 19.79 22.79 19.79 23.76 4cyl  1968cc 6A 140 320 210 8.6 13.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

1.8 TSl Ambition MT 18.38 22.35 18.38 21.63 4cyl  1798cc 6M 158 250 210 9 8.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.8 TSl Elegance AT 22.33 24.00 22.33 26.54 4cyl  1798cc 7A 160 250 210 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.8 TSI Elegance MT 20.72 NA 20.72 24.66 4cyl  1798 cc 6M 158 250 210 9 8.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
2.0 TDI 25.24 26.20 25.24 30.46 4cyl  1968cc 6A 140 320 206 10.38 11.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10 

Active 1.6 MPI 7.24 7.85 7.24 8.57 4cyl  1598cc 5M 105 153 195 11.3 10.7 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
Ambition 1.6 MPI 8.13 8.36 8.13 11.19 4cyl  1598cc 5M 103 153 195 11.3 10.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Elegance 1.6 MPI 9.11 9.32 9.11 10.78 4cyl  1598cc 5M 103 153 195 11.3 10.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Ambition 1.6 MPI AT 9.12 9.46 9.12 11.51 4cyl  1598cc 6A 103 153 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Elegance 1.6 MPI AT 10.09 10.45 10.09 12.01 4cyl  1598cc 6A 103 153 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Active 1.6 TDI 8.41 9.38 8.41 10.11 4cyl  1598cc 5M 103 250 na 10.9 14.5 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
Ambition  Plus 1.6 TDI 9.38 9.40 9.38 11.06 4cyl  1598cc 5M 103 250 na 10.9 14.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Elegance Plus 1.6 TDI 10.15 9.90 10.15 11.74 4cyl  1598cc 5M 103 250 na 10.9 14.5 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Ambition Plus 1.6TDI DSG 10.68 10.49* 10.68 10.76* 4cyl  1598cc 7A 103 250 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Elegance 1.6TDI DSG 11.03 10.84* 11.03 11.11* 4cyl  1598cc 7A 103 250 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10 

Elegance 4x2 19.32 18.99* 19.32 19.47* 4cyl 1968cc 5M 110 250 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  8/10
Elegance 4x4 20.90 20.53* 20.90 21.05* 4cyl 1968cc 6M 140 320 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: A century after Mr Royce 
built his first car, the world’s most luxurious carmaker is 
still going strong.

roLLs-royCe Dealers 5  Warranty 4yrs Website www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com

Phantom: Take first-class, multiply by 10, square that, and you’re getting close.   Build: Import

TG Choice:  Ideal for driving off with her from the wedding reception.
L: 583.4cm W: 199cm H: 163.8cm Boot: 460 litres Fuel Tank: 100 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Maybach 57S

Ghost: The baby Rolls isn’t much of a baby, really. Larger than most sedans and more luxurious than a private jet. Build: Import

TG Choice:  The EWB offers more space and tall the luxury you’d ever need
L: 583.4cm W: 199cm H: 155cm Boot: 460 litres Fuel Tank: 100 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Bentley Mulsanne

TG Awards: Car of the year 2010: Yeti
‘  The Yeti is people-carrier, hatch, load-lugger,  
corner-carver and terrain-basher all rolled into one'

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: New products like the 
Octavia and Yeti make it rather exciting. But service and 
support still have issues.

skodA Dealers 106 Warranty 2yrs Website www.skoda-auto.co.in

Octavia: Skoda gets its chart-busting Octavia back, but will it change Skoda’s fortunes once again in India?   Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 1.8 TSI AT ticks all the right boxes as far as economy and performance go. Did we mention the long features list?
L: 465.9 cm W: 181.4cm H: 147.6cm Boot: 590 litres Fuel Tank: 50 litres, Ground Clearance: 15.8cm  Also try: Hyundai Elantra, Toyota Corolla Altis

Superb: The real big car for reasonable money at the high end of the market.   Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The 2.0TDI if you are paying for fuel. V6 if the company pays for it.
L: 483 cm W: 181.7cm H: 148.2cm Boot: 565 litres Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance: 15.8cm  Also try: Toyota Camry, VW Passat, Hyundai Sonata

Rapid: Does most things right, very few wrong. With all the nice touches of the Vento, you can’t go wrong.

TG Choice:  The Ambition 1.6 TDI as it is a lakh cheaper and comes with all the safety features.
L: 438.6 cm W: 169.9 cm H: 146.6cm Boot: 460ltr Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.8 cm  Also try: VW Vento, Honda City, Maruti Suzuki SX4, Hyundai Verna, Ford Fiesta

Yeti: It’s cleaner, greener, smaller and smarter than any SUV out there.    Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  Elegance for sure as it gets the cool touchscreen audio system.
L:422cm W: 179cm H: 169.1cm  Boot: 416 litres Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm Also try: Toyota Fortuner, Ford Endeavour, Tata Aria
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T O P G E A r . C O m  →  D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4 1 2 5

RX5 NA 17.75* NA 22.87 5cyl 2696cc 5M 162 340 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
RX6 20.19 23.10 20.17 24.34 5cyl 2696cc 5M 162 340 180 12.33 10.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
RX7 NA 19.67* NA 25.80 5cyl 2696cc 5A 184 402 na 10.25 7.75 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

Pride 4X4 16.81 19.35 16.73 17.55 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Pure 4X2 12.05 NA 11.98 11.90 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
Pleasure 4X2 13.40 15.45 13.32 14.36 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10

LX    8.11 8.41 8.03 9.18 4cyl 2179cc 5M 119 250 140 18.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l■ l✖  l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖ 4/10
EX    8.56 8.86 8.46 9.63 4cyl 2179cc 5M 119 250 140 18.4 na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l■  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✔ l✖ 4/10
GX   9.30 9.60 7.36 10.50 4cyl 2179cc 5M 119 250 140 18.4 na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔l  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✔  4/10

Xeta GL P 3.39 3.67 3.30 3.85 4cyl 1193cc 5M 69 100 145 17.2 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10
Xeta GLE P 3.36 3.95 3.57 4.16 4cyl 1193cc 5M 69 100 145 17.2 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10
Xeta GLS P 3.97 4.25 3.87 4.51 4cyl 1193cc 5M 69 100 145 17.2 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10
Xeta GLX P 4.24 4.51 4.14 4.82 4cyl 1193cc 5M 69 100 145 17.2 na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 3/10
LS  D 4.00 5.28 4.16 5.39 4cyl 1396cc 5M 70 140 140 16.44 15 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
LX   5.34 5.65 5.93 5.87 4cyl 1396cc 5M 70 140 140 16.44 15 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10

GVX 65 P 4.99 4.50 4.96 5.70 4cyl 1172cc 5M 64 96 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
ZX D 6.44 7.30 6.44 7.60 4cyl 1248cc 5M 75 190 158 15 15.3 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
VX  D90 6.11 6* 6.09 7.17 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na 15.62 15.3 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
ZX + D90 6.94 6.83* 6.91 8.06 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na 15.62 15.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10 

eGLS P 4.86 5.21 4.83 5.53 4cyl 1193cc 5M 64 100 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
eGLX P 5.09 5.45 5.93 5.78 4cyl 1193cc 5M 64 100 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
eLS D 5.36 6.20 5.68 6.61 4cyl 1396cc 5M 69 140 na 16.5 16.3 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10
eLX DI 5.87 6.45 5.08 6.92 4cyl 1396cc 5M 69 140 na 16.5 16.3 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10 

Nano 1.65 1.62 1.64 1.90 2cyl 624cc 4M 37 51 105 29.6 19.3 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Awesomeness CX 2.02 1.93 2.01 2.45 2cyl 624cc 4M 37 51 105 29.6 19.3 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Awesomeness LX 2.29 2.25 2.28 2.72 2cyl 624cc 4M 37 51 105 29.6 19.3 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Nano CX CNG na 2.25 na 2.80 2cyl 624cc 4M 37 51 105 30.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ –

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Bought by Mahindra a few 
years back, now sells the Rexton in India. The entire SUV 
range will follow.

ssAngyong Dealers na Warranty na Website www.smotor.com

Rexton: Packed with equipment, at a mouth-watering price. A big soft-roader that won’t eat into your wallet.   Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  RX7 for the extra power and a convenient auto transmission.
L: 475.5cm W: 190cm H: 178.5cm  Boot: na Fuel Tank: 78 litres Ground Clearance: 25.2cm  Also try: Toyota Fortuner, Hyundai Santa Fe, Chevrolet Captiva

TG Awards:  Surprise of the year 2009: Manza
‘  The Nano may be hogging headlines all over the  
world. But the Manza is what will take Tata places'

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Still struggling with quality 
and dynamics, but it has the best cars if you want the 
maximum for the minimum.

tAtA Dealers na Warranty na Website www.tatamotors.com

Aria: Big bully of an MPV. Nice engine and lots of gizmos to keep you interested.

TG Choice:  Pride for sure, after giving into the crossover marketing gimmick and before the fall, Pride shall do just fine.
L: 478cm W: 189.5 cm H: 178cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance: 18.5cm  Also try: Toyota Innova, Mahindra XUV 500

Grande: Utilitarian Sumo knocks hard on upmarket SUV doors. Really hard.

TG Choice:  LX for the sheer value-for-money that the MUV offers.
L: 442cm W: 179 cm H: 194cm Boot: 150 litres Fuel Tank: 65 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Mahindra Scorpio, Toyota Innova, Chevrolet Tavera

Indica eV2: The Indica has more than delivered on the ‘more car per car’ promise. If only it were more refined.

TG Choice:  For this price, its rivals have better cars.
369cm  166.5 cm H: 148.5cm  220 litre 37 litres, 16.5cm  Also tr Maruti Suzuki Wagon R, Hyundai i10

Indica Vista: A completely new platform offering more space and refined new engines to go with it.

TG Choice:  ZX+ D90 with the brilliant diesel engine from Fiat.
L: 379.5cm W: 169.5 cm H: 155cm Boot: 232 litre Fuel Tank: 44 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Maruti Suzuki Swift, Fiat Punto

Indigo eCS: Smallest sedan on the market is more like a hatch with a boot.

TG Choice:  eLSD the variant sounds cooler than the actual car.
L: 399cm W: 193cm H: 154cm Boot: 300 litres Fuel Tank: 45 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Inventing a segment.

Nano: Of the people, for the people, by the people.

TG Choice:  The base version should do just fine, as budget is top priority.
L: 310cm W: 150 cm H: 165.2cm Boot: 80litre Fuel Tank: 15 litres, Ground Clearance: 18cm  Also try: Maruti Suzuki Alto, Chevrolet Spark, public transport
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D E C E m b E r  2 0 1 4  →  T O P G E A r . C O m1 2 6

Nano LX CNG na 2.25 na 3.06 2cyl 624cc 4M 37 51 105 30.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ –
Nano Twist XT 2.45 2.37* 2.48 2.87 2cyl 624cc 4M 37 51 105 30.4 na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 6/10

Safire GLX 5.66 6.32 5.66 7.20 4cyl 1368cc 5M 89 115 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 6/10
Safire GVX 6.02 6.72 6.02 7.63 4cyl 1368cc 5M 89 115 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✔ l✖ 6/10
Safire Elan 7.12 8.10 7.11 8.41 4cyl 1368cc 5M 89 115 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Quadrajet LX 6.44 7.55 6.44 7.95 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 160 14.22 14 l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 6/10
Quadrajet Aura 6.89 8.50 6.89 8.56 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 160 14.22 14 l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✔ l✖ 6/10 
Quadrajet EX 7.98 9.29 7.98 9.79 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 160 14.22 14 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10 

LX 4x2 10.30 9.95* 10.30 12.31 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 6/10
EX 4x2 11.22 10.82* 11.21 13.21 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖  l✔ l✖  l✔ l✖ 6/10
VX 4x2 13.00 12.40* 12.98 14.97 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 14.2 10.5 l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
VX 4x4 14.32 13.67* 14.30 16.48 4cyl 2179cc 5M 138 320 na 15.13 10 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

XE 1.2 P 4.63 4.64* 4.68 5.84 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖  l✔ l✔  l✖  l✖ 7/10
XM 1.2 P 5.25 5.25* 5.31 6.56 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na l✖ l✔  l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
XMS 1.2 P 5.43 5.43* 5.49 6.76 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
XT 1.2 P 6.01 5.99* 6.06 7.44 4cyl 1193cc 5M 89 140 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
XE 1.3 D 5.67 5.64* 5.73 7.13 4cyl 1248cc 5M 74 190 na na na l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖ l✖ l✖  l✔ l✔ l✖  l✖ 7/10
XM 1.3 D 6.31 6.27* 6.37 7.89 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na l✖ l✔  l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔  l✔  l✖ 7/10
XMS 1.3 D 6.49 6.45* 6.55 8.10 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na l✔ l✔  l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
XMA 1.3 D 7.05 6.99* 7.10 8.76 4cyl 1248cc 5A 89 200 na na na l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 7/10
XT 1.3 D 7.05 6.99* 7.10 8.76 4cyl 1248cc 5M 89 200 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

 
Hybrid 29.36 29.75 29.12 33.56 4cyl 2494cc 6A 298 213 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
2.5l  25.46 24.77 25.08 28.95 4cyl 2494cc 6A 178 233 na 8.93 9.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

JS    12.19 13.79 12.20 14.52 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 7/10
G     13.94 15.78 13.96 16.68 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
GL   15.58 17.65 15.60 18.64 4cyl 1798cc 6M 138 173  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
G (CVT) 15.24 17.26 15.26 18.23 4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
V L  17.09 19.36 17.11 20.44 4cyl 1798cc 7A 138 173  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
D-4D J 13.27 15.02 13.29 16.10 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 7/10
D-4D G 15.24 17.26 15.26 18.49 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
D-4D GL 16.88 19.12 16.90 20.48 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
D-4DJS 13.84 15.67 13.86 16.79 4cyl 1364cc 6M 87 205 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✖  l✔ l✖ 7/10

J     5.35 5.46 5.40 6.64 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖ 4/10
G      5.89 6 5.96 7.25 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 l■ l■ l✔ l✖ l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 4/10
V     6.61 7.22 6.65 8.04 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
VX    6.99 7.72 7.04 8.49 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 180 11.2 12.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
GD  6.97 7.30 7.04 8.58 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na l■ l■ l✔ l✖ l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 4/10
VD   7.68 8.39 7.73 9.38 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10
VXD 8.07 8.90 8.12 9.85 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 170 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 4/10 

Manza:  Sedan derivative of the Indica Vista, the big rear means it can gobble down huge amounts of luggage. 77

TG Choice:  Go for the Quadrajet Aqua, as this will fulfill most of your requirements of a daily runabout.
L: 441cm W: 170cm H: 155cm Boot: 460 litres Fuel Tank:  44 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.5cm  Also try: Mahindra Verito, Maruti DZire.

Safari Storme: Big, heavy, ponderous and somehow likeable. Colossal comfort, great off-road ability.

TG Choice:  VX 4x4 as it’s a great off-roader and can go places without fearing the terrain.
L: 465cm W: 193cm H: 192.2cm Boot: 980 litres Fuel Tank:  55litres, Ground Clearance: 20.5cm  Also try: Mahindra Scorpio, Ford Endeavour

Zest: A compact sedan available with a turbo-petrol motor, and an automated manual ’box, but only with a diesel engine for now

TG Choice:  XMA as it’s got the perfect combination of a diesel motor paired to an automated manual gearbox that makes life easy.
L: 399.5cm W: 170.6cm H: 157cm Boot: 390 litres Fuel Tank: 44litres, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Hyundai Xcent, Honda Amaze, Maruti DZire

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013: na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Massive world-player  but  
also churns out the reliably unexceptional in frightening 
numbers.

toyotA Dealers 152 Warranty na Website www.toyotabharat.com

Camry: The handsome new Camry is fast and spacious, and has a great cabin.  Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  The Hybrid is you want low running costs.
L: 482.5cm W: 182.5cm H: 148cm Boot: 484 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 16cm  Also try: Nissan Teana, VW Passat, Hyundai Sonata

Corolla Altis: The new one is not all-new but still very good. Altis is a refined, comfortable businessman’s sedan.

TG Choice:  The diesel GL would be just fine, as Corollas are usually chauffeur-driven.
L: 454cm W: 176cm H: 147.5cm Boot: 475 litres Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Chevrolet Cruze, Renault Fluence.

Etios: Made not to excite but just smack you with the practicality and comfort of a Toyota.

TG Choice:  The V should be just fine as this car is for people who put logic over excitement.
L: 426.5cm W: 169.5 cm H: 151cm Boot: 595 litres Fuel Tank: 45 litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Maruti Swift DZire, Mahindra Verito
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GD  6.11 6.20 6.14 7.48 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 160 na na l✖  l■  l✔  l✖  l✔  l✖  l✔  l✖  l✖  l✖ 5/10
J     4.63 4.48 4.65 5.62 4cyl 1197cc 5M 79 104 na 14.33 14.4 l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖ 5/10
G     4.85 5.12 4.88 5.87 4cyl 1197cc 5M 79 104 na 14.33 14.4 l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ l✔  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖  l✖ 5/10
V     5.64 5.63 5.64 6.77 4cyl 1197cc 5M 79 104 na 14.33 14.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
VX    6.02 6.57 6.02 7.22 4cyl 1197cc 5M 79 104 na 14.33 14.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Cross V 7.46 8.25 7.46 8.93 4cyl 1496cc 5M 89 132 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Cross VD 7.46 8.44 7.46 9.08 4cyl 1364cc 5M 67 170 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10

4x4 Manual 23.41 22.93 23.36 28.74 4cyl 2982cc 5M 168 343 170 11.2 12 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
4x2 Auto 23.15 24.10 23.10 28.41 4cyl 2982cc 4A 168 360 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
4x2 Manual 22.78 24.50 22.11 27.21 4cyl 2982cc 5M 168 343 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10 

GX 7S D 12.53 12.33 12.55 15.15 4cyl 2494cc 5M 100 200 na na na l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖  l✖   6/10
GX 8S D 12.59 12.37 12.60 15.21 4cyl 2494cc 5M 100 200 na na na l✖  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✖  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖   6/10
VX 7S D 14.63 14.38 14.57 17.64 4cyl 2494cc 5M 100 200 na na na l✖  l✖  l✔ l✔ l  l✖  l✔ l✖  l✖   6/10
VX 8S D 14.67 14.42 14.61 17.69 4cyl 2494cc 5M 100 200 na na na l✔ l✖  l✔ l✔ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Z     15.16 na 15.10 18.28 4cyl 2494cc 5M 100 200 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10 

Prado 86.14 84.87* 85.87 98.51 4cyl 2982cc 5A 170 410 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10 

V8    115 85* 115.5 103 8cyl 4461cc 6A 261 650 na 11.4 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10 
 

Z3    27 30.7 27 32 4cyl 1798cc 6A 98 149 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
Z4    28 32.22 28 34 4cyl 1798cc 6A 98 149 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖  l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

Trendline 14.37 16.40 14.31 19.01 4cyl 1968cc 6M 139 320 206  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 5/10
Comfortline 15.79 18 15.72 20.09 4cyl 1968cc 6M 139 320 187  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
Highline 17.36 19.80 17.29 23.01 4cyl 1968cc 6M 139 320 187  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
Highline AT 18.18 20.68 18.10 24.02 4cyl 1968cc 6A 139 320 187  10.1 10 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
Trendline P 13.84 13.60* 13.84 15.09 4cyl 1390cc 6M 121 200 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ 6/10
Comfortline P 15.33 15.07* 15.33 17.06 4cyl 1390cc 6M 121 200 na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10 

Phaeton 78 86.8 76.96 95.7 6cyl 3597cc 6A 276 370 245 8.4 na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  4/10

Etios Liva: A practical, no-nonsense family car that we need, but not necessarily want.

TG Choice:  The V makes perfect sense for a hatchback that tilts more towards practicality.
L: 377.5cm W: 169cm H: 151cm Boot: 251 litres Fuel Tank: 45 litres, Ground Clearance: 17cm  Also try: Maruti Swift, Maruti Ritz, VW Polo.

Fortuner: Brutal power and great value. Interiors are practical but not very well finished. Powerful engine though.

TG Choice:  Despite two new variants, we would still stick to the old school 4x4 Manual.
L: 470.5cm W: 184cm H: 185cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 80 litres, Ground Clearance: 22 cm  Also try: Ford Endeavour, Honda CR-V, Chevrolet Captiva

Innova: Incredible. Does absolutely everything, and does it with gusto. Also available in CNG variant for ` 85,000 extra.

TG Choice:  VX 7S, as it comes with all the creature comforts, and captain seats at the back.
L: 455.5cm W: 177cm H: 176cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 17.5cm  Also try: Mahindra Scorpio, Tata Sumo Grande, Mahindra Xylo

Land Cruiser Prado: Big, thirsty and not ballerina-like on-road, but a great SUV despite that.  Build: Import

TG Choice: Try the Mitsubishi Montero, it’s a better SUV on and off the road.   
L: 478.0cm W: 188.5cm H: 188cm Boot: 620 litres Fuel Tank: 87 litres, Ground Clearance: 22cm Also try: Mitsubishi Montero, Volvo XC 90

Land Cruiser: Bigger, thirstier version of the Prado, with a V8. The best off-roader that money can buy.     Build: Import

TG Choice:  Comes with a long list of features to choose from, only one engine option, the V8 diesel.
L: 495cm W: 187 cm H: 186.5cm  Boot: na Fuel Tank: 83 litres, Ground Clearance: 22cm  Also try: Mercedes GL-Class, Audi Q7

Prius: Toyota gets its green face to India at a price. Well, who said going green was cheap?  Build: Import

TG Choice:  Any variant you choose, you’ll have done your bit for Mother Nature.
L: 446cm W: 174.5cm H: 152.5cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: 45 litres, Ground Clearance:  NA  Also try: Nothing yet.

TG Awards:  Saloon car of the year 2010: Vento
‘  The Vento is a handsome looking sedan whose  
visual appeal has every bit of the classy VW oomph’ 

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: The international giant has 
been getting good response in India , thanks to  German 
engineering with an affordable pricetag.

voLksWAgen Dealers 110 Warranty 2yrs/ unlimited km Website www.volkswagen.co.in

Jetta: More than just a bigger Vento, even if some equipment is missing.                            Build: Assembled

TG Choice:  Highline AT, pity there’s no auto in the other variants.
L: 464.4cm W: 177.7 cm H: 145.3cm Boot:na  Fuel Tank: 55 litres , Ground Clearance: 13.9cm Also try: Toyota Corolla Altis

Phaeton: Another big German luxury saloon without the snob value. Great if you can live with the VW badge.          Build: Import

TG Choice:  Only reason you want one is to be different from the crowd, but a Merc is still a better bet.
L: 517.5cm W: 190.3 cm Boot: na Fuel Tank: na, Ground Clearance: 12.8cm  Also try: BMW 7 Series, Audi A8, Mercedes S-Class

Buyers Guide continued
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1.2 Trendline P 4.57 6.05 4.6 5.79 3cyl 1198cc 5M 74 110 175  14.47 14.3 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.2 Comfortline P 5.1 6.69 5.1 6.40 3cyl 1198cc 5M 74 110 175  14.47 14.3 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
1.2 Highline P 6.04 7.38 6.1 7.01 3cyl 1198cc 5M 74 110 175  14.47 14.3 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
1.5 Trendline D 5.6 7.54 5.63 7.19 4cyl 1498cc 5M 88 230 160  13.6 14 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
1.5 Comfortline D 6.1 8.22 6.15 7.80 4cyl 1498cc 5M 88 230 160  13.6 14 l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
1.5 Highline D 7.06 8.74 7.12 8.43 4cyl 1498cc 5M 88 230 160  13.6 14 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
1.2 GT TSI na 9.50 na na 4cyl 1197cc 7A 103 175 172  10.85 12.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.6 GT TDI 8.22 9.83 8.22 9.74 4cyl 1598cc 5M 103 250 180  10.27 13 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
Cross Polo na 9.36 na na 3cyl 1199cc 5M 74 180 na  15.66 15.9 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

1.2 TSI na 11.83 na 11.56 4cyl 1197cc 7A 103 175 172 11.52 12.45 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.6 Trendline P 7.12 9.26 7 8.06 4cyl 1498cc 5M 103 153 185 na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  6/10
1.6 Highline P 8.23 10.68 8.3 10.03 4cyl 1498cc 5M 103 153 185 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
1.5 Trendline D 8.12 10.48 8.06 10.00 4cyl 1498cc 5M 103 250 na na na l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10
1.5 Highline D 9.23 12.04 9.31 11.08 4cyl 1498cc 5M 103 250 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
1.5 Comfortline D 9.05 11.16 9.01 10.08 4cyl 1498cc 5M 103 250 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
1.5 Comfortline D DSG 9.05 11.16 9.01 10.08 4cyl 1498cc 7A 103 250 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10
1.5 Highline D DSG 9.05 11.16 9.01 10.08 4cyl 1498cc 7A 103 250 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔  7/10

D4 Kinetic 25.50 28.88 na 44.55 5cyl 1984cc 6A 160 400 220 9 11.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10
D4 Summum 28.5 32.32 na 47.92 5cyl 1984cc 6A 163 400 220  9 11.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔   6/10
D5 Summum 31.60 35.76 na 51.71 5cyl 2400cc 6A 211 440 230 8.1* 14.1* l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

D4 Kinetic 33.90 38.32 na na 5cyl 1984cc 6A 163 400 240 9.6 10.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
D4 Summum na na na 57.57 5cyl 1984cc 6A 163 400 240 9.6 10.8 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10
D5 Summum 40.00 45.19 na 62.28 5cyl 2400cc 6A 202 400 225 9 13.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10

D4 Kinetic 35.95 40.62 na 58.08 5cyl 2400cc 6A 160 400 220 10.5 10.2 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10  
D4 Summum 42.00 49.10 na 62 5cyl 2400cc 6A 211 440 200  7.8 11.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10
D5 Summum 42.00 49.10 na 66.60 5cyl 2400cc 6A 211 440 200  7.8 11.1 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  6/10

 D5 Summum 38 43.18 na 75.03 5cyl 2400cc 6A 202 400 225 9 13.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  5/10 

D3    na 28.5* na 44.22  5cyl 1984cc 6A 148 350 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  7/10

Polo: Smart, sophisticated, German. Sticks to all the norms and is affordable too. 

TG Choice: The GT TSI is our pick of the lot.
L: 397cm W: 168.2cm H: 146.9cm Boot: 280 litres Fuel Tank: 45 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.8cm  Also try: Hyundai i20, Honda Jazz, Fiat Punto, Maruti Swift

Vento: Fantastic value for a VW sedan; tarmac-smothering ride and still a great looker.

TG Choice:  1.5 Highline diesel, for German build quality with diesel economy.
L: 438.4cm W: 169.9 cm H: 146.6cm Boot: 527 litres Fuel Tank: 55 litres, Ground Clearance: 16.8cm  Also try: Hyundai Verna, Honda City, Maruti SX4, Fiat Linea, Ford Fiesta

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: The company has been very 
subtle with its presence, just like its cars, but things are 
changing with the S60 and the XC60.

voLvo Dealers 15 Warranty 2yrs/60,000km  Website www.volvocars.com/in

S60: The S60 comes as a breath of fresh air; it’s a comfortable tourer and a worthy adversary to the German trio.          Build: Import

TG Choice:  Kinetic D5, comes pretty well equipped minus the leather seats.
L: 463.5cm W: 209.7 cm H: 148.4cm Boot: 380 litres Fuel Tank: 67.5 litres, Ground Clearance: 13.6cm  Also try: Audi A4, Merc C-Class, BMW 3 series, and perhaps a safety vault

S80: Stealth luxury car that promises top-flight comfort and safety, and decent dynamics. At a great price. Build: Import

TG Choice:  D5 is a good engine, S-Class luxury at E-Class price.
L: 485.1cm W: 210 cm H: 149.3cm Boot: 480 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 14.8cm  Also try: Audi A6, BMW 5-Series, Mercedes-Benz E-Class

XC60: If you crash this car, you’re either unfit to drive or you’re running an insurance scam. Build: Import

TG Choice:  Comes with a long list of optional features.
L: 464.4cm W: 163 cm H: 171.3cm Boot: 495 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 21cm  Also try: Audi Q5, BMW X3, Land Rover Freelander

XC90: Large, practical SUV that’s very much at home on tarmac, and reasonably priced for what you get. Build: Import

TG Choice:  D5 just makes this sensible SUV even more sensible.
L: 462.1cm W: 163.2 cm H: na Boot: 615 litres Fuel Tank: 70 litres, Ground Clearance: 21cm  Also try: Mercedes-Benz M-Class, BMW X5, Audi Q7

V40 Cross Country: Off-beat crossover looks rather good and is backed by strong driving dynamics. Build: Import

TG Choice:  Volvo isn’t nice enough to give you options on the V40.
L: 437cm W: 178.3 cm H: 145.8cm Boot: 335 litres Fuel Tank: 60 litres, Ground Clearance: na  Also try: Mercedes-Benz B-Class, Mini Countryman D
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220 0.78 0.76 0.77 0.90 1cyl 220cc 5M 19.03 17.5 na  na na l✔  l✔  l✔  l✖ l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ 5/10

100 M 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.56 1cyl 102cc 4M 9.2 9.2   na na 70 l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l■ l✔ l✖ 5/10
125 M 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.59 1cyl 124cc 5M 13 10.8   na   na na l■ l■ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l■ l✖ 7/10
150 F na na na 0.58 1cyl 145cc 5M 14.3 12.75   na   na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 7/10
150 S na na na 0.54 1cyl 145cc 5M 14.3 12.75   na   na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 7/10

135 LS 0.60 0.58 0.59 0.69 1cyl 134cc 5M 13.5 11.4   na  na 35 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔  l■ l✔ 6/10
150 0.67 0.66 0.67 0.76 1cyl 149cc 5M 15.06 12.5   na   na 52.6 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔  l✔  l■ l✖ 4/10
180 0.70 0.69 0.70 0.81 1cyl 178cc 5M 17 14.22   na   na 45 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔  l✔  l■ l✔ 4/10
220 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.95 1cyl 220cc 5M 21 19.2   na   na 35 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔  l■ l✔ 5/10
200NS 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.99 1cyl 200cc 5M 23 18.3   na   na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔  l■ l✔ 7/10

R 1200 GS na na na 29.23* 2cyl 1170cc 6M 110 120 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -
R 1200 GS Adventure na na na 29.98* 2cyl 1170cc 6M 110 120 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

R 1200 R na na na 23.86* 2cyl 1170cc 6M 110 119 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -
K 1300 R na na na 26.88* 4cyl 1293cc 6M 173 140 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ - 

S1000 RR na na na 28.32* 4cyl 999cc 6M 193 112 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -
K1300 S na na na 28.10* 4cyl 1293cc 6M 172 140 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

K 1600 GT na na na 35.78* 6cyl 1649cc 6M 158 175 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -
K 1600 GTL na na na 39.19* 6cyl 1649cc 6M 158 175 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

Street Bob 10.38 10.20 10.38  11.92 2cyl 1585cc 6M na 126 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -
Super Glide Custom 11.93 11.73 11.93 13.66 2cyl 1585cc 6M na 126 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -
Fat Bob 13.04 12.82 13.04 14.90 2cyl 1585cc 6M na 126 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 5/10

Fatboy 15.10 14.84 15.10 17.19 2cyl 1198cc 6M na 118 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 7/10
Heritage Classic 16.47 16.19 16.47 18.72 2cyl 1198cc 6M na 118 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 8/10

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2014:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:The Pulsar saw them shoot 
to fame and they’ve kept the momentum going with 
frequent updates.

Bajaj Dealers na Warranty na Website www.bajajauto.com

Avenger: The Eliminator with a Pulsar 220 DTS-i engine. It’s swanky and seen as a true-blue affordable cruiser.
L: 201.2cm Seat Height: na. Wheelbase: 127.1cm Weight: 129kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 10litres Also try: The Enfield range

Discover: Bajaj’s salvo in the exec segment. Quite a looker if you opt for alloys and disc-brake variant. 
L: 204cm Seat Height: 795 Wheelbase: 130.5cm Weight: 118kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 8 litres Also try: Gladiator, Victor 125, Glamour

Pulsar: Arguably, India’s most popular bike for those who crave power and flamboyance. Near-perfect bike, fast, fun and practical.
L: 203cm Seat Height: na. Wheelbase: 132cm  Weight: 137-150kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 15litres Also try: Unicorn, CBZ X-treme, Apache

TG Awards:  Superbike of the year 2011: BMW R1200GS
'The BMW R1200 GS spans the whole range of split personalities, from tyre burner 
to world traveller.'

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  Today, Bavaria’s famed 
two-wheeled company still makes their ever-lovin’ boxer-
engined monuments.

BMW Dealers na Warranty na Website www.motorrad-navnitmotors.in

Enduro: A real-life legend. Will go on forever, taking a couple of armageddons in its stride.
L: 221/224cm Seat Height: 85/89cm Wheelbase: na  Weight: 234/259kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 20/33litres Also try: Ducati Multistrada

Roadstar: Hooliganism, the BMW way – pick a boxer or a more conventional inline-four.
L: 214/222cm Seat Height: 80/82cm Wheelbase: na  Weight: 227/243kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 18/19litres Also try: Honda CB1000R

Sport: Quite simply, the best litre-bike there is.
L: 205cm Seat Height: 82cm Wheelbase: na  Weight: 204kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17.5litres Also try: Honda CBR1000RR, Suzuki GSX-R 1000

Tour: Long-range missiles. The only question is, two cylinders or six?
L: 223cm Seat Height: 82cm Wheelbase: na  Weight: 263kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 25litres Also try: Suzuki Hayabusa

TG Awards:  Most Improved Bike of the Year 2014: 
NightRod Special ‘  The scale of improvements in this Harley is massive, 
yet as effortless as a comfortable cruise.’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  They define cruisers. Local 
assembly has allowed them to drop prices and made their 
bikes even more appealing. 

Harley-DaviDson Dealers 5 Warranty na Website www.harley-davidson.in

DYNA: This one’s on a diet and has all unnecessary weight sawed off. Great if you aren’t much of a fan of bulky tourers
L: 235.7cm Seat Height: 64.7cm Wheelbase: 163cm  Weight: 302.5kg Wheel size: 19inches  Fuel tank: 17litres Also try: Sporter range, Honda CB 1000R, Yamaha 

Softail: Must have one for all Arnie/Terminator fans. Lots of chorme and scope for customisation, not necessarily a comfortable ride.
L: 240cm Seat Height: 70cm Wheelbase: 164cm  Weight: 328kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 19litres Also try: Suzuki Intruder, DYNA range.

Buyer Guide continued
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 Price  FeaturesNumbers Price  FeaturesNumbers
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G

Super Low  5.95 5.85 5.95 6.69 2cyl 883cc 6M na 69 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -
Iron 883 6.75 6.64 6.75 7.86 2cyl 883cc 5M na 69 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -
Forty Eight 8.82 8.67 8.82 10.17 2cyl 1202cc 5M na 95 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -

Street 750 4.17 4.10 4.17 4.92 2cyl 749cc 6M na 60 na na na l✔  l✔  l■ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 8/10

Street Glide 29.51 29 29.51 32.72 2cyl 1198cc 6M na 118 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -

NightRod Special 22.13 21.75 22.13 24.62 2cyl 1247cc 6M na 111 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 8/10

  0.70 0.71 0.70 0.83 1cyl 149cc 5M 14.4 12.8   na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 3/10

  0.70 0.69 0.70 0.83 1cyl 149cc 5M 14.4 12.8   na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 3/10 

  0.60 0.59 0.60 0.72 1cyl 124cc 5M 11 11   na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖  4/10 

  0.70 0.68 0.70 0.82 1cyl 149cc 5M 13 13.4   na na na l■ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 6/10

Karizma R 0.79 0.78 0.79 0.94 1cyl 223cc 5M 17.6 18.3 125 3.8 na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 5/10
ZMR Fi  0.99 0.97 0.99 1.16 1cyl 223cc 5M 17.6 18.3 126 3.7 na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 5/10 

  0.49 0.46 0.48 0.59 1cyl 109cc V 8 9.1   na na 43.6 l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  5/10

X Pro 0.53 0.52 0.53 0.64 1cyl 109cc 4M 12 9.4   na na na l✔ l■ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖  2/10
Pro 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.61 1cyl 97cc 4M 10.5 7.95   na na na l✔ l■ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖  2/10

  0.46 0.42 0.44 0.53 1cyl 102cc V 7 7.8   na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l■ l✖ l✖  5/10

Activa 125 na na na 0.68 1cyl 124.9cc V 8.6 10.12   na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  7/10
Activa 0.49 0.45 0.48 0.60 1cyl 109cc V 8 9   na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  8/10

Sportster: Still short, sharp-handling motorcycle, although bigger = more power, Always a good thing.
L: 218cm Seat Height: 99cm Wheelbase: 152cm  Weight: 254kg Wheel size: 19inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Honda CB 1000R, DYNA range.sx

Street: H-D’s entry motorcycle that looks like a scaled down Night-Rod Special, rides like a mini hot-rod too
L: 222.5cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 153.5cm  Weight: 222kg Wheel size: na  Fuel tank: 13.1litres Also try: Hyosung Aquila GV 650. 

Touring: It’s quite literally what the name suggests. You can slap on a lot of touring gear to lug around your house with you.
L: 241cm Seat Height: 80cm Wheelbase: 161cm  Weight: 368kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 22litres Also try: Heritage Classic, Ultra Classic.

V-Rod: HD fans have Porsche to thank for this one. One high-revving, smooth-pulling power cruiser, if that’s your thing.
L: 244cm Seat Height: 67.5cm Wheelbase: 170cm  Weight: 302kg Wheel size: 19inches  Fuel tank: 18.9litres Also try: Ducati Diavel, Yamaha V-Max

TG Awards: -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  ‘The Honda name has been 
striked out. Now its Hero vs Honda as the Japanese bike 
maker tries to grab market share from its old ally.

Hero Dealers na Warranty 5 years Website www.heromotocorp.com

CBZ Extreme: There’s nothing understated about the bike’s looks, quite unlike its predecessor.
L: 201.2cm Seat Height: 79.5cm Wheelbase: 127.1cm Weight: 129kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 12.4litres Also try: Unicorn, Pulsar 150, Apache

Hunk: Hero’s third variant in the 150cc category. We wonder whether the name makes sense at all
L: 208cm Seat Height: 79.5cm Wheelbase: 132cm Weight: 146kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 12.4litres Also try: Unicorn, Pulsar 150, Apache

Ignitor: This is Hero’s attempt at stunning you. Looks a bit different, offers more features than the Stunner. 
L: 201cm Seat Height: 109.5cm Wheelbase: 127cm  Weight: 129kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: na Also try: Honda CBF Stunner

Impulse: The only option if you like it dirty.
L: 210cm Seat Height: 83.5cm Wheelbase: 136cm  Weight: 134kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 11.1litres Also try: Unicorn, Pulsar 150, Apache

Karizma: The only challenger to the Pulsar 220 DTS-i. Finally gets a much-needed facelift and fuel-injection system.
L: 212cm Seat Height: 79.5cm Wheelbase: 135  Weight: 150kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Pulsar 220 DTS-i, Yamaha YZF R-15

Maestro: A testosterone-charged scooter aimed at men. Big size and proven mechanicals. If it doesn’t apply to you, look below.  
L: 178cm Seat Height: 77cm Wheelbase: 124  Weight: 110 Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5.3litres Also try: Honda Activa, Mahindra Duro, TVS Wego

Passion: A facelifted effort which is still chugging along? The passion is all lost but the will to move on is in abundance.
L: 198cm Seat Height: 78.5cm Wheelbase: 123cm  Weight: 116kg Wheel size: 18 inches Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Platina, Discover

Pleasure: Hero’s first automatic scooter is aimed at women only! And women are buying it with pleasure.
L: 175cm Seat Height: 76.5 Wheelbase: 124.1  Weight: 104kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5 litres Also try: Activa, Dio, Wave, Kinetic 4S

TG Awards:  Bike of the year 2011: CBR250R
‘The Honda CBR250R gets everything right - all of it. Yes, even the price.’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  Japanese giants 
have decided to go the full hog themselves and have 
motorcycles in every segment.

HonDa Dealers na Warranty na Website www.honda2wheelersindia.com

Activa: Bland styling that now looks dated in the face of fresher competition. You could swear on its quality and reliability though.
L: 176cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 123cm  Weight: 102kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5.3litres Also try:    Dio, Nova 135, Kristal, Pleasure, Access
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Activa i 0.46 0.42 0.45 0.51 1cyl 109cc V 8 9   na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  5/10

DLX 0.55 0.52 0.55 0.61 1cyl 109cc V 8 8.77   na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10

1000R   na 11.99 na 14.13 4cyl 998cc 6M 123.3 100 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 8/10

  0.57 0.53 0.56 0.63 1cyl 124.6cc 4 10.3 10.5 na 5.3 65 l■ l■ l✔ l✖ l✖ l■ l✖ l✖ 4/10

  0.78 0.74 0.77 0.87 1cyl 149.cc  5M 14 12.5   na na na l✔ l■ l■ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10

CB Unicorn 0.66 0.62 0.66 0.74 1cyl 149cc 5 13.3 12.8 101 5 60 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  l✖ 4/10

Stunner 0.58 0.55 0.58 0.65 1cyl 125cc 5 11 11 na 5.2 na l■ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l■ l■ l✖ 5/10

150R 1.22 1.17 1.21 1.36 1cyl 149cc 6M 18 13   na na na l✔  l✔  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ 5/10
250R STD 1.57 1.52 1.57 1.75 1cyl 249cc 6M 25 22.9   na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10
250R ABS 1.85 1.80 1.85 2.07 1cyl 249cc 6M 25 22.9   na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

1000RR   na 15.46  na 18.13 4cyl 999cc 6M 175.6 112 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10

  0.47 0.43 0.46 0.52 1cyl 109cc V 8 8.77 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10

CD 110 na 0.41 na na 1cyl 109cc 4M 8.25 8.63 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ -
Neo 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.53 1cyl 109cc 4M 8.25 8.63 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Yuga 0.50 0.47 0.50 0.56 1cyl 109cc 4M 8.25 8.63 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10

  0.53 0.50 0.53 0.60 1cyl 109cc  4M 9 9   na na na l✔ l■ l■ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10

 1200F   na 17.62   na 20.60 4cyl 1237cc 6M 170 129 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 6/10

1300CX   na 13.99   na 16.66 2cyl 1312cc 5M 57 107 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

 650  5.35 5.08  5.17 6.15 2cyl 647cc 5M 74 62.1 na na 23 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 6/10 

Aviator: Just like the Dio, it uses the same engine as in the Activa. But all-new bodywork that’s supposed to appeal to men. Really?
L: 180cm Seat Height: 79cm Wheelbase: 125cm  Weight: 120kg Wheel size: 12inches  Fuel tank: 6litres Also try: Activa, Dio, Kristal, Access

CB 1000R: The most pocket friendly and usable litre bike that you can buy today. Crazy single-side swingarm takes the cake
L: 210.5cm Seat Height: 82.5cm Wheelbase: 144.5cm  Weight: 217kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17liquids Also try: Ducati Monster, Yamaha MT01

CB Shine: It’s now got a fair bit of ‘shine’ with bits like alloy wheels, electric start and sporty decals.
L: 201.5cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 126cm  Weight: 122kg Wheel size: 12inches  Fuel tank: 11litres Also try: Discover 125, Victor, Super Splendor.

CB Trigger:  Honda takes another shot at the urban buyer in the 150cc  segment
L: 204.5cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 132.5cm  Weight: 138 Wheel size: 17litres  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Bajaj Pulsar 150, Yamaha Fazer

CB Unicorn: Still the best powertrain in the business and boasts extremely good quality.
L: 209.5cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 134cm  Weight: 146kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 13litres Also try: Pulsar 150, CBZ X-Treme, Apache

CBF Stunner: A performance bike packed in a 125cc bike? Take that with a pinch of salt. Looks sporty though.
L: 201.2cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 127.1cm  Weight: 129kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 10litres Also try: Gladiator SS, Discover, Glamour, Flame

CBR: The 250 has been around for sometime and now you get it in 150 too!
L: 200cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 136.7cm  Weight: 138kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 13litres Also try: Ninja 300. Yamaha YZF R15 2.0

CBR 1000RR: Another insanely quick bike to tear up our roads.
L: 208cm Seat Height: 82cm Wheelbase: na  Weight: 199kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17 litres Also try: Suzuki GSX 1000R,  Yamaha R1

Dio: The refreshingly new Dio is a stunner (heh heh). One of the best lookers in the country, though it needs more firepower.
L: 176cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 123cm  Weight: 102kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 6litres Also try: Activa, Nova 135, Kristal, Pleasure, Accesskg

Dream:  Honda’s attack deep into Hero territory. Wing riding for the commuter. 
L: 202.2/2009cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 128.5/125.8cm  Weight: 108/105kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 8litres Also try:Hero Splendor

Twister: Honda’s entry into the high volume 100cc segment. Hero MotoCorp had better watch out.
L: 197.2cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 125.2cm  Weight: 108kg Wheel size: 17 inches Fuel tank: 8litres Also try: Bajaj Discover DTS-i 100, Hero Honda Splendor NXG

VFR: Brilliant all-rounder, the V4 engine and the dual-clutch transmission makes this bike extra special.
L: 225cm Seat Height: 81.5cm Wheelbase: 154.5cm  Weight: 267kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 18.5litres Also try: Yamaha V-Max, Suzuki Hayabusa

VT 1300 CX: Honda’s only cruiser for India. 
L: 257cm Seat Height: 67.8cm Wheelbase: 180.5cm  Weight: 303kg Wheel size: 21/18inches  Fuel tank: 12.8litres Also try: Harley Davidson V-Rod

TG Awards: Surprise of the Year 2014: Hyosung Aquila Pro
‘A fitting Korean reply to the idea that only the Japanese and the Americans can make 
cruisers to fall for.’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  The Korean manufacturer 
tries to give the same thrills as its Japanese and American 
rivals at a more affordable price. 

Hyosung Dealers 2 Warranty na Website www.dskhyosung.com

Aquila 650: A V-twin 650cc cruiser that offers bling, power and value for money
L: 243cm Seat Height: 70.5cm Wheelbase: 144.5cm  Weight: 218kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 16litres Also try:  Harley-Davidson Super Low
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TopGear 
New BIKe GuIde 

 Price  FeaturesNumbers

Le
g 

gu
ar

d

TG
 R

AT
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G

250R  2.82 2.75  2.78 3.17 2cyl 249cc 5M 28 22.6 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 4/10
650R  4.91 4.63  4.71 5.60 2cyl 647cc 6M 72.7 61 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 5/10 

650N  4.06 3.73  3.80 4.52 2cyl 647cc 6M 72.7 61 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 6/10 

ST7  6.10 5.79 5.89 6.87 2cyl 678cc 6M 61.6 57.3 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 5/10

 Classic  na 26.5*  na na 2cyl 1811cc 6M na 138.9 na na na l✔  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10 

Vintage  na 29.5*  na na 2cyl 1811cc 6M na 138.9 na na na l✔  l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

 Chieftain  na 33*  na na 2cyl1811cc 6M na 138.9 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

 Chieftain  na 11.99*  na na 2cyl1133cc 6M 100 97.7 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

ER-6N  na  4.78  na na 2cyl649cc 6M 71 64 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ -

300  3.44  3.38  3.44 3.80 2cyl 296cc 6M 39 27 na 6.7 21.5 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10
650R  5.00  4.92  5.00 5.53 2cyl 649cc 6M 72 64 na 6.7 17.3 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10
1000  na  12.5  na na 4cyl 1043cc 6M 140 111 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10
ZX 10R  na 15.70  na na 4cyl 998cc 6M 197 112 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔  9/10
ZX 14R  na 16.90  na na 4cyl 1441cc 6M 210 162.5 300 2.6 16.7 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔  9/10

    na 2.99  na na 2cyl 249cc 6M 31.5 21 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔  -

    na 7.90  na na 4cyl 806cc 6M 111.3 83 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔  8/10

Z1000  na  12.50  na na 4cyl 1043cc 6M 140 111 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10

GT: A poser’s bike for all those who want a looker and could not care less about performance 
L: 206cm Seat Height: 78cm Wheelbase: 144.5cm  Weight: 171kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 8litres Also try:  Ninja 300. 

GT N: The more fun, naked version of the GT650R, the GT650N is a perfect ride for the city.
L: 209cm Seat Height: NA Wheelbase: 144.5cm  Weight: 196kg Wheel size: NA  Fuel tank: NA Also try:  Ninja 300. 

ST7: It’s hard to see why someone would pick the ST7 over a Harley, unless Hyosung offers a solid bargain.
L: 247cm Seat Height: 76.2cm Wheelbase: 169cm  Weight: 244 Wheel size: 16inches  Fuel tank: 18litres Also try: Sportster XL 883 L 

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  The oldest American 
motorcycle brand comes to India to take on its oldest 
American rival. 

inDian Dealers na Warranty na Website http://www.indianmotorcycle.com

Chief Classic: A genuine alternative to a Harley with classic looks and a torquey engine, though the pricing could’ve been better.
L: 263cm Seat Height: 66cm Wheelbase: 173cm  Weight: 370kg Wheel size: 16inches  Fuel tank: 20.8litres Also try: Harley-Davidson Super Low

Chief Vintage: If you are into leathers. If you know what we mean.
L: 263cm Seat Height: 66cm Wheelbase: 173cm  Weight: 379kg Wheel size: 16inches  Fuel tank: 20.8litres Also try: Harley-Davidson Street Bob

Chieftain: A powerful motorcycle which comes with a fairing to stop those wind blasts for comfortable rides.
L: 257.1cm Seat Height: 66cm Wheelbase: 166.8cm  Weight: 385kg Wheel size: 16inches  Fuel tank: 20.8litres Also try:  Harley-Davidson Fat Bob

Scout: The smallest new Indian motorcycle, the Scout is here to take the fight to Harley’s Dyna range. 
L: 231cm Seat Height: 63.5cm Wheelbase: 156.2cm  Weight: 253kg Wheel size: 16inches  Fuel tank: 12.5litres Also try:  Harley-Davidson Dyna range

TG Awards: Exotic Bike of the Year 2014: Kawasaki Ninja 
ZX10R 'If the Green Lantern ever wants to use the ring's power to create a bike of 
his own, the result will surely be the Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R.’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description:  Reviving  an old partnership 
with Bajaj has seen them return to India. They are playing it 
safe but may be too safe for their own good.

KaWasaKi Dealers na Warranty 2 years/30,000kms Website www.bajajauto.com

ER-6N: A middleweight naked bike based on the Ninja 650R that’s primed to take on Triumph’s Street Triple.
L: 211cm Seat Height: 80.5cm Wheelbase: 141cm  Weight: 204kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 16litres Also try: Triumph Street Triple

Ninja: Handles like an R15, comfort levels as good as a Karizma and more power than both put together.
L: 208.5cm Seat Height: 76.2cm Wheelbase: 139.9cm  Weight: 172kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 18litres Also try: Three Karizma ZMRs

Z250: The Ninja 250 that’s been stripped down to create a stunning street bike. Expensive, but hey, an extra cylinder costs money.
L: 201cm Seat Height: 78.5cm Wheelbase: 140cm  Weight: 168kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17litres Also try:  Suzuki Inazuma

Z800: If the mighty Z1000 is too powerful for you, the Z800 is the perfect choice.
L: 210cm Seat Height: 83.4cm Wheelbase: 144.5cm  Weight: 231kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17litres Also try:  Ducati Monster 795

Z1000: With looks that could sear the soul, the Z1000 is a naked bike that you absolutely want. Immensely powerful inline-four adds the ‘X-factor’.
L: 204.5cm Seat Height: 81.5cm Wheelbase: 143.5cm  Weight: 221kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17litres Also try: Honda CB1000R, Yamaha FZ-1
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 200  1.32  1.30  1.33 1.47 1cyl 199.5cc 6M 25.5 19 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 8/10
 390  1.83  1.80  1.84 2.04 1cyl 373.2cc 6M 43 35 na na 33 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 9/10

 200  na  1.60  na na 1cyl 199.5cc 6M 25.5 19 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -
 390  na  2.05  na na 1cyl 373.2cc 6M 43 35 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ -

   0.45 0.46 0.48 0.57 1cyl 106.7cc 4M 8.4 8.5 na   na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10

   0.47 0.43 0.46 0.52 1cyl 124cc V 8 9 80   na 45 l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10

   0.41 0.41 0.42 0.57 1cyl 124cc V 8 9 80   na 45 l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 3/10

Dx  na 0.43 na 0.45* 1cyl 110cc V 8 9 na   na na l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10
Vx   na 0.47 na 0.49* 1cyl 110cc V 8 9 na   na na l✔  l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 5/10

   na 0.43 0.44 0.49 1cyl 106.7cc 4M 8.4 8.5 na   na 49 l■ l■ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ 5/10

   0.50 0.46 0.48 0.55 1cyl 124cc V 8 9 80   na 45 l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10

350 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.37 1cyl 346cc 5M 19.8 28 na na na l■ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l■ l■ l✖ 4/10
500 1.44 1.41 1.44 1.65 1cyl499cc 5M 26 40.9 117 na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l■ l✖ 6/10
Electra  1.12 1.10 1.13 1.28 1cyl 499cc 5M 27.2 41.3 na na na l■ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l■ l■ l✖ 4/10

350 1.20 1.17 1.20 1.37 1cyl 346cc 5M 19.8 28 120 na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 4/10
500 1.53 1.50 1.54 1.75 1cyl 499cc 5M 27.2 41.3 130 na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 5/10
Desert Storm 1.56 1.53 1.56 1.78 1cyl 499cc 5M 27.2 41.3 130 na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 5/10
Chrome 1.63 1.60 1.63 1.86 1cyl 499cc 5M 27.2 41.3 130 na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 5/10

TG Awards:  Readers’ Choice Bike of the Year 2014 + 
Bike of the Year 2014: KTM 390 Duke
‘Bike of the year twice in a row? Sounds tough, but the Duke just did it.’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Hooligans par excellence 
come to India, courtesy Bajaj, and bring along their 
unparalleled sense of mayhem. 

KtM Dealers na Warranty 2years/30,000kms Website www.bajajauto.com

Duke: True to its heritage, the Duke 200 is a machine that is easily swayed into almost anti-social antics. Top shelf parts and value for money
L: na Seat Height: 81cm Wheelbase: 136.1cm  Weight: 125kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 10.5litres Also try: Pulsar 200NS

RC: KTM decided to take the Duke brothers racing, and so, with some help from the KTM Moto3 team, the RCs were born.
L: na Seat Height: 82cm Wheelbase: 134cm  Weight: 137-147kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 10litres Also try: Becoming a Moto3 rider

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: After buying the defunct 
Kinetic motors, Mahindra has taken its first step into the 
highly competitive two-wheeler market.

MaHinDra Dealers na Warranty na Website www.mahindra2wheelers.com

Centuro: Loaded with a list of features that are a first in its class.
L: 203cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 126.5cm  Weight: 120kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 12.7litres Also try: Honda Dream Yuga

Duro DZ: The all-new Duro, well not all that new. Remember the Kinetic Nova?
L: 181.9cm Seat Height: 78cm Wheelbase: 127cm  Weight: 114kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 6.5litres Also try: Honda Activa, Suzuki Access

Flyte: Inherited from the erst while Kinetic-SYM collaboration.
L: 179cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 126cm  Weight: 105kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5litres Also try: Honda Activa, Suzuki Access

Gusto: Mahindra’s first all-new scooter. Developed in Pune, styled in Italy. A decent alternative to other offerings.
L: 179cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 126cm  Weight: 105kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5litres Also try: Honda Activa, TVS Jupiter

Pantero: The Mahindra manages to impress with little value features that are usually not seen in this segment.
L: 200cm Seat Height: 80.5cm Wheelbase: 126.5cm  Weight: 120kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 13.7litres Also try: Bajaj Discover 100T

Rodeo RZ: More focused on youngsters. Takes on the likes of Activa, Dio.
L: 179cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 124.5cm  Weight: 106kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 4.5litres Also try: Honda Activa, Suzuki Access

TG Awards:  Most Beautiful Bike of the Year 2014: Royal 
Enfield Continental GT ‘If looks could kill, the 2013 Royal Enfield 
Continental GT tops the list of mass murderers.’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: They’ve kept alive the 
charisma of big bore singles although emission norms 
have muted them to a fair extent.

royal enfielD Dealers na Warranty na Website www.royalenfield.com

Bullet: The thump is enough to buzz your senses. However, this one is basic, tough and macho. Can ride on almost any surface.
L: 212 Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 137  Weight: 163kg Wheel size: 19inches  Fuel tank: 14.5litres Also try: Electra, Machismo.

Classic: A true beast. The 500 features the all-new fuel-injected TwinSpark engine. This is the most refined bike in the Bullet stable.
L: 213cm Seat Height: 80cm Wheelbase: 137cm  Weight: 187kg Wheel size: 18-19inches  Fuel tank: 13.5litres Also try: Electra, Machismo.
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Continental GT 1.88 1.84 1.88 2.14 1cyl 535cc 5M 29.1 44 na na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l■ l✔ 7/10

350 1.31 1.28 1.31 1.49 1cyl 346cc 5M 20 28 120 na 45 l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 5/10
500 1.66 1.63 1.66 1.89 1cyl 499cc 5M 27.2 41.3 130 na na l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 6/10

  0.50 0.47 0.48 0.56 1cyl 124cc V 8.6 9.8 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10 

1250  11.01 10.75 10.94 10.07* 4cyl 1255cc 6M  na  na  na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10 

  0.82 0.80 0.87 0.84 1cyl 155cc 5M 14.6 14 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ 9/10

  0.73 0.66 0.71 0.81 1cyl 149cc 6M 13.8 134 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ 6/10

 1000 16.34 15.95 16.23 15.95* 4cyl 999cc 6M  191 na na  na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 9/10 

GSX 13000 R 16.34 15.95 16.23 15.95* 4cyl 1340cc 6M 198 154 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔ 9/10

Inazuma 3.08 2.98 3.05 3.45 2cyl 248cc 6M 24.1 21.5 138 na 29.4 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔ 9/10

M800 10.29 10.05 10.22 10.05* 2cyl 805cc 5M 52 68 na na 22 l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔ 5/10 
M 1800 R 16.34 15.95 16.23 15.95* 2cyl 1780cc 5M 127 160 na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔ 6/10

   0.52 0.47 0.53 0.52 1cyl 113cc V 8.7 9 na na na l✔ l■ l✖ l✔ l✖ l■ l✖ l✖ 6/10

 Sling shot 0.55 0.53 0.53 0.59 1cyl 124cc 5M 8.5 10 na na 60 l✔ l■ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ 4/10 

   0.51 0.48 0.50 0.57 1cyl 124cc V 8.5 9.8 na na na l✔ l■ l✖ l✔ l✖ l■ l✖ l✖ 7/10

 1000 ABS 15.32 14.95 15.21 14.95* 2cyl 1037cc 6M na na na na na l✔  l✔  l✔ l✔ l✔  l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10

Continental GT: Most powerful RE, best-looking RE, and the 2013 Indian Motorcycle of the Year. Need we say more?
L: 206cm Seat Height: 80cm Wheelbase: 136cm  Weight: 184kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 13.5litres Also try: Triumph Thruxton (which is way more expensive)

Thunderbird: The cruiser in the crowd. Quite comfortable on the highway and an extremely steady bike. Now with a modern 350cc engine.
L: 204cm Seat Height: 77.5cm Wheelbase: 124cm  Weight: 179kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Avenger

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Maker of the fastest 
production motorcycle of the world has found the going 
tough in India.

suzuKi Dealers na Warranty na Website www.suzukimotorcycle.co.in

Access: Suzuki’s attempt to redefine practicality is great for college-goers. 125cc power for the price of an Activa.
L: 178cm Seat Height: 78cm Wheelbase: 125cm  Weight: 109kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 6.4litres Also try: Honda Activa, Dio, Kinetic Flyte

Bandit: Proper cross-country tourer for those who aren’t fans of the Harley way.
L: 213cm Seat Height: 81/83cm Wheelbase: 1485cm  Weight: 250kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 19litres Also try: Harley Davidson XR1200 Sportster, Ducati Monster

Gixxer: Suzuki’s 155cc naked bike has got the Yamaha FZ square in its sights.
L: 205cm Seat Height: 78cm Wheelbase: 133cm  Weight: 135kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Yamaha FZ

GS 150 R: Possibly the most refined bike in India with good ride and handling. The six-speed gearbox is super-smooth.
L: 209.5cm Seat Height: 79cm Wheelbase: 134cm  Weight: 134kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Pulsar, Unicorn, FZ-16, Apache

GSX-R: Suzuki’s litre bike completes a Japanese trio. Arguably the most comfortable of the lot.
L: 204.5cm Seat Height: 81cm Wheelbase: 140.5  Weight: 205kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17.5litres Also try: Yamaha YZF-R1, Honda Fireblade

Hayabusa: Not the fastest production motorcycle anymore, but the 1300cc motor still pack a lot of punch.
L: 219cm Seat Height: 805cm Wheelbase: 148cm  Weight: 260kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 21litres Also try: Yamaha YZF-R1 or a few hundred Pulsars put together

Inazuma: Performance clubbed with comfort, the Inazuma offers a seat that can safely be called a couch.
L: 214.5cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 143cm  Weight: 183kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 13.3litres Also try: Nothing really available to keep against Inazuma

Intruder: This is a mammoth motorcycle with an engine big enough to put most cars to shame.
L: 248cm Seat Height: 705cm Wheelbase: 171cm  Weight: 347kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 19litres Also try: Most cars that you can think of or maybe even a boat

Let’s: A decent little scooter that doesn’t offer anything path-breaking. Needs to catch up with Honda in terms of refinement. 
L: 180cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 125cm Weight: 98kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5.2litres Also try: Honda Dio

Sling Shot: Reskinned Zeus to break the lull, or so Suzuki hopes. Stylish design, quality of materials not very good though.
L: 203.5cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 126.5cm  Weight: 128kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Honda Shine, TVS Flame, Discover, Hero Honda Splendor

Swish: Want a peformance scooter with a bit of style? The Swish is what the doctor ordered. 
L: 178cm Seat Height: 78cm Wheelbase: 125cm Weight: 128kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 6litres Also try: Honda Dio

V-Strom: Suzuki attempts to wander in the Multistrada territory. Is it a right step?
L: 228.5cm Seat Height: 85cm Wheelbase: 155.5cm  Weight: 228kg Wheel size: na  Fuel tank: 20litres Also try: Ducati Multistrada, Triumph Tiger
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Bonneville na 5.7 na 6.67 2cyl 865cc 5M 67 68 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 6/10
Bonneville T100 na 6.6 na 7.67 2cyl 865cc 5M 67 68 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 7/10
Thruxton na 6.7 na 7.79 2cyl 865cc 5M 68 69 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 8/10

Daytona 675 na 10.15 na 11.57 3cyl 675cc 6M 126 74 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ na
Daytona 675 R na 11.4 na 13.05 3cyl 675cc 6M 126 74 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 9/10

Speed Triple  na 10.4 na 11.93 3cyl 1050cc 6M 133 111 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ 8/10
Street Triple  na 7.5 na 8.69 3cyl 675cc 6M 104 68 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ na

Rocket III Roadster na 20 na 23.05 3cyl 2294cc 5M 146 221 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ na

Thunderbird Storm na 13 na 15.08 2cyl 1699cc 6M 97 156 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ na

Thunderbird LT na 15.75 na na 2cyl 1699cc 6M 93 151 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ na

Tiger 800 XC na 12 na 13.67 3cyl 799cc 6M 94 79 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ na
Tiger Explorer na 17.9 na 20.25 3cyl 1215cc 6M 135 121 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ na

RTR160 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.84 1cyl 159cc 5M 15.2 13.1 105 na 42 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 4/10
RTR180 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.89 1cyl 178cc 5M 17.1 15.5 119 4.15 33 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ 7/10
RTR180 ABS 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.98 1cyl 178cc 5M 17.1 15.5 119 4.15 33 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖ na

    0.49  0.44  0.48 0.62 1cyl 109cc V 7.8 8 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 8/10 

  0.53 0.52 0.53 0.63 1cyl 124.5cc 4M 10.8 10.8 95 na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l■ l✖ l✔ 4/10

Streak 0.42 0.43 0.41 0.53 1cyl 87cc V 5 5.8 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
Pep Plus 0.40 0.41 0.39 0.52 1cyl 87cc V 5 5.8 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 4/10
Zest 110 na 0.42 na na 1cyl 109.7cc V 7.9 8.7 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10

     0.52  0.49  0.50 0.60 1cyl 110cc V 8 8 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 7/10

TG Awards:  -India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: British bike maker not to be 
mistaken with the lingerie company of the same name.

triuMpH Dealers 2           Website www.triumphmotorcycles .in

Bonneville: The quintessential Triumph. Also the most inexpensive bike of the range. Couldn’t get any better.
L: 211.5cm Seat Height: 74cm Wheelbase: 149cm  Weight: 225kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 16litres Also try: Harley SuperLow.

Daytona: 675cc three-pot, racing-derived genes and looks to make your heart melt. An expensive, but fine machine.
L: 204.5cm Seat Height: 83cm Wheelbase: 137.5cm  Weight: 184kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17.4litres Also try:  Resisting the temptation.

Roadsters: These are the stripped-down Daytonas, one with a 675cc motor, the other with a 1050. Proper Brit muscle.
L: 210cm Seat Height: 82.5cm Wheelbase: 143.5cm  Weight: 214kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 17litres Also try: Harley’s Sportster range, Kawasaki Z1000.

Rocket III Roadster: With the biggest engine for any production bike, the Rocket III is big enough to dwarf most other cruisers.
L: 250cm Seat Height: 75cm Wheelbase: 169.5cm  Weight: 367kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 24litres Also try:  Harley Night Rod, Ducati Diavel, Suzuki Intruder.

Thunderbird Storm: The poor man’s Rocket III. Not inexpensive or inconspicous in any way.
L: 234cm Seat Height: 70cm Wheelbase: 161.5cm  Weight: 339kg Wheel size: 19inches  Fuel tank: 22litres Also try:  A Harley Softail, Honda VT 1300 CX.

Thunderbird LT: A Thunderbird that’s built for the long haul. Slightly detuned motor, but still sufficiently powerful.
L: 254.6cm Seat Height: 70cm Wheelbase: 166.5cm  Weight: 380kg Wheel size: 16inches  Fuel tank: 22litres Also try: Harley-Davidson Softail Classic

Tiger: Triumph’s go-anywhere soldier, the Tiger is all the touring motorcycle you’d ever want. Also available with a bigger engine.
L: 221.5cm Seat Height: 86.5cm Wheelbase: 154.5cm  Weight: 215kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 19litres Also try: BMW R 1200 GS, Ducati Multistrada.

TG Awards:  Scooter of the Year 2014: TVS Jupiter 
‘The everyday family scooter that ran rings around the competition this year.’

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: They’ve had their ups and 
downs but seem sorted out now. Strong presence in 
southern India, rest of India needs some attention.

tvs Dealers 618 Warranty 2 years or 30,000km bikes,Model dependent for scooters Website www.tvsmotor.in

Apache: Into its second generation now with a bigger engine and more ‘race effects’. Still a great looker.
L: 202cm Seat Height: 79cm Wheelbase: 130cm  Weight: 136kg Wheel size: 17/18inches  Fuel tank: 16litres Also try: Pulsar 150, Achiever, Unicorn.

Jupiter: TVS’s latest offering to take on the Honda Activa, just that it looks too similar to its rival. 
L: 183.4cm Seat Height: 65cm Wheelbase: 127.5cm  Weight:  na Wheel size: 12inches  Fuel tank: 5litres Also try: Honda Activa, Yamaha Ray

Phoenix: A straight forward commuter bike. What you see is what you get. 
L: 198.5cm Seat Height: na Wheelbase: 126.5cm  Weight: 116kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Discover 125

Scooty: It’s tiny, petite and peppy. Convenient for city errands. But buy a bike for regular commuting. Perfect as your first two-wheeler.
L: 168.5cm Seat Height: 106cm Wheelbase: 123cm  Weight: 85-97kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5litres Also try: Nothing really

Wego: With the Wego, TVS has set its eyes on Honda’s share of the gearless two wheeler market.
L: na Seat Height: na Wheelbase: na  Weight: na Wheel size: na  Fuel tank: 5litres Also try: Honda Activa, Honda Aviator
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S  0.76  0.75  0.76 0.88 1cyl 125cc V 10 10.6 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ 6/10
VX   0.72  0.71 0.72 0.82 1cyl 125cc V 10 10.6 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ 6/10 

   0.49 0.47 0.48 0.60 1cyl 113cc V 7.1 na na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖  7/10 

Fazer 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.91  1cyl 149cc 5M 13 13 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✖  6/10 

FZ  na 0.76 na na 1cyl 149cc 5M 13 12.8 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔  5/10
S  na 0.78 na na 1cyl 149cc 5M 13 12.8 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔  5/10

FZ 1 11.63  11.86  12.10 13.65 4cyl 998cc 6M 147.9 106 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔  8/10

Ray 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.56  1cyl 113cc V 7 8.1 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖  7/10
Ray Z  0.48 0.47 0.48 0.58  1cyl 113cc V 7 8.1 na na na l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖  7/10

SZ-RR 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.73 1cyl 153cc 5M 12.1 12.8 na na na l✖ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔  4/10
SZ-S 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.66 1cyl 153cc 5M 12.1 12.8 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✔  4/10 

   0.55 0.54 0.55 0.65  1cyl 123cc 5M 11 10.4 na na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✖ l✖ l✔ l✖ l✖  -

   27.83 29.02 29.60 33.09 4cyl 1679cc 5M 200 166.8 na na na l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔  -

   16.93 17.65 18.01 20.21 4cyl 998cc 6M 177.4 112.7 285 na na l✔ l✔ l✖ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔  9/10

   1.14 1.10 1.11 1.27 1cyl 150cc 6M 16.8 15 140 na 40 l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l✔ l■ l✔  7/10 

TG Awards:  Two wheeler design of the year 2012
'Could've called this Automotive Fashion Statement of the Year. But it already was, 
so never mind.'

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: If there ever was a company 
that married history and tradition with a modern outlook, 
Vespa is it. 

vespa Dealers 8 Warranty na Website www.vespaindia.com

Vespa: This 125cc scooter is undoubtedly one of the best-looking scooters out there. Sticker price is a shocker, though
L: na Seat Height: na Wheelbase: na  Weight: na Wheel size: na  Fuel tank: 5litres Also try: Honda Dio, Suzuki Swish, Yamaha Ray

TG Awards: Scooter of the year 2012: Ray
'Yamaha finally enters scooter market in India. Pulls a winner out of the hat.'

India sales in 2013:  na
For full listings and data please visit:
www.topgear.com

Company description: Have made a name out 
of manufacturing fast bikes. Great products, but dealer 
network not good enough to back them up.

yaMaHa Dealers na Warranty 2 years or 20,000km Website www.yamaha-motor-india.com

Alpha: Yamaha’s attempt to take on the scooter segment dominated by Honda’s Activa
L: 179.5cm Seat Height: 77.5cm Wheelbase: 127cm  Weight: 104kg Wheel size: na  Fuel tank: 5.2litres Also try: Honda Activa, Honda Aviator

Fazer: Purely a commuter. Surprisingly a good handler and has a refined engine. Now with lesser power, and lesser weight.
L: 197cm Seat Height: 79cm Wheelbase: 133.5cm  Weight: 135kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 13.2litres Also try: Pulsar 150,  CB Unicorn Dazzler

FZ FI V2.0: Boldest of the 150cc lot with tyres to chew and spit out the competition. Less powerful now, but also lighter.
L: 199cm Seat Height: 79cm Wheelbase: 133cm  Weight: 132kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try: Pulsar 180, Apache RTR

FZ 1: Street fighter looks and performance to go with it. Will give you all the thrills of a litre class bike. 
L: 214cm Seat Height: 81.5cm Wheelbase: 146cm  Weight: 214kg Wheel size: na  Fuel tank: 18litres Also try: CB 1000 R

Ray: Aimed at ladies, but not surprisingly, it endears itself to the opposite sex too. Fun to ride, looks good and is a Yamaha
L: 183.5cm Seat Height: 76cm Wheelbase: 127cm  Weight: 104kg Wheel size: 10inches  Fuel tank: 5litres Also try: Honda Dio, Suzuki Swish

SZ: Cheaper alternative to FZ16, cuts down on essentials like disc brakes and pass beam
L: 205cm Seat Height: 80.2cm Wheelbase: 132cm  Weight: 132kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 14litres Also try: Hero Honda Hunk

SS125: Another delicious product from the Yamaha stable. We’ll have to see whether even this one is a victim of buyer ignorance
L: 199.5cm Seat Height: 79.5cm Wheelbase: 129.5cm  Weight: 125kg Wheel size: 18inches  Fuel tank: 13.6litres Also try: Discover 125

V-Max: Be ready for some seriously fast acceleration, and hope no one is crossing while you are at it. 
L: 239.5cm Seat Height: 77.5cm Wheelbase: 170cm  Weight:  310kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 15litres Also try:  Apollo 11, SR 71

YZF-R1: Want to be like Rossi? Well, you can start with at least looking like him on a Yamaha.
L: 206.0cm Seat Height: 83.5cm Wheelbase: 141.5cm  Weight: 177kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 18litres Also try: Hayabusa. CBR1000RR

YZF-R15 2.0: Same old R15 tweaked for better performance. Though no power upgrade will put off a few people
L: 197cm Seat Height: 80cm Wheelbase: 134.5cm  Weight: 136kg Wheel size: 17inches  Fuel tank: 12litres Also try:  Karizma ZMR, Bajaj Pulsar 220
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